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A Note on the Naira: 
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ABSTRACT 
This tbesis presents the result of researcb into small-sca. le 
enterprises in Borno State of Nigeria. The development of the small- 
enterprise sector bas been a policy objective In the country over the 
past decade. Its main contributions are envisaged as creating 
employment, contributing to industrial Isa tion, spreading Industry to 
rural areas, and mobilisation of local resources. The growtb of the 
sector and Its contribution bave bowever, not been as great as 
desired. 
Lack of Information and advice for potential and existing 
small-scale enterprises can restrict their development and growth. 
This aspect bad not previously been studied In depth In the Nigerian 
environment. This created the need to study the Information needs of 
and sources available to small firm entrepreneurs. The research was 
concentrated In Borno State. The method of study Involved Interview 
with small firm agencies, and, with small firm ownerlmanagers. 
The study found that there are quite a number of programmes 
for assisting small firm entrepreneurs but emphasis is mainly laid in 
providing material and technical assistance rather than information 
and counselling. The existing agencies are also found to be 
constrained In providing effective assistance to small firm 
entrepreneurs by inadequate organisation. The perceived needs of 
small firm entrepreneurs on the other band are mainly related to 
finding resources. Need for management competence Is unrealised or 
suppressed. They tend to look for information on their perceived needs 
through local and personal sources and business contacts and are 
reluctant (due to a lack of confidence) to contact Government 
sponsored services for assistance. 
The main recommendation is for an overhaul of government aided 
assistance to small firms and a need to stress the development of 
management competence rather than emphasis on material support. In 
particular It Is recommended that the several existing services be 
coordinated into an information network of assitance programmes. This 
will consist of consultancy units, a business Information unit, a 
coordination centre and a credit guarantee scheme, 
.1. XlV-EIRC)-DUC7XCW 
1.1 RESEARCH AND THE NIGERIAN SWALL FIRM SECTOR 
Over the years, the small enterprise sector has been an important 
area in the development strategies of most developing countries. It 
requires rel a ti vel yI ess cap! tal to start and de vel op, I ess 
sophisticated methods of production and can over time create the 
necessary foundation for Industrial development. It also offers the 
advantages of employment creation as it is often a labour intensive 
activity, and facilitates industrial dispersion into the rural areas. 
In Nigeria small manufacturing enterprises are regarded as an 
Important part of the country's economic development. They are 
particularly seen as Important in the liglt of employment generation 
and rural development. 
if- Bany factors includinK an environment of business culture, 
availability of capital, incentives for small enterprises etc. 
contribute to small firms' development and success. Some common 
constraints Identified as inimical to the development of firms In the 
sector include lack of conducive investment atmosphere and 
difficulties in administering incentives. Otbers are poor education, 
cultural barriers to business success and difficulties In obtaining 
Information for facilitating effective undertaking of economic 
activities. 
An area wbicb bas not received mucb attention is information. 
Is information available to the firms? Are they constrained In finding 
relevant resources and Information for management development? Do they 
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know of existing Information services and utilise them? From mY 
personal experience as a National Youtb Service Corp member attacbed 
to the Industrial Development Centre Benin-City, I found signs in 
many cases tba t lack of adequate information and effective 
communication between small firms and services established for their 
promotion formed a serious problem on the development of these firms. 
I therefore decided to concentrate my research on the information 
needs of the small-scale enterprises and the availability of 
information in Borno State of NiKeria towards the development of the 
small enterprise sector. 
1.2 INTRODUCTION TO THE SMALL-SCALE MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES SECTOR 
An Important element of the industrial policy and strategy in 
the country Is the emphasis on the creation and development of the 
small scale enterprise sector. This sector is important in the 
Nigerian economy. Numerically, it constitutes a large percentage of 
the NiKerlan economy. For instance, over 70 percent of companies 
registered In Nigeria (about 1-9,000 companies) and 218,000 enterprises 
registered under the Business Names Act in 1976 in Nigeria were 
classified as small scale. In Borno State, 471 of 4-QO manufacturing 
establisbments registered witb the Ministry of Trade in 1984 were 
smal I scale. 
The sector's GDP contribution to manufacturing bas been 
rising, tbougb sluggisbly in consonance witb the general trend in the 
manufacturing sector, moving from about , 1.53 million in 1973174 
per! odj constituting 0.48 percent contribution to the economy to 
-ff. 133 million or 0.75 percent in 1981. Considering the low level of 
- 
contribution of the manufacturing sector as a wbole in this period, 
(only 6 percent in 1981) and for the fact that the contribution of 
most craf t and other smaller enterprises otber than modern 
manufacturing are not accounted for, the importance of this sector can 
not be over empbasised. On the average, small-scale manufacturing 
firms contributed 8.6 percent yearly to total manufacturing value 
added between 1974175 and 1977178. Me sector during the same period 
grew at the rate of 31.8 percent per year. 
In employment terms, small-scale enterprises contributed over 
10 million of the 31 million estimated to be in gainful employment In 
1-980, making about 82 percent of the 12 million that are employed in 
the non-agricultural sector. The large- and medium-scale industrial 
sectors employed only 2 million or 18 percent in the same period. In 
Borno state, small scale enterprises employed 3,739 of' total of 6,! 905 
employed in the manufacturing sector in 1984. 
The small-scale enterpr1ses sector Is also an important 
training ground for tLe country's skilled and semi-skilled personnel. 
V- 
. Por instance between 1972 and 
1.974, out of a total of about 70, -935 
employed In manufacturing and mecbanical small scale enterprise In 
five states of the federation, 32,741 or 46 percent were apprentices 
under training. The apprenticeship system is mainly found In the small 
scale enterprise sector in the country and bas been the first step for 
many tecbniclans that are presently employed in the large scale and 
otber sectors of the Nigerian economy. 
Otber contributions that are identified by economic planners 
witb the small manufacturing enterprises sector are competitiveness 
and flexibility. The sector provides bousebold equipment and consumer 
products In a variety of areas. Small manufacturing firns dominate in 
- 
the activity areas of furniture making, sawmilling, bread baking, 
tailoring and garment making, metal frames fabrication, concrete and 
cement block making, and a bandful of otbers. Their competitive 
advantage arises from their ability to meet the average Yigerians' 
desire to bargain in price fixing and from the flexibility of the 
enterprises In producing Items suiting the average persons' income and 
taste. Personal services are also an Important competitive instrument 
in the sector, For instance in the automobile servicing and repairs 
business, a typical Nigerian would prefer having his car fixed at a 
small automobile repairs garage wbere be can use etbnIc or otber 
acquaintances to influence tLe type of service and service cbarges be 
recleves. 
These achievements and expected advantages of the sector not- 
withstanding, the desire of the Government for a greater contribution 
of the sector to Industrial development bas not been acbIeved. 
Furtber effort Is required in understanding the problems of the sector 
as well as the problems of assisting the sector. 
Considering the Importance of the small-scale enterprises 
sector, the government found it necessary for a policy towards the 
promotion of the sector. To make Its contribution a reality, the 
government sought to promote the sector activity through direct and 
Indirect assistance, assistance in the areas of financial support and 
tecbnIcal and management consultancy and counselling. A pripgramwe of 
industrial estates wa s envisaged to provide infrastructural 
facilities, premises and utilities. 
Specific programmes included an allocation in the Second 
National Development Plan of , -'N. 800,000 to start the development of 
Industrial Development Centres in strategic centres to provide 
- 
services In terms of tecbnical and managerial advice to small scale 
industrialists. This amount was increased to N. 33 million In the 
Tbird National Development Plan (1-975-80). An allocation of - 9.20 
million was made for a programme of Small Scale Industry Credit Scbeme 
during tLe same period, wbicb was divided among the then twelve states 
of the federation for on-lending to small scale enterprises. The 
Government's credit allocation to the sector during the Fourth 
National Development Plan period (1,981-85) was -N. 295 million. The 
NlKerla Bank for Commerce and Industries which was created for the 
1ndigenisation exercise was charged with the responsibility for small 
manufacturing firms. To encourage appropriate credit allocation In the 
economy In support of the sector, monetary policy guidelines were 
introduced. The cur-rent guidelines (1985) indicated tbat the minimum 
proportion of loans and advances that eacb bank sbould allocate to the 
small scale enterprises sector sbould not be less than 16 percent of 
the total loans and advances to indIgenous borrowers, wbicb sbould be 
80 percent of total lendInK. 
To encourage Nigerians to invest in the small enterprise 
sector activity, tbe various state governments were encouraged to move 
into direct participation by establishing small-scale manufacturing 
firms more especially in those areas that may have little attraction 
to the average small investor either due to complexity or longer 
gestation periods for returns to investment. For example, the 
Borno 
state government has since 1982 been actively engaged in this area. 
It 
signed with the National Small Scale Industries Corporation of 
India 
for the establishment of 17 small-scale manufacturing projects worth 
about -'N. 10 million, some of wbicb 
bave already taken off (e. g. the 
- 
Borno Wire and Nail Firm) and equipment for starting others has been 
received. 
These efforts of the government over the years has not 
acbIeved the desired improvement in the growtb of industrial 
development In the country; the small enterprise sector bas continued 
to be plagued by problems. It is in this regard that the study into 
problems of promoting the sector becomes of importance. 
- 
ý2. LITERATURE REVIEV 
The definition of small firms varies in the literature. The 
two main definitions are those put forward by the Small Business 
Administration, and, tha t by the Bolton Committee (1-971). The 
c. haracteristics of the small business were defined as one whicb is 
managed by its owner, employing fewer than the average firm in the 
particular industry, bas less capital and limited market sbare. In tbe 
developing countries It is sometimes referred to as the informal 
sector although such a term is usually associated with self employment 
and petty prDduction in the urban centres (Hart, 1973), 
The subject of small-scale enterprises in developing countries 
bas received attention from various interests and covers various 
aspects. The studies include those describing the characteristics of 
firms In the sector, their role In economic development, and 
constraints on their growtb, among otbers. Many of the studies bave 
led to suggestions as to how small firms could be made to achieve 
their desired contribution to economic development. Yet the need for 
researcb continues because the small firm sector has remained 
underacbleving in many countries that have stressed the need for the 
growtb and contribution of the sector. 
- 
2.1 THE ROLE OF SMALL MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
The need for policy towards the promotion of small firms came 
to a bead due to growing need to find solutions to the social and 
economic problems whIch bave, remained endemic in the developing 
economies (The Fourth National Development Plan, 1-981). There was an 
Increasing need for reversing the lack of economic growth, especially 
structural imbalance that bas grown out of earlier industrial 
policies. In many developing countries initial industrial policies 
have favoured the spontaneous growth of large-scale manufacturing 
businesses wbIch turned out to be, in many cases lacking in potential 
for far reaching economic development. For example in Nigeria, in the 
Second and subsequent National Development Plans, the effects of 
earlier Industrial and trade policies of import substituting develop- 
ment has been identified as leading to lack of growth in technology, 
manpower, and of strategically important sectors (The Fourth National 
Development Plan, 1981, pp. 139-141). The industries failed to a great 
extent to provide employment, develop tbe rural sectors and provide a 
far reacbIng foundation for economic, development. In sbort, lt created 
more long term disadvantages than benefits in mny developing 
countries (Ekuerhare, 1977). 
The small enterprise sector In developing countries on the 
otber band is seen as an alternative that bas wider potential for 
development from the grassroots ( Aubrey, 1.951, Neck, in ILO, 1977 and 
Harper, 1984). Neck (in ILO, 1977) identified the importance of the 
sector as economic and social. He gave tbe benefits of the sector, 
among others as: 
- 
(a). the development of a pool of skilled and 
semi-skilled workers as a basis for future Indust- 
rial expansion; 
(b). Improvement of forward and backward linkages 
between economically, socially and geographically 
diverse sectors of the economy; 
(c). non-requirement of some of the sophisticated 
managerial and technological techniques normally 
required by larger enterprises; 
(d). opportunities for developing and adapting 
appropriate technological and managerial approach- 
es; 
(e). increases in savings and investment by local 
personnel and more effective use of scarce 
capital; 
(f). Increased mobility for the Improved develop- 
ment of scarce capital; 
(g). Increased mobility for the improved develop- 
ment of natural resources; 
(h). the development of special subcontracting 
arranEements. 
The social importance of the sector be stated as the "improvement In 
the quality of life", brougbt about by reducing unemployment, 
excessive strain on existing infrastructure, and providing for better 
human relations. These generally are accepted as strong arguments for 
the promotion of the small enterprise sector in developing countries. 
(Aubrey, op. cit., Davenport, 1967, Harper, 1985, Ettema 1984, ILO 
1961, and 1972, Staley and Morse, 1,965). 
In the ligbt of the lack of material and industrial manpower 
resources in tbe developing countries, the small-scale manufacturing 
sector is seen as an alternative route to creating the foundation for 
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development (Aubrey, 1951). It is more especially seen as a source of 
employment generation (as a measure of arresting the social probZ .1 em of 
unemployment In such economies and for creating a pool of necessary 
experience for industrial take-off). It is also seen as having the 
potential for facilitating spread of development to rural areas. Hence 
the sector Is widely regarded as a necessary stepping stone to 
industrial development. 
The objective of pursuing a policy of promoting the sector In 
Nigeria fell very much In line with this general view a---; was clearly 
presented In the Tbird National Development Flan, (1975, p. 155) as: 
------the creation of employment opportunities, 
mobilisation of local resources, mitigation of 
rural--urban migration, and more even distribution 
of Industrial enterprises in different parts of 
the country. 
2.2 PROBLEMS OF SMALL MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 
Presently, the question of whether small manufacturing firms 
are important to acbIeving development aspirations of developing 
countries does not seem to be a major issue for discussion (as small 
firms are generally considered Important). The major Issue is that of 
t. he ways for effective reallsation of these goals tbrough the gr-owtb 
and development of the small firms sector. The small enterprises 
sector bas failed to develop and produce tbe intended benefits. 
Identifying the problems of starting and running a small manufacturing 
enterprise and the problems of providing assistance to the sector 
bave consequently grown to be the focus of most studies in the area 
- 10 - 
currently. Sucb a focus, (I. e looking at the problems of starting 3nd 
running small firms and problems of assisting tbem), as I see i4t 
sbould be undertaken from an understanding of the problem in tbe 
particular environment. 
Altbougb a lot bas been written on the development oY small 
enterprises, the studies have been mainly on the provision of material 
assistance (particularly finance). Little attention has been given to 
the nature of entrepreneurial information needs of the small firms as 
a necessary ingredient for successful starting and running of the 
firm. Little research effort has been directed at ascertaining the 
availability of information, rather than material support, to the 
enterprises from governmental as well as private institutions. This 
perbaps bas been as a result of the widespread belief that the 
obstacles to the success of small enterprises especially In the 
developing countries arises mainly from lack of resources. 
Although this study is on the need for and the availability 
of information for the success of small enterprises, a natural point 
to start is looking at tbe nature of problems Identified wItb smll 
enterprises, generally, and in particular, in developing countries. 
That small firms In most developing countries are lacking In growtb Is 
a commonly accepted tbesis. But different studies bave empbasised 
different problems to the success of small firms. The problems often 
found in the literature as affecting the success of small firms are 
mainly of two kinds: those problems that can be Identified as 
environmental, (e. g. the effect of government policies, competition, 
disadvantages In relation to resource acquisition, sometimes due to 
domination by the large-scale sector firms that small firms are faced 
- -U- 
witb), and, Internal factors, (relating to the competence of the 
management or managerial inefficiencies of tbe firm). 
2.21 Environmental Obstacles to Small Enterprise Development 
The size of small enterprises, thoug-b sometimes given as an 
advantage in that they are flexible and adaptable to changing economic 
conditions, Is often also the root to their disadvantages. This is the 
implication of the arguments that small enterprises are disadvantaged 
in their growth and development by some external factors. Due to their 
sma IIs1z es, (market, finance, owner dominated etc. ) they are 
disadvantageously positioned in the environment, especially in finding 
the resources for their- development, and competition, The environ- 
mental disadvantages to the growth of small firms often mentioned 
1 ncl ude: 
(a). difficulties arising from their relationship with the 
large-scale enterprises sector; 
W. lack of access to resources and markets, (e. g. difficult- 
les in obtaining finance, and raw materials) 
(c). government discrimination and inadequate incentive and 
support. 
2.211 Small and large scale enterprise relationships 
In developing countries tbis problem is mainly discussed in 
the "formal"I"Informal" sector relationsbip debate. It is necessary to 
point out that there are differences in the definition of "informal 
sector activities". For example, the ILO Kenya Mission (1972), 
considered these as the activities of the urban slum dwellers; Scbmitz 
- 12 - 
(1-982) talked of them as small manufacturing firms-, wbile 
saw then as "petty commodity producers". Page, (in Schmil--z, 1-Cý3---') who 
apparently first introduced the term no doubt meant self employment in 
unorganised small-scale manufacturing and service activities. Since 
there does not seem to be a universal definition of a small firm In 
developing countries, and considering the fact that in whatever name 
the informal sector is addressed it is still seen as an important 
manufacturIng sector, they are to me small scale manufacturing firms. 
The main argument is tbat small-scale manufacturers in 
developing countries could not possibly grow due to exploitation and 
subordination by the large scale, formal sector. This exploitation 
view Is the main point of contention by Bienefeld (1.975), for eximple, 
writing on the Informal sector based on his research in Tanzania. He 
argues (p. 55-56) that: 
many small scale operators are engaged in a 
process of production and of technological 
development but their ability to develop 
cumulatively over extended periods Is limited: by 
their being exploited through the terms of trade; 
by their dependence on large scale industry for 
Inputs ---- and by the fact that when the markets 
they serve grow beyond a certain size this will 
not be a gradual but accelerating stimulus to 
further development of the forces of production. 
Instead it will trigger a discontinuous shift to 
'international' technology which will incorporate 
this market by virtue of its efficiency andlor its 
market power, the latter based on effectively 
unlimited access to capital and on the 
establishment of brand name products through heavy 
advertising. 
- 13 - 
Similar views have been expressed by Leys (in Schnitz, 1982), and 
Weeks (1.975). 
The main tbrust of this argument is that small firms exist 
within the constraining influence of, especially, large firms in 
undertaking their economic activities. This influence is exerted 
tbrough various dependency relationsbips including subcontracting and 
the control of the market for the relevant factors of production (e. g. 
raw materials and equipment) by large firms. It is contended that 
small firms are denied growth due to the control of access to 
resources of production and product market by large firivs, and 
limiting them to petty production (Tokman, 1.978). Working relationships 
between large and small firms (e. g. of subcontracting ) are said to 
be detrimental to the growtb of smaller firms as tLe arrangements only 
favour large firms. Capital growtb in small firms Is said to be 
retarded as they pay dearly for their Inputs (often from large firms) 
but receive far less for their products wbIcb are often meant for the 
lower income groups of the economy, (e. g. factory employees of large 
enterprises) (Leys, In Scbmitz, 1982 Bose, in Mebta, 1985, p. 329 and 
Weeks, 1975, p. 4). The lack of g-rowtb and development in small 
manufacturing firms is tberefore explained as mainly due to this 
unfavourable relationship with the forml sector enterprises (Moser, 
1978). 
Altbougb a lot bas been said on the formallinformal sector 
relationship, the contribution of these discussions to the development 
of the small firm bas been insignificant simply because it bas 
excluded the role of management in the growtb of the firm. Nor does 
the discussion see small-scale entrep-reneursbip as a competitive 
organisation wblcb exist in its competitive environment by virtue of 
- 14 - 
some Important advantages it has (e. g. flexibility). Bienefeld's 
contention for example, neglects the fact that an entrepreneur with 
the right flair, energy, drive and awareness may be able to anticipate 
the "discontinous shift to international technology" in his business 
or the industry be is operating in. The strategic development approach 
to business management that is likely to be employed by such an 
entrepreneur can enable bim to place bis business in competitive 
position in his business environment. Yet his education and flair can 
enable him gain access to sources of capital and markets. Indeed the 
contention Is significantly lacking in empirical evidence and wide 
open for furtber research. 
Whether the small enterprise in developing COUDtries has 
failed to grow and make the desired contribution mainly because of its 
subordination to the large firm or formal sector Is also questionable. 
For example subcontracting between large and small firms in the 
manufacturing sector in some developing countries, (e. g. Nigeria) is 
itself underdeveloped - indeed, largely non existent. (Teriba, et al, 
1981). The extent of Input dependency is also limited. The two sectors 
are largely independent of eacb otber. The level of exploitation, 
brougbt about by sucb dependency, if It does exist, can only be 
Insignificant. If the small firm is constrained in 87rowtb, subordina- 
tion is an unlikely factor. To argue that the Independent small 
business in Nigeria falls to grow due to some relationsbip of 
subordination seems to me lacking in relevance to the development of 
small firms in tbe country, 
- 15 - 
2.212 Lack of access to resources and markets 
Lack of access to resources, especially capital, is one otber 
area that has received significant attention as a barrier to the 
success and growth of the small firms. (Bolton, 1.971, OECD, 1971, 
Osaze, 1981, Wilson, 1979 and otbers). Small firms generally are said 
to be disadvantaged in gaining access to financing from private 
financial institutions and this bas been a major factor leading to the 
instituting of government sponsored programmes. Anderson and KLambata 
(1981) concluded in their study of small enterprise development in the 
Philippines (p. 166) that: 
-- the large majority are financed by family 
savings, retained earnings, trade credits and 
sometimes by borrowings In the informal markets; 
comparatively little insti tutional finance is 
forthcoming, except for that provided through the 
Government's programs or for borrowers of good 
standing. 
Harper (1985, ) also gave several examples of lack of finance among 
small enterprises In different developing countries. (See also 
Davenport, 1967). On Nigeria, Aluko (1966) wrote (p. 200) on the 
probl em, gi vi ng the exampi es tba t: 
One of the greatest bandicaps is the lack of 
Capital. ----Nost of the educated entrepreneurs are 
labouring under a great financial strain. Several 
would-be entrepreneurs remain inactive for lack of 
capital. A Nigerian industrial engineer, trained 
in West Germany, bas on bis drawing-board the 
- 16 - 
plans to manufacture antiseptic equipments if be 
can get an Initial loan of about t5,000. Anotber 
bas been trying to sell bis idea for the 
production of bricks and tiles around Onitsba for 
some time. Botb of them in frustration, are at 
present, looking for salaried employments after 
two years in the entrepreneurial wilderness, at 
great personnel costs and losses. 
That small firms bave some difficulties in financing appears to be 
widely accepted, althou87h a few researchers in the area (e. E. Schatz, 
1965, and Kilby, 1966, on Nigeria) have contested that the need for 
finance among Nigerian entrepreneurs is illusory. 
Wby small firms could not raise funds from private financial 
Institutions has attracted two main arguments. One is the fact that 
market forces do not favour access to these resources by small firms. 
The other contends that small firms are discriminated against by the 
financing institutions. 
The OECD (1-971), the Balton Committee (1.971), and the Wilson 
Colmittee (1979) prominently beld the first view, (I. e, that market 
forces do not favour the small firms in getting finance from the 
private financial institutions). The main point of their argument is 
that the small firms are disadvantaged In obtaining finance from 
financial institutions not because they are d1scriminated against, but 
because of the economy of lending wbicb is not in their favour, (i. e. 
that the small loan requirements of these firms are costly to bandle) 
and riskier. Hence only those small firms that bave very promising 
track records or those with adequate collateral can be provided with 
finance. Tbus for example, the Wilson Committe wbile agreeing that 
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small firms are disadvantaged in getting access to finance and otber 
support, it concluded tbat., 
.. none of this necessarily constitutes a bias 
(against small firms by financial institutions). 
From the point of view of the supplier, the cost 
of providing finance to small firms is higher and 
risks may be more difficult to assess... (p. 388, 
parenthesis added). 
The response of private financial institutions to allegations of lack 
of committment to financing small firms in developing countries bas 
also emphasized such risks and costs as a discouraging factor. 
Anderson and Khambata (op. cit., pp. 34-35) for Instance found in their 
interviews In tbe Fbilippines witb financing institutions tbat. 
the cost and time involved In processing a loan 
for an SSE, without established track record, 
would be about 2.4% to 3. OZ of the loan value as 
compared to 0.4% and 0.5Z for prime and near 
prime companies respectively.... In addition, the 
risk of arrears and write-offs on SSE loans are 
higher than on loans to well established 
enterprises... 
Therefore private financial Institutions' lending to small firms is 
limited to participation in firms that have ascertainable risks and 
success records. Tlis pattern appears to be consistent In many 
developing countries. Most small firms tberefore do not find financial 
resources for initial and subsequent investment from institutional 
sources as they do not have the track record, are not exposed to 
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Interaction with private financing institutions, and do not have the 
collateral to offer. If they do obtain financing from sucb sources, it 
Is usually at significant cost. Bearing this in mind small firms seem 
to be at a real disadvantage in financing. 
The second view (I. e. that small firms face discrimination 
from private financial institutions) is cbaracterised in sucb a 
question put forward by Schmitz, (1982, pp. 441). He asks in his paper 
whether the higher interest rates paid by the 
small producers and their difficulties in gaining 
access to credit merely reflect an underlying 
reality of unstable and risky conditions of 
production (and hence repayment defaults) or 
whether they are due to distortions in the views 
and practices of those in charge of the credit 
institutions. 
In many developing countries the latter (i. e. distortions in the views 
and practices of those In cbarge of the credit Institutions) seems to 
be the accepted view especially by economic planners and Is reflected 
in the views of the chief of the Kenya Nission (ILO, 1972) as reported 
in Scbmitz (1982), wbicb claims discrimination. Distortions no doubt 
exist as Indicated by lack of creativity and inaction in financing 
Industry by private financial institutions in many developing 
countries (Nwankwo, 1970, Omopariolla, 1978). Such a view however, 
seems to sbift too mucb blame to the finanacial institutions witbout 
putting their bebaviour into the context of the economic environment 
tbe7 operate in. Vben one considers the fact that private financial 
Institutions are in the business of making money, their limited 
lending appears quite justifiable. It can not be expected of any 
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custodian of other people's resources to expose them to greater risk 
than can be ascertainable in the economicý environment. Sucb 
distortions as tbey exist seem to be a direct result of the 
unpredictable economic environments of most developing countries. 
Wbetýber it Is discrimination or consideration of market factors that 
determines their lending to small firms, In the absence of adequate 
information that would give the asssurance for safeguarding their, 
resources, one will not expect greater improvement in that direction. 
Alt. bougb it is clear that small firms are disadvantaged in 
financing, tbere is growing evidence that even wbere facilities are 
available, they remain largely underutillsed due to lack of 
information and awareness of sucb sources by the small firms owners 
(e. g. an information gap as referred to by the Bolton Committe). In 
addition, research has indicated that a majority of small firm 
entrepreneurs lack the ability to communicate their financial needs to 
financing institutions. This for example, Is one of the main 
suggestion made by Osaze, (1-981), from bis examination of the 
financial cbaracteristics of some "growtb small-firms" in Nigeria. 
Anderson, (1982), also beld a similar opinion, in addition to 
stressing a lack of information on the small enterprises wbicb would 
aid the assessment of risks. 
In Nigeria, in addition to these factors, economic inefficien- 
cies, created especially by corruption and favouratism, bave been 
identified as a barrier to financing of small firms even when the 
government has committed schemes for such purposes. 
Aluko (1! 966) made 
the observation that: 
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bardly are there any loans available to the honest 
and non-politically aligned businessmen ... in 
Nigeria, politics controls and conditions 
business. 
Generally, the literature seems to indicate that small firms 
In developing Countries lack adequate financing, that they are 
disadvantaged in obtaining finance, especially at a cost that is 
economic for their growth, and this is an obstacle brought about by 
t, beir disadvantaged economic position in the environment. Furtber 
n- nesearch is needed in this area into the role of information and the 
communication abilities of the small firms in their effort to obtain 
finance since sucb was only narrowly considered in existing work. 
The case of lack of access to markets bas received quite less 
attention than tbat of finding finance. One of the cbar-acteristics of 
small firms is said to be limited market share (Bolton, 1-971). But it 
Is also said that the advantage of small firms lies in their being 
able to be flexible to suit cban8-es In their market conditions. Small 
firms may find it difficult to find inputs for production just as they 
may be faced wItb in finding finance due to their limited influence. 
Gaining market acceptance bowever, Is a different tbing all togetber, 
cannal ' see, if small firms are flexible, to be disadvantaged In 
fInding a market nicbe to take advantage of. 
2.213 Government policies and small firms 
Another often mentioned environmental obstacle to small firm 
development in the developing countries is the factor of government 
"discrimination". Inappropriate government policies and incentive 
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structures In the developing countries are decried as constituting 3 
a barrier to growtb of small-scale enterprises (for example, ILO, 
Kenya Mission, 1971 p. 504). Government activities in the developing 
countries are said to be discriminatory and eltber completely ignore 
the small enterprises sector or are designed to favour large-scale 
enterprises. Sucb areas as issuance of licences for imports of 
essential inputs for Industries, provision of assistance in the area 
of industrial infrastructure and incentive schemes are mainly not in 
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lavour of the small-scale sector. Indeed as Harper and Soon (1979) 
found, most small-scale producers in the developing countries see 
government legislation and Incentive structures as perpetrating the 
dominance of large scale enterprises and as one of the greatest 
constralnts to their success. 
The question of government discrimination against small firms 
bas not been extensively researcbed and is largely open for 
discussion. Indeed the fact that most modern small enterprises In 
developing countries are a result of deliberate government promotion 
effort significantly undermines the contention that the the firms are 
discriminated against. The effort in many developing countries towards 
assisting the small firm sector seems to weaken significantly the 
assertion that calculated discrimination exists against the sector. 
The problem seems to be the lack of efficient macbInery for 
administering inGentives and creating an environment that is conducive 
to Industrial development. Most of the obstacles arising from so 
called government d1scrimination appear to bave their rDDtS in the 
process of development. For example, authorities in the LDCs have to 
decide between taking advantage of the immediate potential of the 
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large enterprise In meeting import-substituting demands and long term 
development tbrougb industrial growtb from the grassroots. 
A possible impediment to the success of small firms as far as 
the role of the government Is concerned seems to lie in inconsisten- 
cies, and non-clarity in policies which are a comnon feature of 
underdeveloped economies. Tbis seems to be a maj . or problem in Nigeria 
and is an opinion bigbly beld as represented clearly by Cbu Okongwu, a 
former Minister of Economic Development In the country, and currently, 
a Minister of Finance, He wrote that government policies often 
contradict deliberate attempts at supporting small firms, by making it 
impossible for the investor to get the requisite assistance (e. g. 
licences, permits allocations, approvals, credit). He furtber observed 
(Okongwu, 1986) tbat. 
There is wi thou t doubt an observed high 
coefficient of deliberate refusal to cater to the 
needs of the genuine small Industrialist 
(potential or, actual) and an observed counterpart 
high coefficient of deliberate disposition to 
fa vour the non-genuine "businessman, " or 
Intermediator, or, non-Investor - the new and 
rapidly growing class of Individuals, men and 
women, whose earnings thereby are par excellence 
pure economic rents - with the components of the 
incentives package. 
An economy wbere sentiments and official lack of will over-ride even 
spelt-out government policies certainly stands little cbance of 
attaining growth along the desired patb. This lack of clarity and 
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Indeed lack of will in efficient execution of policies constitute a 
significant barrier to attracting investment of the kind desired for 
economic development and can indeed be a major obstacle to growth of 
small-scale enterprises. 
2.22 Internal (Managerial) Deficiencies as Barrier to Growtb of Small 
Firms 
The Small Business Administration of the United States bas 
reported that 60 percent of failures In small firms in the U. S. were 
due to lack of' management knowbow (in Stepbaneck, 1-960, p. 3). More 
recent17 statistics (Dun and Bradstreet in Hodgetts, 1.982) showed 
tbat, of the underlying causes of failures in small firms, . 92 percent 
have been due to lack of balance of management experience in the 
various functional areas. Similar conclusions bave been drawn in otber 
studies. Lltvak and Maule (in Scott, et al. ed. , 1986) for example 
reported tba t: 
inadequate performance of the management function, 
specifically as it relates to effective decision 
making and planning, is a primary cause of failure 
I .... combined witb a 
lack of experience coupled 
w! tb psycbol ogi ca I unpreparedness for the 
responsibilities of running a business. (p. 61) 
Some researcb in the developing countries seems to 
indicate that 
internal inefficiencies are a more crippling barrier 
to the success of 
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the small firm than environmental factor's (e. g. Kilby, 1965, Scbatz, 
1965). 
The problem of lack of management competence in small firiv bas 
over the years received as much attention as, (and even seems to have 
attracted more attention) than the environmental problems. These 
indicated that as much mnagerial effort is required as financial 
resources or otber incentives as a growtb factor in the small firms 
(Stephaneck, 1960). 
Statistics on the causes of small business failures is mainly 
on developed countries, (e. g. the Dun and Bradstreet figures, op. cit). 
Differences in the political and economic environment, and in the 
availability of Information services make the usefulness of such 
statlsýtlcs in developing countries doubtful. A number of studies in 
the developing countries and others have nevertheless advanced certain 
factors as being the causes of management underacbIevement in small 
firms (Altaf, 1983, Anderson, 1982, Curtis, 1-983, Egbuta, 1982, Harper 
and Soon, 1979, KllbyO 1965, Mohammed, 1977, and Nafziger, 1969, 
1977). The factors often mentioned include: 
(a). lack of an accounting base for planning and mnagement of 
the business (Anderson, 1.982) 
(b). lack of tecbnical abilities in the production area 
(V, - I vp 
1965, Harris and Rowe, in Terlba and Kayade, 1977) Al by 
(c). lack of appropriate business culture (Nafziger, 1969) 
(d). lack of balance in entrepreneurs' skills, insufficient 
attention to planning, lack of delegation, and management 
succession problems (Stepbanek, 1960) 
(e). lack of business growth objective (Akeredolu-Ale, 1975) 
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(f). frequent dispersal of effort over several businesses )t 
once (Ki I by, 1965, ). 
Research on some of these factors is quite extensive (e. g. 
lack of accounting base for planning and management of the business) 
but otLers lack empirical examination. One area tLat Las been 
considered widely is that of "lack of accounting base for the planning 
and management of the business" (Anderson, 1982), wbich seems to 
dominate studies on internal inefficiencies in the small firm sector. 
Anderson reasons that the causes of the lack of' accounting in the 
flrms, 
--- is partly due --to the point tha t the 
accounting profession itself is underdeveloped in 
most countries and can offer satisfactory services 
to Only a small number of firms. Even in countries 
where they are available, however, they are little 
used and seem only to be turned to when the 
payment of taxes can no longer be avoided, or when 
a bank loan is required and it is the bank's 
policy not to lend unless audited statements are 
available. 
Generally, a combination of the factors mentioned are considered as 
constituting the management deficiency in small firms even though 
there does not seem to be a consensus as to wbicb of these factors are 
of greater effect and their causes. 
The problem of management competence in small firms (and 
Indeed of industrial development in general) in developing countries 
is commonly discussed as that of an inadequate supply of effective 
entrepreneurs In development. It is also difficult to separate the 
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problem of small firms from those of the entrepreneur. It -is 
therefore, only approppriate for me to proceed from an understanding 
of the role and the position of the entrepreneur in the development of 
the small firm In developing countries. 
One of the characteristics of smll firms is owner luanage- 
ment. The entrepreneur is therefore a central figure in the small 
enterprise. The entrepreneur's key role in the firm can best be 
Introduced with Penrose's (1980) observation that: 
The productive activities of... a firM are governed 
by... Its 'productive opportunity, which comprises 
all of' the productive possibilities that its 
#entrepreneurs' see and can take advantage of. 
.... It is clear that this opportunity will be 
restricted to the extent to which a firm (its 
entrepreneur) does not see opportunities for 
expansion, is unwilling to act upon them, or is 
unable to respond to them. (parenthesis added) 
ry- now best a business can be started and developed can be argued as 
basically a question of the capability of the entrepreneur to overcome 
the environmental obstacles. The entrepreneur can tberefore, be said to 
be tbe source of success (or failure as may be) In the firmi 
especially small firms since be Is more central to the existence of 
the firm than, for example, the availability resources without the 
ability to use them effectively. 
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2.221. Entrepreneurial functions in the firm 
Before moving into the functions of the entrepreneur I think 
It is Important for me to make it clear about wLom I am talking. This 
bas become necessary since there bas been a lack of consensus as tc-., 
wbo and wbat makes an entrepreneur, 
The definition of the term entrepreneur is wide but the main 
points can probably be summarised as follows: 
(a), ownership of resources being employed in busine-ss and 
risk talfIDE, 
(b). innovation, performing new combinations, creating and 
exploiting new and existing but otberwise untoucbed 
opportuni ti es, 
Variations in these definitions exist in the literature 
(Casson, 1982, Cole, 1968, Hartmann, 1.959, Herbert and Link, 1982, 
Klrýzner, 1973, Lelbenstein, 1968, Penrose, 1980, and Scott, 1-976). 1 
must say that an entrepreneur is one who has all the attributes 
mentioned, the quality of whom can be a factor of how well he 
coordinates the attributes contained In the definitions to 
successfully achieve his business objectives. Six different types of 
entrepreneurs have, for example, been suggested by DanbDf, and, 
Rarayana (In Garrmany, 1972). Danbof suggested that an entrepreneursbip 
ca n be. - 
(a). innovating, cbaracterised by the positive 
assemblage of I nforma t! on, 1 ooki ng for new 
opportunities, new metbods, etc. 
(b). imitatative, cbaracterised by readiness to 
adopt successful innovations introduced by 
Innovating entrepreneurs. 
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(c). "fabian", cbaracterised by very great caution 
and scepticism, but whicb does imitate wben it 
becomes perfectly clear that failure to do so 
would result in a loss of the relative position of 
the enterprise. 
(d). "drone", cbaracterised by refusal to seize 
opportunities or to make cbanges in metbods of 
production or in anytbing else at the cost of 
severely reduced returns relative to otber 
enterprises. 
Narayana suggested two more types; the "over-cautious" entrepreneur, 
, suggested as in-between fablan and drone, and "parasite entrepreneur", 
only interested in taking advantage of government support facilities. 
Generally, an effective entrepreneur is often described as baving 
greater sense of Judgement, energy, high in achievement motivation, 
having enthusiastic drive, foresight, an above average awareness of 
the environment, and an expert in the art of admini-stration 
(McClelland 1967, and Herbert and Link, 1982), 
In trying to cbaracterise the entrepreneur it is belpful to 
distinguish him from the manager, the second key role In modern 
business enterprise. Tbus one suggestion that seems to offer a greater 
potential for defining the entrepreneur Is that by Hartmann (1959), 
wbom, like Knigbt, (in Nafzlger, 1977) stresses the ultimate ownersbip 
of authority as the basic distinction between management and the 
entrepreneur. 
Ownership of resources is the central point of entrepreneurial 
power which gives him the ultimate authority on bow and where to 
deploy tbem. TbIs ownersbip does not, bowever, in itself constitute 
entrepreneursb1p; it does so only when the resource is employed in 
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a risky venture. This may appear however like the Scbumpeterian 
capitalist (Herbert and Link, 1982). The distinction is that here the 
entrepreneur Is a "capitalist" with a difference since he owns not 
only capital, but bas the motivation, the ambition and foresigbt and 
empl oys them wItb a veiw to scoring an objective (usually grow-tb in 
his Investment). A capitalist may own resources but not necessarily 
employ them in any ventures. For a capitalist to be an entrepreneur, 
he must therefore expose his capital to risk of loss, and the 
consequent risk of personal loss (e. 87. loss of fame, status etc. ) in 
pursuance of some ambition. As the propen-sIty to assume risk is found 
not necessarily to be bigber in the entrepreneur, (be is said to be 
only Interested in taking moderate risk [Brockbaus, 1980, McClelland, 
1-9671), the entrepreneur uses his command of judgement and foresight 
to employ the best managers as a security against exposing bis 
resources to the exploitation of his goals (speculative activities). 
The entrepreneur 1---; therefore the highest source of authority In the 
firm. 
The relationship that may come to exist between the entrepre- 
neur and his chosen assistant (s) is that of risk sharing. Due to the 
fact that the entrepreneur owns the resources to be employed, he 
wields the autbority over the resources and all decisions relating to 
their use.. However, if be bad to work witb anotber Individual to 
acbieve bis goals, one possible way to minimise risk Is by relinqui- 
t-)ý ... Ing some autbority so tl2at responsibilities given away could 
be 
performed with authority by the individual so chosen. Accompanying the 
level of autbority, an equivalent leyel of risk is bowever, passed on 
to the Individual wbicb binds bim to put in bis best to the 
performance of the task for whicb be is employed. The entrepreneur (as 
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In Cyert and Parch, 1963) gets comformity to the goals in the 
organization (pp. 27-28) by making 
payments (wages, interest, love) ... to the staff 
and by a system of internal control that informs 
the staff of the entrepreneurial demands). 
Wbere sucb a lieutenant falls to belp reallse the objective of the 
entrepreneur, he faces loss. Not only is the authority so given to him 
withdrawn, he consequently suffers the loss of fame, and status. The 
8-rowth in the authority and responsibility component in modern 
mana8'ement can be seen as a necessary risk sharing phenomenon that has 
come to being as a result of entrepreneurs' moderate attraction to 
risk and their above average foresight and awareness. 
Thus it can be argued that the authority component arising 
from the ownership of resources separates the entrepreneur from the 
manager. The manager is only given autbority as a consideration for 
taking part in employing the owner's resources and sharing the risk of 
I asi ng 1 t. The level of autbority given is dependent upon the 
competence expected of b1m, (i. e., bow mucb risk be may be capable of 
averting). The enterpreneur therefore is the authority in the firm, 
The manager Is a delegated autbority. Tbus the two are distinct. 
Most current writers on entrepreneursbip seem to agree that 
the role of the entrepreneur in the business organisation has 
8'rowingly been delegated to management. The focus on defining the term 
'entrepreneur' bas tberefore sbifted to attempts at drawing a line 
between tbe "functlons" of the entrepreneur as distinct from 
managerial functions in the organisation. Quite a number of attempts 
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In this direction bave been made, important among them are by Kilb_-,, -, 
(1971), and Penrose, (1-980). 
The distinction between management and fte entrepreneur is far 
more obscure In small businesses where the entrepreneurs are the 
central actors. A small firm is widely characterised as a one-man- 
sbow, at most witb the assistance of a band or two. (Bolton Committee, 
1971). The ownerlmanager is therefore an entrepreneur with absolute 
and direct authority over the activities of the firm. He shares little 
authority wi th outsiders and therefore assumes all risks. His 
motivation, and ability in managing therefore, is of prime signifi- 
cance to the growth and development of the firm. 
Penrose, (1980) in her work on the theory of the growth of the 
firm, differentiated the functions of an 'entrepreneur' from that of 
management, giving the services expected of the two kind as: 
Hntrepreneurial services are those contrib- 
utions to the operations of a firm which relate to 
the Introduction and acceptance on behalf of the 
firm of new ideas, particularly with respect to 
products, location, and significant changes In 
technology, to the acquisition of new managerial 
personnel, to fundamental changes in the 
administrative organization of the firm, to the 
raising of capital, and to the making of plans for 
expansion, including the choice of method of 
expansion. services --relate to the 
execution of entrepreneurial ideas and proposals 
and to the supervision of existing operations-. 
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Penrose went furtber to say that tbese functions may be perf.. rmed by 
the same person(s), (i. e. by "management") in the firm but pointed to 
the over-riding role of the entrepreneur (p. 35) by saying 
tLe managerial competence of a firm Is to a large 
extent a function of the qual I ty of the 
enterpreneurial services available to it. 
Penrose contribution does not vitiate my earlier attempt at 
differentiating management from entrepreneurs. It only sbows the 
extent to which the two functions are interwoven in pursueing the 
entrepreneurial objectives. Tbe enterprise requires two separate 
abilities, the competence of management and the enterprise of 
management (Penrose, i bid). 
An important work which spelt out the functions of an 
entrepreneur is that by Kilby (1971). He elaborated the functions of 
the entrepreneur as consisting of various activities including: 
(a). Excbange Relationsbips: 
(1). perception of market opportunities 
(novel or innovative) 
M). gaining command over scarce resources 
(ill). purcbasing inputs 
(I V). marketing of the product and 
responding to competition 
W. Political Administration 
('I). dealing wItb the public bureaucracy 
(concessions, licencles, taxes) 
(I! ). management of buman relations witbin 
the firm 
Oli). management of customer and supplier 
relations 
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(c). Management Control 
(I). financial management 
01). production management (control by 
written records, supervision, coordinating 
inputs flow witb orders, maintenance 
(d). Tecbnol ogy 
(1). acquiring and overseeing, assembling 
of the factor 
(! I). industrial engineering (minimising 
Inputs with a given production process) 
(III). upgrading process and product 
quality 
(I V). introduction of new production 
techniques and products. 
The extent to which these activities are covered by the 
entrepreneur in the business enterprise depends, as Kilby explained, 
on the scale of operation, the availability of the managerial function 
In the market and the ability of the entrepreneur In using the 
available external managerial functions to the benefit of bis 
enterprise. 
In the developing countries, wbere material as well as 
manpower resources are limited, indigenous entrepreneurs find 
tbemselves constrained In undertaking economic activities effectively. 
The small enterprise is worse off since it tends to be poorer in 
resource ownership and perbaps lacks the awareness of the need to use 
external managerial competence. The ownerlmanagers In most cases lave 
to undertake these functions in totality by tbemselves. This can be an 
effective barrier to their success due to the nature of need that is 
exerted an them tbrougb their firm's lifecycle. The entrepreneurs for 
Instance need not only to start well. Since the firm, like the product 
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it produces and sells, moves tbrougb a lifecycle (see Levitt, -1965 for 
the concept of the product lifecycle, and Cburcbill and Lewiss, P983, 
on the small firm) the management requirement for the performa, -,.: ýe of 
the specified functions differs throu&h the Stages of growth (Kroeger, 
1.974). With the changes In the stages of the firms growth, extra 
need Is exerted on the management of small firms. Froblems requiring 
greater managerial talent may have to be faced, (e. g. falling sales, 
greater competition, having to deal with expansion, introducing new or 
improved products) with every change in the firms' stage of lifecycle 
(VdzIkIs and Glueck, 1980). How well the entrepreneurs perform theso 
functions significantly constitute the growth factor in the small 
firm. Lack of competence in undertaking these funct-ions effectlýl, -ely 
can constitute to a greater extent the deficiencies in small firms. 
2.222 Entrepreneurial deficiencie-c-ý in small firivs In Nigeria 
In Nigeria the main references in the area include studies by 
Nafzlger (1977), Akeredolu-ale ('1975), Kilby (1.965p 1966), Osaze 
('1981), and Al uko, (1966). These studies are not on the small 
enterprise sector as such (except Gsaze's which is on "rapid growth 
small flrms"ý, but of a much wider area of Indigenous entrepreneur- 
sbips. Their contributions are nevertheless important since a 
significant proportion of indigenous enterprises In the country are 
relatively small scale. In all of the studies the problem of 
managerial deficiency was bigbligbted as the barrier to the Erowtb of 
the Indigenous sector firms. Indeed some even concluded that there are 
no resource limitations on the growtb of enterprises in this sector, 
and asserted t1jat the problem Is mainly lack of management ('Scbartz, 
1965 Harris and Rowe 1977). 0--a--"e (1981) believed in the existence of 
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some management deficiency aided by some environmental constraint In 
the small firms. 
However, a significant part of the literature on Nigeria seems 
to underscore lack of technical skills, in addition to an im liedly p 
Inherent management lack of competence, as the main deficiency in the 
running of' Indigenous, especially manufacturing firms. Kilby (1971) 
for exampl e, from bis study of tbe bread industry and observations 
from otber studies on Nigerian entrepreDeur-sbip wrote (pp. 30-31) tbat: 
..... in the baking industry the writer documented 
the loss of three-quarters of potential profits to 
raw materials wastage, damaging of bread during 
baking, and extensive employee pilferage. Lawrence 
OA-igbo found that over half of Nigeria's sawmills 
were operating at less than 50 percent efficiency 
during the bours in which they were in use; and 
Harris and Rowe report that, combining efficiency 
with hours utilized, 'most Nigerian sawmills are 
producing only 10 to 20 percent of the lumber that 
the installed machines are capable of producing. ' 
Comparable magnitudes of underutilization were 
found In the rubber creping industry ..... 
The factors which lie behind such poor 
performance are, on the production side, failure 
to regularly maintain equipment, inadequate 
coordination of raw material purchases with 
product orders, a disinclination to utilize 
written records for purposes of control, and the 
absence of conscientious supervision in the 
workplace. 
Kilb 's observation seems to Indicate negligent management rather than y 
the absence of competence in running the businesses. Harris and 
Rowe 
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(in Ter-lba and Kayode, 1977) found that the entrepreneurs for the most 
part, do not 
---- understand bow to delegate autbority and yet 
keep control ... and they bave mde little effort to 
train supervisors and managers. 
They cons! dered these 
serious defects In tecbnical and managerial 
competence.... potentially remediable tbrough 
additional experience, competitive pressure, and 
tecbnical assistance. 
Page and LeCraw (in Anderson, 1,981) made similar obserw: itlons in Gbana 
and Tballand respectively. LeCraw suggested 
more extensive Information for prospective 
Investors on approppriate technology and training 
for managers, engineers and workers in its use. 
Akeredolu-Ale (1975) observed that the deficiencies are due more to 
lack of business growtb objectives among Nigerian entrepreneurs. He 
observed for instance tbat: 
--- the pattern of their lives and some aspects of 
their organizational practice (for example the 
reluctance to enter into partnership with others, 
the extreme reluctance to delegate responsibility 
to otbers, tbe tendency to reserve the leadership 
of the enterprise to one's blood relations) compel 
us to hold that they are ruled by the less- 
expansive profit-for-self-and family gratification 
philosophy of participation----than by the profit- 
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for-business-growtb or some other expansive 
philosophy which Is saving-abstinence oriented. 
Lack of accounting and book-keeping has surfaced In all the studies aEý 
an Impediment to the success of the indigenous firms. Other factors 
mentioned in Nigeria are lack of education and traditional lifestyles 
wbicb are not suitable to business undertaking (kilby, 1965). Some 
studies however, indicated no significant differences between the 
educated and the lesser educated entrepreneurs in bow they run their 
businesses (e. E. Akeredolu-Ale, Nafz! Eer op. cit. ). Similarly, high 
levels of acceptable business culture, beneficial to the 8-rowtb of 
the indigenous sector enterprises have been found especailly among 
some communities that appear to dominate in entrepreneurial activities 
(Nafzigel-, 1-969). 
In all however, the management problem of the small enterprise 
Is sbown to be multi-facetted. Me impression generally is that of 
lack of adequate management to engineer growth in the indigenous 
sector enterprises. A major criticism of these studies must be their- 
lack of distinction between different sizes of indigenous enterprises. 
Anotber is their lack of in-deptb consideration of Important factors 
like the role of availability of information, location, education, and 
some otber relevant environmental factors. The metbodology Of Some Of 
the researchers wbicb limited their empirical studies to the analysis 
of small firms' financial records can also be criticised on the basis 
that It limited their findings to wbat is obtaining in fairly 
successful small firms (since they bave relatively good accounting 
systems), leaving out týbose that do not even bave the records to be 
analysed. 
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An Important area that one might want to -see being explored 
furtber In researcb in the indigenous sector enterprises is the role 
of education in creating entrepreneurial awareness of the businesses 
environment. Education can be an important success factor in the small 
enterprise especially in developing countries. A caution must be 
inserted to the effect that I am not in any way implying that the more 
educated entrepreneur is the more successful in business enterprise. 
The flair for entrepreneurship is perhaps more to do with natural 
talents and possibly as a result of upbringing in a business culture 
than education. However, the fact that education is a gate to greater 
awareness cannot be disputed, There is no doubt that the more educated 
an Individual is, the wider his sphere of knowledge, the more likely 
he will be successful in communication, and the more advantaged iii 
reading manuals, journals, etc, facilitating understanding of 
management principles, production processes and even sifting the 
environment for strategic information. Many advantages can be cited. 
Stephanek (op. cit. ) considers education for instance as a prerequisite 
for management development. He wrote that 
Many great leaders of the past were not 
handicapped by their lack of formal education... 
... Increasingly, however, management requires more 
and mDre detailed knowledge. Technologies, even 
those applicable to SMa 11 industry, are becoming 
more COMP1 ex. Government regulations must be 
mastered if one is to remain in business. While an 
enterprise can be started with little knowledge, 
it will not prosper and expand unless the manager 
receives a constant flow of Information and is 
able to acquire skills of ever-increasing 
COMPI exi ty. 
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In the developing countries wbere educational levels are 
considerably lower, the growth in the supply of awakened entrepreneurs 
can be limited especially in the small firms sector. In studies of 
small firms In developing countries, it is useful to examine the role 
of education, as Indeed of' otber relevant factors, for in-. c; tan, ---e on 
the use of development facilities by the entrepreneurs in improving 
their businesses. 
Having viewed the environmental and internal barriers to the 
development of the small firm, it can be argued that small firms in 
developing countries do not fall to reallse their economic roles 
primarily due to lack of management competence. The problems of small 
firms in developing countries seem to me are due to managerial as well 
as environmental 1 neffi cl enci es. The two factors are interwoven 
barriers to small firm growth. The extent to which information on 
Important areas of entrepreneurial services (e. g. in the acquiqition 
of capital, tecbnology, and even managerial services) Is available in 
the environment, can to a greater extent determine the growtb 
potential of small firms. On the otber band ambitious, versatile and 
InEenlous entrepreneurs are tbe prerequisite to the effective 
utilisation of opportunities and assistance tbat may be available to 
expand their businesses. 
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2.3 USE OF SMALL ENTERPRISE PROMOTION AGENCIES BY ENTREPRENEURS IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Altbougb In many developing countries, and especially in 
Nigeria, there was only limited understanding and consensus as to wbat 
constitute the problems of the small firm sector, there bas over the 
years been some effort In establishing promotion programmes to 
activate the contribution of the sector to national development. The 
Instruments for the promotion of the sector commonly found in the 
developing countries are mainly three; that is, apart from a general 
of policies and Incentive scbemes wbicb are aimed at encouraging 
the supply of entrepreneurs in general. The programmes commonly 
emphasized are., 
(a). the provision of finance 
(b). technical and managerial counselling and 
(c). developing and assisting in infrastructural facilities 
A combination of these is commonly found in many developing countries. 
Disappointingly, not much success has been achieved in admin- 
Istering the Incentive schemes in most of the countries (see for 
example, Anderson, 1,982, Bolnick, 1982, Livingstone, P980, Staley and 
Morse, 1-065, Teriba and Kayode, 1977, and UN. TDO, 1978b). For example 
the programme of industrial estates in Nigeria was reported to have 
"produced less than satisfactory results. " (Schatz, in Teriba and 
Kayode, 1977). In another developing country, India, which has one of 
the longest histories of official support for small business, and 
perhaps the most comprehensive programme, problems of attempting "to 
provide too many services, in too many locations, for the available 
resources of trained men and equipment" were found to have limited the 
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success of the programmes (Staley and Morse, 1965). Kilby, (i n 
Anderson, 1.981) observed on the experience in a lending scheme in 
Kenya that., 
Of the 288 loans outstanding, 269 are in arrears 
by three months or more. It has been estimated 
tba t as many as 133 1 oans coul d prove 
uncollectable Despi te se vera I attempted 
reforms --- no systematic supervision of loan 
repayment has yet been acbieved--Tbe problem could 
be a lack of determination at the top. Delinquent 
borrowers are seldom visited, letters of notice 
are rarely sent, and legal action is hardly ever 
taken --- 
Available information on programmes elsewhere indicates that the 
programmes were largely cbaracterised by underutilisation, and misuse 
and bave been Ineffective. 
lot wl tbstandi ng the quite significant (though apparently 
Ineffective) attempt at promoting tLe sector in many developing 
countries, Information on the performance of sucb programmes is also 
very scanty. Mis extends to Nigeria where studies Into the operation 
of the small firm promotion agencies are very limited and the few that 
have been done are nearly two decades old. Even then, most of the 
studies saw the agencies merelY In the light of one aspect of tbelr 
Intended purposes, (e. g. The Federal Loans Board or the Nortbern 
NIgeria Small Industries Credit Scbewe only as sources of finance). 
Omopariolla's study (1978) into the role of the Nigerian Industrial 
-Development 
Bank is an example of these studies. Otber studies that 
toucbed on the subject of the small enterprise, merely mentioned the 
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existence of some of the agencies or wbat roles they are supposed to 
play (e. g. Nafziger, 1977 and Osaze, 1981). 
levertheless, from what can be gatbered, the problem of under- 
acbievement of the promotion programmes appears to be due eitber to 
the entrepreneurs not being aware of the facilities or that the 
programmes do not seem to attract the entrepreneurs. The studies did 
not on the otber band say whetber the organisation for the promotion 
of the sector is adequate or not, whether what is provided coincides 
witb wbat is needed and wbetber a communication gap exists between the 
small enterprises and the agencies and if so wbat could be done to 
improve the programmess. 
A greater effort in that direction (i. e. , in identifying the 
reasons for underutIlisation and of ineffectiveness of small firm 
promotion agencies), is certainly required for the success of small 
enterprls, e development. Establisbing a small enterprise programme 
would require understanding comprehensively the problems of the firms, 
It sbould look for the limitations to finding what Penrose (op. cit. ) 
calls the 'productive opportunities' in the firms and the role and 
limitations of development agencies in filling the gaps that may exist 
in the firms. 
Researcb on the use of small enterprise information services 
(services of the agencies) by small enterprise ownerInanagers In the 
developing countries or elsewbere is very limited. One notable work 
(which Is not In a developing country) is that carried out by Capital 
Planning Information (1,982) for the British Library, wbich looked at 
the information needs and information sources available to small firms 
in the U. K. The conclusion of this study was that small enterpril-: ýes 
tend to have few contacts with external agencies and that small firms 
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often do not know of agencies especially set up to 
belp tbem. Even wben they do know about tbem, they 
do not know wbat service is being offered, 
And that 
conventional sources of information, sucb as 
public Ii brari es, chambers of commerce and 
researcb associations, play only a small role in 
belping small firms. 
Another study wbich considered the use of agencies by small 
firms is that by D. J. Storey, (1-982). In a study of small firms in the 
Cleveland area of England, he found considerable unwillingness and 
dissatisfaction amongst tbe entrepreneurs to using public agencies 
established to assist them prior to getting started. He considered 
(p. 143) that it 
Is increasingly Important to identify criteria for 
determining the effectiveness of such agencies, 
bearing In mind that the entrepreneur is likely to 
be a character who cherishes his personal 
Independence and ability to Sol ve his own 
problems. 
Little do we A-now of the reasons for this state of unwillingness to 
using the agencies by the entrepreneurs. 
These two researcb findings can be limited In leading tD an 
understanding of the problem in Nigeria, if only because of the 
differences between the two environments (Tbe U. K. 's mucb bigber 
educational levels, availability of information services, innovative 
and competetive financial facilities). The problem of using these 
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studies as guides to assisting small firms in Nigeria can also be seen 
even from differences In the two observations from a similar environ- 
ment. For example wbile the Capital Planning study concluded that the 
small firm owners "often do not know" of the services, Storey 
considers that they are rather- unwilling than not being aware. These 
differences stress the need to examine the problem of small firms from 
the particular environment point of view. 
A useful appr-oacb to the study of small firm problems and that 
of assisting tbem, Is looking at the problem as that of information 
needs and supply for running tbe enterprise. An understanding of wbat 
sources and what communication or approach the entrepreneurs prefer in 
meeting their needs Is also a prerequisite to providing service to the 
firms. This Is important because the link between the problem of the 
small firm and the assistance programmes Is basically information. 
Wbat problem triggers the need for what Information? What Information 
sources does the ownerlMaDager use for solving bis problems, as 
related to task performance, personnel, andlor relating to the macro- 
system factors? What information can the promotion service provide to 
alter the problem situation in the entrepreneurship? What Information 
can be obtained about wbat Is available at the agencies to the small 
enterprises and wbat are the communication gaps between the main 
cbaracters meeting the growtb needs of small enterprises? Pursuing 
this direction is the prime objective of this study on small 
enterprises in Borno State of Nigeria. 
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-ý-3 . RESEARCH RETHODOLOGY 
3.1 AN OVERVIEW 
The research method used is a fairly common one involving a 
survey. The empLasis is on Personal interaction with the respondents, 
seeking the advantages of observation, creating confidence, and 
immediate response. Unless the respondent could not be approached 
personally therefore, postal questionnaires were not ussed. As the 
nature of data required was mainly qualitative, It also became 
necessary that the research empbasised the current method. The scheme 
of activities undertaken In arriving at the required information that 
facilitated the reporting are described below. Before then bowever, I 
present some definitions necessary for tbe understanding of the 
research. 
3.2 DEFUITION OF TERMS 
(a). The terms small-scale entrepreneursbip, sma II fi rms, small 
enterprises and small businesses are used tbrougbout the text in the 
same meaning, (1. e. , manufacturing businesses wi tb total capital not 
exceeding 150,000 Nalra). 
(b). The word entrepreneur, and the term the ownerlmanager are used 
synonymously and is one that bas a substantial or sole ownerslip of 
the business and is involved in managing it. 
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(c). Agencies are all institutions wbicb are directly or indirectly, 
specifically or otberwise involved in providing some form of 
assistance, free or at cost to small firms. 
(d). Information refers to processed or semi-processed data wbich 
Inbances the state of awareness, and wbicb reduces or removes 
uncertainty or difficulty for an existing or prospective small firm 
entrepreneur in starting, running, and developing his business. 
3,3 THE OBJECTIVE AID HYPOTHESES 
The main objective of the study is to look into the 
availability of information to small firms in relation to their 
development needs. It examines the possibility of a 8-ap between the 
information services available and the information needs Df the small 
fir-ms and tbe possible bar-rier-s to the use of sucL information 
services by small firms. The ultimate aim Is to move towards a 
suitable small firm promotion scbeme in the State. TLe main proposal 
of the study is that the current of information services available for 
the promotion of small firms in Borno State is not adequate. The 
following bypotbeses are considered to fulfill the objective of the 
study: 
(a). there is not sufficient current of Information available 
to small firms in the state; 
(b). information services available are inappropriate for the 
needs of small firms; 
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lack of awareness by small firm entrepreneUA-1- Of 
, goverment sponsored information services Is a barrier to 
effective small firm promotion ; 
(d). lack of education of the entrepreneurs Is a barrier to 
their use of government sponsored information services. 
3.4 THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
This study is on the situation in Barno State. The cboice of 
tb1s state Is related to the availability of grant to undertake 
researcb In this area and the manageability of the researcb witbin the 
limited time and resources. This influenced the decision to limit the 
main study to this area in the country. This is to enable a more 
reasonable coverage of the various areas of the researcb. I also bad 
the strong conviction, partly based on my experience in working witb a 
small enterprise promotion agency, that small firms operating In the 
different states of the federation appear to have similar problems. 
The government's effort In promoting small firms is about the same in 
all the states of the federation. Hence I saw covering more than one 
state as unnecessary. 
Anotber major factor In cboosing Borno State Is the fact that 
the promotion, especially of small scale manufacturing firms is 
considered a bIgb priority. The State is one of the most lacking In 
industrial establisbments. The "location quotient" I of regional 
distribution of manufacturing establisbments by 1973, (tbe peak era of 
economic prosperity in Nigeria) sbowed, for example tbat, Nbrtb- 
Eastern State, (wlicb consisted of Borno, Baucbl and Gongola States) 
bad only 0.08, compared to Lagos wbicb bad 17.51 and Nortb-Central 
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State (present Kaduna State) witb 1.47 (Olaloku, 1979). Tb i-, -; is 
tbougbt to be Inimical to the development of the State. In addition, 
the growtb and contribution of the small manufacturing sector bas not 
been as desired. Indeed there bas been inadequate information on the 
sector to enable effective planning for its promotion. Cases of 
failure bas been observed to be bigh, mainly Judging from the lack of 
success of projects sponsored by some of the government agencies. The 
need was there to understand the problem and find a more suitable 
scheme for the promotion of the sector enterprises if their desired 
contributions are to be reallsed. 
Conclusions and recommendations made In this researcb are 
tberefore mainly limited to Borno state. Nevertheless such conclusions 
and recommendations may be applicable to the wbole of the country due 
to the similarities mentioned above and desirability of the small firm 
sector to industrial development of the country. 
3.5 THH SUR VH Y 
The researcb mainly involved Interviews wItb small enterprise 
promotion agencies and ownerlmanagers of small manufacturing firms 
all over the state. The empbasIG of the study Is on developing an 
understanding of how well the information available from the agencies 
satisfies the information needs of the small enterprises. 
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3.51 Selecting the Sample 
Since the empbasis is on Information for small firm, it became 
necessary to start with the small enterprise promotion agencies. Such 
agencies Included all existing sources of business information or 
support available to small firms in the State. This Includes private 
and public sponsored agencies. The empbasis nevertbeless is on the 
role of public agencies, The agencies contacted include all government 
sponsored agencies, and private and voluntary Institutions relevant 
to the promotion of Industry In general In the state. Agencies witb 
responsibilities for covering the state in their activities but 
operating from outside the state were also Included. These include the 
research Institutes and some of the development banks. Tb e 
Institutions were the Industrial Development Centre (I.. D. C. ), Small- 
scale Industries Credit Scbeme (S. S. I. C. ), Nigeria Bank for Comnerce 
and Industries (N. B. C. I. ), Nigeria Agricultural Bank, (N. A. C. B. )p 
Nigeria Industrial Development Bank (N. I. D. B. ), Projects Development 
Institute (P. R. O. D. A. ), Federal Institute of Industrial Researcb, 
Osbodl (F. 1.1. R. 0. ), Lea tber Researcb Instl tu te, Cen tre for Nanagemen t 
Development (C. N. D. ), and the Industrial Training Fund (I. T. F. ). 
Otbers are the nine major brancb offices of comvercial banks in the 
State, the office of the Cbamber of Comverce and Industries, and the 
secretariat of the Association of Small Scale Industrialists of 
ligeria, Borno State brancb. 
To understand problems and Information needs of snall firms, 
I also contacted existing small firms. In selecting the sample of 
small firms, various criteria were used. First was size wbicb was 
limited to a capital Investment not exceeding N. 1500 000. This was made 
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In line witb the existing definition used as a criterion for 
acceptance for assistance from the government sponsored small 
enterprise promotion Institutions. Second, was the type of business 
activity similarly cbosen In line wi tb the qualification for 
assistance. Tbus only manufacturing and manufacturing related activi- 
ties that normally qualify for assistance from the promotion agencies 
were Included. This decision Is Important since the role of the 
agencies cannot be measured in those activities for wbicb they bave no 
facility. A tbird criterion used is the number of years the firms 
bave been operating. This was placed at a minimum of four as an 
experience bencbmark to baving 'successfully' started the business and 
running It within the constraints to which It Is exposed. 
3.52 The Data Collection 
The data collection exercise involved Interviews witb the 
various agencies mentioned and small enterprise ownerlmanagers. 
3.521 The Interview witb the agencies 
The contact witb the agencies witbin Maiduguri, capital of the 
state, was made personally. It Involved paying a visit to the agency 
concerned and requesting an interview witb the key personnel. A letter 
of Introduction was tendered wbere required, The Interview Itself 
involved semi-structured discussion on the various aspects of the 
agencies' programmes. The focus of discussion included: the types of 
services available at the agency, the practices and approacb to 
undertaking the promotion exercise, and wbere available, examining 
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their records of performance. It also Included a discussion on the 
problems experienced by the agencies in undertaking their programmes. 
Vbere necessary, and possible, Independent discussions were also beld 
wItb otber staff of the agencies wbo are in direct contact witb small 
firms (e. g. in counselling or technical training activities). This was 
mainly designed to give a first band insight into the practical 
approacb to providing assistance to small firms and the difficulties 
Involved. The empbasis in the Interview was Informality and free 
discussion witb the officials. This was tbougbt to be necessary to 
bring out the personal experiences of the staff and not limit the 
response. A questionnaire was, bowever, available to guide the 
discussion to witbin the framework of the researcb and time available. 
The interview was recorded manually and at times witb the assistance 
of a tape recorder. 
Data from agencies outside of Borno State were collected 
tbrougb my friends or my associates witbin the reacb of sucb 
institutions wItb the belp of postal questionnaires (sample in 
appendix). Direct postal questionnaires were sent to otbers wbo could 
not be reacbed. 
3.522 The interview witb small firm entrepreneurs 
Data from small enterprises were collected mainly tbrougb 
send-structured Interview, using a questionnaire (sample In the 
appendix). A recorder was also used as a supplement to allow 
continuous discussion and capture remarks otberwise not easy to write 
out as they arose (in some interviews this was not possible due to 
objection by the respondent). The questionnaire itself was designed to 
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facilitate a free but fairly structured response from all tbe 
respondents. 
The Interview contact mainly depended on an impromptu call at 
the place of business of tbe respondent and requesting an interview. 
The approach was fairly simple, including introduction of the 
Interviewer, his purpose of visit, and some explanation of the 
relevance of the study to the small enterprise community. An empbasis 
In the Introduction was the creation of confidence In the entrepreneur 
of the relevance of the exercise to the development of bis business. 
An arrangement was sought for the interview at a time suitable to the 
prospective respondent If the particular time of original visit was 
not suitable to b1m1ber. In that case a copy of the questionnaire was 
left witb the entrepreneur to look tbrougb before the interview, Vbere 
the entrepreneurs did not comprebend Englisb well, a questionnaire 
translated Into Hausa language was offered. 
The focus of the interview witb the entrepreneurs included: 
(a). background Information of the entrepreneur and the firm; 
(b). difficulties encountered in getting started and those being faced 
currently 
(c). the usual sources used for obtaining Information in relation to 
problems encountered and their reasons for the preference of sucb 
sources 
(d). the management, financing, production and marketing cbaracterls- 
tics of the firms 
(e). knowledge of ---; mall enterprise agencies and their feelings towards 
the use of government sponsored small enterprise agencies. 
Effort was also made to examine some vital operational records of the 
firms wbere available. Witb a view to supplementing and cbecking the 
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response given by the entrepreneurs to the various questions, personal 
observation of the businesses, their environment, and otber relevant 
cbaracteristics of their management were made during the course of the 
interviews. This necessitated a second and at times a tbird visit to 
the site of the businesses to capture the operations of the firm in 
their normal form. To create greater confidence and derive more infor- 
mation from the entrepreneurs, It became necessary for me to offer 
suggestions on how to improve the position of the business or solve 
some problems tba t the entrepreneurs brougbt up during the 
discussions. Also an examination of facilities, layout, hygiene and so 
on were made. Similarly discussions were beld witb some employees of 
some of the firms. 
total of two bundred small enterprises were considered 
Initially for the interviews on the basis of mnageability and access- 
Ibility witbin the researcb time at my disposal. The main source of 
the list of entrepreneursbips was the registration of local business 
premises documents In the Ninistry of Trade and Industry. Tb e 
Interview Itself was conducted witb 121 small enterprises (61% of 
cbosen population) all over the state. One of the main reasons for the 
defference was the fact that 42 of the firms could not be traced at 
the given addresses. Thirty seven of the entrepreneurs objected to the 
Interview. Considering the difficulty involved In getting small 
business entrepreneurs to participate in research of this kind, the 
response may be considered a success. The author conducted the main 
body of the research. However where follow-up was required andlor 
wbere the informtIon required was fairly standard, or where there was 
a language barrier, university students were used to collect the 
data. 
Table 1 is the distribution of the responses by location. 
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Table 1 Distribution of Samle Respondents 
bX Location 
Location no. z 
Maidugurl 61 50 
Bama 5 4 
Bensbeik 2 2 
Bi u 10 
Damagum 1 
Damaturu 2 2 
Konduga 1 1 
Gwoza 4 3 
Potiskum 14 12 
Nguru 6 5 
Kukawa 1 1 
Uba askira 3 2 






Total - 121 100 
3.6 DATA ANALYSIS 
The data collected was mainly analysed bF considering the 
background Information on the respondent, and otber observation notes 
of the enterprise or agency, points raised during the discussion botb 
wItb key respondent and otber staff members or employees interviewed, 
and readilily available information on the subject of the response. To 
consider the importance or otberwise of the background of the 
entrepreneurs and otber factors in Influencing the response, I used 
Cbi-square test and Crainers' correlation coefficient (to observe any 
differences between the entrepreneurs In their empbasis of Information 
i 
needs and problems and bow strong these differences are). However-, 
only limited use of statistical data presentation was made. The 
analysis was mainly manual, and empbasised qualitative ratber than 
quantitative metbod. The verification of the main bypotbeses and 
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conclusions were mainly arrived at by deduction from the data 
collected and the observations made during the interviews. 
Note. 
Location Quotient Is defined as a measure of the degree of industrial 
concentration In a sub-area compared witb the general concentration in 
the whole area. 
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-a . SUPPORT FOR SNALL FIRKS IN BGRAG STA TE 
Sources from wbere small firm entrepreneurs may obtain support 
can be divided Into tbree classes: commercial banks and private 
consultancy services (whicb my be termed conventional sources), 
voluntary agencies (i. e. those that are establisbed by the business 
communities for providing services to tbeir members), and, government 
sponsered agencies. 
4.1 CONVENTIONAL SOURCES 
Business enterprises ba ve conventionally derived their 
business Information tbrougb their business contacts and other sources 
commonly in the service of' industry. The main conventional sources of 
Information available to small enterprises in Borno state are the 
commercial banks. These being major sources of finance for industry 
normally offer wItb their financing activities, some services to 
Industry, including counselling and advice on financial management. 
Otber conventional sources are private consultancy firms. 
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4.11 The Comyer-clal Banks 
Generally, the role of the commercial banks in the country is 
stressed more in the financing of industry than in providing otber 
services. is is not surprising as financing- is the traditional role 
of the banks. It is tberefore only reasonable that I devote my 
discussion mainly to this area. 
There are 8 main brancbes of commercial banks in Maiduguri 
with sub-branches all over the state. Although useful discussions were 
beld witb key personnel in these banks, I was unable to collect 
significant information especially on the banks' financial involvement 
in supporting small firms. This Included their outstanding loan 
figures to small businesses from any of' the Maiduguri branches. All of 
them either- claimed they knew only of the figures given in their banks 
overall lending or could not give specific figures as thev are 
considered bankInE secrets, From comments raised during the interviews 
however, it is clear that neither lending nor providing information 
and advice to small firms constitutes an important part of tbeir 
business. Due to tMs lack of adequate response from the commercial 
banks in the state, the question of how much support is available from 
the commercial banks to small businesses is considered from an 
examination of available national statistics. 
As it is generally believed that the problem of small firms is 
that of lack of finance, the effort of the Government bas been 
directed at getting private financial institutions to lend to the 
small firm sector. The participation of the commercial banks In the 
financing of small enterprises bowever, largely remained below 
expectation. This has prompted the Government to intervene firml7, 
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since 1977, througb monetary policy Euidelines to increase the banks' 
lending to small-scale enterprises. The guideline tried to direct the 
lendInE activities of tLe commercial banks and specified bow the total 
loans and advances to the sector can be sbared (Table 2 below). 
Table 2 Central Bank of Niweria Guideline-To CD er-cial Dzinks 
On Loal2s To Small irms ., 
Size category (Turnover p. a-) 
Up to N. 2,500 
.r 
Over N. 2,500 and upto N. 50,000 
Over N. 50,000 and upto N. 100,000 
Over N. 100,000 and upto N. 200,000 
Over N. 200,000 and upto N. 500,000 
TO taI 








The Central Bank of Nigeria policy guideline bas stipulated that at 
least 16Z of total lending of tbe commercial banks must be to small- 
scale manufacturing businesses, wbicb distribution is sbown in the 
table above. It is important to point out at this juncture that there 
is apparently an abnormality in the guideline itself. More provision 
is made for larger small firms than the smaller small firms. This 
guideline seems to stipulate greater support for firms that are more 
likely to receive funding elsewhere without the support of the 
government and neglects those that are more in need of institutional 
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assistance. This is perbaps to satisfy the commercial banks' desire 
for certainty in their lending and perbaps meant to be an infentive 
for them to increase their lending. That incentive as misguided as it 
is has not been effective. Little Improvement has been recorded Dver 
the years in the growtb of loans from the commercial banks to small 
firms despite verbal pressure from the Central Bank of Nigeria. The 
Central Bank of' Nigeria consistently over tLe years Las observed that 
the banks have ....... failed to comply with the Euidelines... and had 
consistently lent short" (Central Bank of NiEeria, 1-984). Table 3 
shows the total loans and advances to smll scale enterprises for the 
periods 1-980 - 1935. 
Table 3 Commercial BankE'Loana and Advances to Small Firjz5 
1980 - 1985. 
Year Amount Z of total Reporting Banks 
mi 111 ons (N. ) to i ndustry I 
1980 102.1 2.8 10 
1981 203.2 2.3 12 
1982 206.7 3.4 11 
1983 351.3 2.7 16 
1.984 354.4 3.1 26 
1985 . 972.1 
3.8 26 
1, Percentages of total for the reporting banks 
Source: Various Issues of Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report 
And Statement of Account 
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Returns from 26 existing com-nercial banks for example showed Lhat 
loans to small scale enterprises continued to fall far below 
prescribed minimum of 16%. The banks made little progress in meeting 
the stipulated percentage. 
Generally, financial support from the banks depends on the 
commercial viability of the project to be financed, the credibility of 
its investors, and the security backing (just as in the most 
traditional concept of bank lending, which most branch officials met 
believed in). Their approach to supporting small firms is totally that 
of the arm-chair supporter, non-active. They considered going into 
advisory activities as In conflict witb banking principles and 
committing bank officials unneccessarily in bu-sinesses tbe,, Y-- have 
little responsibility for. Only three of the banks have Business 
Promotion Departments In their area offices in Kano, wbere interested 
businesses can collect Information on some researched projects, such 
as may have been passed on by the Federal Institute of Industrial 
Research or be introduced to other research institutes for such 
i nforma ti on. Otber services that they provide, upon request by 
customers Include, business marriages with local or foreign partners. 
These services seems to me exist mainlY on paper than in practice 
since even the brancb officials witb wbom I bad interviews are not 
certain of bow well they operate. Tbe7 do not also seem to be designed 
with the small firm sector in mind since they attract substantial 
cbarges (minimum cbarges are about N. 500 - N. 1000). In addition, they 
are of little importance to small firms in Borno state since the 
Departments are located in Kano (590 kilometres away), 
WItb the increasing empbasis on the small enterprise sector, 
the banks' services to the sector can be described as inadequate and 
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needing improvement at least in the provision of information and sign- 
posting. One of the main drawbacks of the banks' involvt-mýnt in 
providing any service to small firms is the secrecy and uncertainty 
with which they seem to undertake their businesses. For example most 
of the officials met do not understand the operations of the Business 
-Promotion divisions nor would they specify if any entrepreneur bas 
ever benefl ted tbr-ougb their assistance. Even wben I pressed for an 
explanation on wbo to meet and or bow to approacb the Promotion 
Department, I was met with a vague reply, (e. g. meet our manager at 
the area offIce etc. ). 
Anotber drawback is the lack of staff time to provide otber 
banking services to customers due to the cumbersome nature of retail 
banking In the country. Only three of the Banks have sub-brancbes in 
Malduguri. With an average daily customer turnover of about two 
tbousand in eacb of the banks, deposit taking, and witbdrawals take up 
the wbole day of their personnel, and some extend up to mid-night 
reconciling and balancing their books. Little time is left for 
customer counselling, and otber services. There seems to be a 
considerable gap between the banks and their customers as far as 
providing business information is concerned. 
Increased creativity and enthusiasm is certainly required frDM 
the commercial banking sector In priwiding financial counselling and 
advice to small firms. Some effort is also required in creating 
awareness of their otber services besides deposit taking. Some of the 
banks already bave new advertisements coming up empbasising service to 
industry altbougb they seen to appeal mainly to large businesses. 
Greater activity will give the banks better cbance of knowing the 
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enterprises and enable the development of experience ne,, _-essary 
for the servIcing of the sector. 
In assessing the creativity of the banks in lending to small 
firms, one must not leave out the fact that the government policies 
and guidelines to the commercial banks to lend to the small firms 
sector is largely without creativity itself, There is for example, 
neitber an incentive allowing for cbarging increased interest rates on 
loans to small firms nor any sort of a guarantee scheme to affect 
losses In the event of default. In addition, there are no measures to 
apply in case of banks failing to comply with the guidelines. In the 
absence of these it is only reasonable for tLe banks to stick to tLeir 
traditional banking and exclude all risky business from their 
portfolios. 
Tbere sLould bave been an incentive to the commercial banks to 
I mprove, tI2eIr services (e, g. more appropriately a credit guarantee 
scheme which will enable the banks to use as a hedge against possible 
defaults ratber than increased interest cbarges since that will only 
make loans too dear for small firms). The advantage of a credit 
guarantee scheme should have been apparent since the nation has 
experience in credit guarantee financing of the agricultural sector. 
The commercial banking system in the country needs such an Incentive 
to bring about a change of heart towards the small firm sector. 
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4.12 Private Business Information Services 
Business information services are traditionally the domain of 
private consultancy Institutions. Very few of these bowever exist in 
Borno State. These are: 
(a). Akintola Williams and Co. Cbartered Accountants and 
cret a ri es 
(b). Dele Glwa and Co. an Accounting firm 
(c). Ramat Polytechnic Consulting Unit 
(d). University of Maiduguri Consultancy services. 
The availability of information from these institutions to 
small firms is limited by cost. The average charge for consultancy or 
advisory service to a small firm by these institutions is about 
el N. 2,500. Me empbasis In these agencies arelcarrying out feasibility 
studies for potential businesses. Ready prepared reports can also be 
bougbt off-the-sbelf from tbese agencies by -small firm entrepreneurs 
for about 10% of the project cost. This practice does not seem to be 
beneficial to developing successful small firms since the studies are 
mainly based on hypothetical backgrounds, and dýW not Include an 
assessment of the entrepreneur' s ability to undertake the project. 
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4.2 VOLUNTARY AGENCIES 
Two main voluntary agencies existing in tbe State claim to 
provide some Information and assistance in various areas to industrial 
esta bl 1 sbmen ts. These are the two major trade associations, the 
Cbamber of Comnerce, Industry, and Agriculture, and the Nigerian 
Association of Small Scale Industrialists. 
4.21 The Cbamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture 
The purpose of tb1s Association is to forward the goals of Its 
members and collectively develop the business environment In the 
State. It is affiliated to the National Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry. It makes representations to the Government on problems of 
Its members, f1gbts for favourable government policies on business, 
and interacts with international associations for the exchange of 
information. It seeks to create business contacts and collect 
necessary information for use by its members. It currently has 216 
members. 
This association, however, had never found its feet In Borno 
State due to organisational problems and the lack of committed 
membership. Members are mainly interested in holding positions In the 
organisation wItb an aim of using sucb position to gain influence In 
business circles. Even this goal seems to be only poorly pursued. Few 
members are active or pay their subscriptions regularly but only when 
It Is clear some benefit Is on the way. For example, recently (in 
August, 1.986) tbe Association used its coming elections as an 
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Instrument (i. e. to qualify to participate in its elections to its 
executive council) to make members pay their subscriptions. More than 
100 businessmen responded. For most of its existence, the Association 
has been engaged in solving its organisational problems, such as 
sbarl ng of off! ces and defi ni ti on of functions ratber than 
contributing information to its members or otber business enterprises. 
In fact between 1980 and 1985 the chamber had been split into factions 
and no fewer than 6 reorganisation and elections bad taken place. 
The Association's contribution has therefore been very small. 
It made several attempts to sponsor a local trade exbibition for the 
past five year's but its efforts have never left the committee room, 
(partly due to the division of its members into factions which 
diminisbed the ability to take binding decisions and partly for t1je 
-Cl- lact that it had no organisation 
to undertake such an activity). It 
also bas a collection of directorates and publications of business 
interest but these are kept under lock at the Administrative 
Secretary's office and is hardly accessible to entrepreneurs. There is 
no otber specialist staff of use to entrepreneurs at the office of the 
Association. It is therefore of Insignificant use as a source of 
information for Its membersbip group or small firm entrepreneurs. 
4.22 The Association of Small Scale Industrialists 
This is a relatively new organisation but witb ErOWIDg 
membersbip mainly of small scale manufacturers. 
Its formation in Borno 
State was in 1-978 but tbe Association bad been dormant until verY 
recently. Its membersbip is only 31 currently. 
The association is 
mainly for promotion of small scale manufacturing enterprises and 
the 
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bringing together of small scale entrepreneurs in common pursuit of 
their objecti ves. Its functions are similar to the Chamber of 
Commerce's to which it is an affiliate member. It is also affiliated 
to the National Nigerian Association of Small Scale Industrialists. It 
aims to assist small business entrepreneurs with business information 
which It envisages to gather through its connections within and 
outside the countr7. The Association has several specialist committees 
witb responsibility for assisting the entrepreneur. These include the 
Raw Material Development Committee, the Machinery and Hquipment 
Committee, the Publicity, and Enlightenment Committee, the Training and 
Development Committee and the Finance Committee, 
The role of this Association is yet to be felt in the State. 
It has not undertaken any major activity and It is trying to get 
itself reorganised to be effective. It recently, Jointly with the 
Ministry of Industries and the Ramat Polytecbnlc, organlsed a seminar 
for its members on the identification of investment opportunities in 
Borno State. The major obstacle to tbe success of the Association, as 
w1t. b the Cbamber of Commerce is the lack of Interest of Individual 
entrepreneurs to joining and collectively contributing to the success 
of such associations. 
On the wbole, little information is available to small firius 
either from private agencies or the voluntary associations. 
Little 
desire is sbown by private agencies to provide more service to small 
firms mainly as a result of lack of incentive and creativity 
to do so. 
Small firms are effectively kept out of the market segment of the 
private agencies by the cost of obtaining their services. 
The 
voluntary associations on the other band are more constrained 
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tbemselves by lack of leadersbip and organisation capable of providing 
information to their membersbip. Government support programmes 
tberefore, are a neccessity to small enterprise development. 
4.3 GOVERNMENT SPONSORED AGENCIES 
There are seven mainly government sponsored small enterprise 
agencl es. Th ese a re the Small Scale Industries Credit Scheme 
(S. 1. C. S), the Industrial Development Centres (I. D. C. ), and the 
development banks (the Bank for Commerce and Industry, N. B. C. I. , the 
Nigeria Agricultural and Cooperatives Bank, N. A. C. B. and the Nigeria 
Industrial Development Bank, N. I. D. B. ). Others are the Federal 
Institute of Industrial Research, (F. 1.1. R. 0. ), the Projects 
Development Institute, (P. R. 0. D. A. ), the Centre for Management 
Development, (C. X. D. ) and the Industrial Training Fund, (I. T. F. ). The 
three main small firm promotion agencies in the State however are the 
S. I. C. S. , the 1. D. C. and the two main development banks, N. 1. D. B. and 
N. B. C. I. 
4.31 The Small-scale Industries Credit Scbeme 
The S. I. C. S. was established solely for the provision of 
finance (e. g. money for new firm start-ups and developing of existing 
ones) to small firms. Under the scheme, a project can be financed to 
the tune of N. 80,000. The scbeme is operated by the Ministry of 
Industries and Comnerce' s Small Enterprises Division. There are few 
otber financial services provided by the S. I. C. S otber than 
supervIcIng its loan utili-c-; ation and counselling its beneficiaries on 
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tbelr operational problems. Its services are tberefore provided mainly 
as a package w1tb its loans and are mainly available to its loa, 
beneficiaries. 
Since Its inception in 1.977, the running of the scheme has 
recorded a number of successes but has not been without Its 
difficulties. Early in its life the scheme was instrumental in 
encouraging many business startups in the State. For example, table 4 
contain the figures of firms directly supported by S. S. I. C. 
Table 4 
-SWII-S-cale 
Enterprises Set up Witb Direct 
-Aaa!, ýi- -n ce 
From S. I. C. S. in Born o St ateq77-,, 198 4. 
(Distribution EX Local Govt. Areas) 
Na me, no. -- 
Na me no. 
D- bana 36 Guj ba 13 
Bade 18 Gwoza 30 
BI u 27 Kaga 19 
Damboa 15 Konduga 15 
Damaturu 2-2 Kuka wa 23 
Fika 36 Maidugurl 66 
Fune 7 Nonguno 18 
Geldam 18 Nguru 35 
IZala 19 UbalAskira 17 
Total 198 238 = 434 
C'V - odurce., Borno State S. I. C. S. 
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The distribution of the startups clearly shows the emphasis in 
the Industrial development of rural areas. More than half of the 
enterprises assisted are In areas that can be classified as rural. The 
estimated employment generation in these enterprises was about 9,238. 
This seems quite a contribution to improving the employment situation 
and manpower development ambitions of the state as well as the 
industrial isation of the State if we consider the fact that employment 
In large f. Zrms in the State between 1977-1984 averaged only 6,339. 
These figures (in table 4) give only one side to the story 
however. Out of the 428 startups assisted, for example, less than 10 
percent are successes. About 20 percent are known to be "operating" 
wbile more than 50 percent have either not started up at all or failed 
within a few months of startup. The Secretary of the S. 1. C. S. ascribed 
this situation to the lack of competence in successfully starting and 
running small manufacturing activities by small firm entrepreneurs. 
The S, I. C. S. secretary also noted the lack of technical ability among 
the entrepreneurs assisted. For example of the 30 percent that are 
said to be operating, more than 80 percent belong to those Industries 
requiring few technical skills, or are very easy to obtain skills in 
(e. g. bakeries and concrete and cement block making). This 
lack of 
skills both in technical and managerial areas is said 
to have led to 
the disappointing success rate of the firms provided with assistance. 
The situation on loan repayment has also been disappointing as 
a result of the lack of success in the startups. 
There has been large 
scale falling back on loan repayments. For example on 
the average the 
rate of repayment over the years has been put as 
8Z in the case of 
1969-1980 borrower (the S. I. C. S. Inherited borrowers dating back 
to 
1969, wbich loans were made by the then North-Eastern 
State Government 
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of wbich Borno was a part) and only 5Z in the case of 1983-1985. T, ýus 
in 1-985, only 1.184,208-96 of a loan of N. 2,277,137.92 sone dating as 
far back as 1969 was recovered. Similarly, of loans made from 1983 
only N. 5.9,311.75 was recovered out of the total of N. 1,116,571. This 
bas contributed to drying up of funds for furtber lending to small 
firms. 
It may be difficult to blame the failure of the scbeme on the 
lack of competence of the entrepreneurs alone. For example the 
efficiency of lending policies can be questioned in the case of 
beneficiaries without the neccessary skills to undertake their- 
businesses. If the screening procedure were adequate enougb it sbould 
be able to flUSh OUt those applicants that do not posses the skills to 
start and run the businesses. A general mercbant is for example an un- 
likely candidate to start and run a small wire and nail manufacturing 
business. Similarly, a blacksmitb is a questionable candidate for 
starting and running of a polytbene bag manufacturing business 
successfully. Since these businesses are mainly small scale, the need 
for the ownerlmanager to bave an in deptb knowledge of the business 
and its operations is without question important. 
The pattern of lending in the S. I. C. S. does not seem to be 
taking such considerations into account. The lending process has 
largely neglected the need to align tbe tecbnical skills and 
experience of the applicant witb the type of business be intends to 
establisb. Similarly, applications are considered by lending officials 
based mainly on sentiments (under influence of the top, as conceded by 
the Secretary), sometimes on criteria sucb as apportioning of loans to 
local government areas witbout regard to wbetber the type of project 
put forward is actually needed. An examination of the composition of 
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the Loan Management Committee membersbip also reveals a gap in 
requisite expertise on deciding wbo sbould get a loan. 
For example the Committee comprises four permanent secreta- 
ries, a representative from the Governor's office, a representative of 
the Ministry of Justice, a representative of the Federal Ministry of 
Industries (Small Enterprises DIV! SiDn), and the Director of the 
I. D. C. Such highly placed individuals, especially the permanent 
secretaries, can hardly find the time for this job. Also, since the 
nomination of permanent secretaries in the state has increasingly 
become political, sucb individuals may not bave expertise in the 
business area. Sucb a situation must 8-ive rise to sentimental 
judgements and loan allocations, the result of which is the failure of 
the scheme and misallocation of funds. There are several examples of 
such bad decisions. One is a case of a concrete block manufacturer In 
Kukawa local goverment area who found no market to sell his product. 
Obviously, the loan application analysts did not consider the living 
standards of the people tbere, their ability to buy concrete blocks, 
or even the fact that Kukawa is in the arid area wbere earthen blocks 
are more appropriate for keeping the rooms coal and hence are more 
favoured. In anotber case, a small modern mecbanical garage was 871ven 
loans "far above the limit" of N. 80,000 to import the most modern 
equipment. The equipment arrived since l-Q79, but have been in their 
crates. No action was taken eltber to make the firm use them 
effectively, or recover then for t-be benefit of eltber the State, or a 
capable entrepreneur using tbem. Similar cases bave arisen in otber 
areas too. In sucb a situation the failure to successfully startup can 
not be blamed on the entrepreneurs alone. 
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Indeed, there should be a wider financing information service 
generally to small firms rather than concentration in the provision of 
finance only. Hven in providing financial support, there should have 
been a balance between supporting new firm start-ups and financing the 
development of existing small firms. Indeed, one may argue that there 
Is less risk and more possibility of success in supporting existing 
small firms to develop than providing finance to entrepreneurss of 
questionable abilities. In the case of supporting entirely new small 
firms, there is need for organised identification of, and selecting 
potential capable small firm entreprenuers for support for the scheime 
to succeed. The S. 1. C. S. plays little role in that direction. 
Presently political justification seem to overrride the need for 
prudence and objectivity in implementing the programme by the S. I. C. S. 
In any case, there was no evidence suggesting there wa-s more 
need for actual finance than financial advice or counselling on 
financial management in small firms In the area at the initiation of 
the Scheme. The problem seems to me that of a lack of understanding of 
the needs of small firms especially after the start-up period, There 
is therefore no reason wby more emphasis should not be laid on 
assisting the small firm entrepreneur in developing his financial 
management ability and direct hin to the right sources of finance. 
This function can be undertaken by a separate division In the Ninistry 
to avoid giving the impression to entrepreneurs that the S. I. C. S. Is 
responsible for their success. The actual financing function of the 
agency may continue (if it needs to) as a last resort or topping-up 
facility to small firms in need of funds urgently or cannot obtain all 
of their needs from other sources. I suggest a Credit Guarantee scheme 
Introduced so that the S. I. C. S. does not lend but guarantees loans to 
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small firms from private financial institutions. It is important th3t 
lending decisions be left to experts directly involved In the 
exercise. 
A problem that seems to contribute to the failure of the firms 
assisted In getting started, Implementing expansion, and repaying 
loans Is no doubt the lack of adequate supervision. For example only a 
total of 5 commercial officer's and tecbnical officer-s exist in the 
S. I. C. S. for monitoring the 428 borrowers. These officers also Lave 
the responsibility for assessing loan applications, and the collection 
of debt. Worse still only 7 zonal offices exist in the state, (only 1 
zonal staff member In eacb of the zones comprising several local 
government areas) for the monitoring and assisting of the borrower-s in U- 
setting up and operating their businesses. Such zonal officers are 
expected to pay visits at least ones a montb to eacb of the firms 
assisted, study their progress, and report to headquarters for further 
action. HvIdently from wbat bas been obtained from the interview, and 
the doubtful experience of the officers, the ability of the zonal 
officers to undertake these activities effectively Is very limited. No 
wonder that loan recovery and project success In some of the local 
anvernment areas are minimal. This Indicates the inadequacy of sucb 
monitoring devices. There is a striking similarity to the situation 
Kilby (in Anderson, 1.981) observed In Kenya of lack of will, and, in 
this case, ability at the top to devoting time and effort to the 
success of the Scbeme. The lack of success in starting up and the 
Inability to pay back the loans are only to be expected since a 
significant number of the successful applicants do not bave the skills 
and knowledge to undertake the projects and not enough counselling, 
advice or information an bow effectively resources can be used is 
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available to them. No wonder some small firm entrepreneurs believe 
such loans are 'gifts' from the government since there is inadequate 
communication of the purpose of loans and the lack of official zeal to 
see it used effectively. 
Such a failure in the S. I. C. S. has resulted In the programme 
consistently In need of funds to undertake new loans. Since P978, it 
has found very little as the government has made no further grants 
available and lending activities effectively stopped in 1979. It 
resumed briefly in 1983 and ceased again sbortly after. This 
Institution has ceased to be a source of financial assistance since 
then and as It is known to entrepreneurs only as a financing agency, 
it is largely dormant. In terms of government financial support for 
small enterprises in the state therefore, there is virtually none at 
present. The S. 1. C. S. is presently of little importance as a source of 
Information or financial assistance to small enterprises. 
4.32 The Devel opmen t Banks (N. A. C. B. , N. B. C. 1. , and N. I. D. B. ) 
4.32- 1 Tb e N. I. D. B. 
The ff. I. D. B. is the main industry development bank In the 
country. It came into being in 1964 as the first national development 
bank. Its main objective is to provide medlunt- and long-term loans to 
Nigerian enterprises. Mainly, the Bank's financial assistance Is 
available tD limited liability companies registered in Nigeria, which 
are wbolly or substantially owned by Nigerians, Projects in industria- 
Ily disadvantaged areas sucb as those encouraging industrial dispersal 
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and rural developments (e. g. small-scale manufacturing firms) are 
considered priority areas forassistance by the Bank. 
The Bank finances by equity participation andlor direct 
lending; minimum participation in any one project is at N. 50,000. It 
participates in lending to small scale enterprises mainly tbrough its 
membership of the Association of Nigerian Development Finance Institu- 
tions (ANDFI). In this arrangement, it lends to existing development 
finance companies in the states, funds for on-lending to small 
enterprises. 
The Bank operates mainly as a normal banking Institution. It 
provides little counselling or other services, either alone or, as a 
package. Consultancy services are limited to its newly created 
Intelligence Unit which is based in the head office in Lagos. This 
unit undertakes economic surveys and Investigations (into local 
sources of raw materials, industrial opportunitle-s etc. ), 
The N. I. D. B. bas not made a significant pro&ress in providing 
assistance to small scale enterprises. One major criticism of the Bank 
must be its practical divorce from the small enterprise sector. Its 
lending facilities, and minimum equity participation are exclusively 
for the medium to large sized businesses. There seems to me a failure 
In the role definition of the Bank. As its name suggests, it is a bank 
for assisting the deliberate Industrial ! sat! on policy of the Govern- 
ment. Small scale enterprises in the country seen more adaptible to 
this policy as has been stressed in the subsequent National 
Development Plans. The major lending policy of the Bank bowever does 
not appreciate this fact and bas been grossly out of step witb the 
ambitions of the Government. 
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Its recent attempt at increasing participation in supporting 
small firms tbrougb ANDFI is also not witbout problem, One probl en 
that can be expected will be the inflow of sentiments and priority 
misplacement (that seems to characterise operations of state owned 
establishments) into the lending criteria of the member investment 
companies. It is more likely, If adequate arrangements are not spelt 
ou t, that sucb funds will be misused by the state investment 
companies. Anotber problem Is wbetber the investment companies are 
croing to lend such funds on commercial basis. If so there is no reason 0- 
w. by the Bank itself cannot give the loans witbout going tbrougb an 
intermediary. What role does the Bank play In making sure the success 
of the scbeme?. Wbo provides financial advice on loan utilization to 
small firms that receive loans from the scbeme? The operational 
guidelines of the scheme does not answer these questions on which the 
success of the scbeme will depend. 
On the wbole, tbe N. I. D. B. is a development bank only on paper 
as far as the small scale enterprises sector is concerned. Like the 
S. I. C. S. it cannot be considered as adequately providing the needed 
service to small enterprises. The policies of the Bank effectively 
remove the small enterprises sector from Its -services. In states like 
Borno, wbere the average investor is more interested in single 
proprietorsbip (for example, 92% of small businesses registered by the 
Borno State Ministry of Industries are single proprietorship), and 
perbaps needing smaller investment funds then the minimum that can be 
I en t by tbe Bank, 1t1s not surpri si ng tba t the N. I. D. B. bas been of 
limited use. As there is no member of ANDFI in the State the N. I. D. B. 
bas little presence in supporting small firms. Its Intelligence unit 
Is equally of little Impact since it is limited to its bead o1fice. It 
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Is not surprising that the Bank is advertising that Borno State 
entrepreneurs bave not availed themselves of its services and the 
quota of the lending facilities is always left unused. 
4.322 Tb e N. B. C. I. 
The other development orientated bank is the N. B. C. I. The 
N. B. C. I. was established initially for the financing of the 
enterprise indigenisation exercise. By 1-979 after the exercise was 
completed, tbe Bank's role was redefined witb an empbasis on the 
financing- of general commerce and Industry and later of the small- 
scale enterprises sector. Its operations are quite similar to the 
N. I. D. B. Is and it makes medl um- and I ong- term 1 oans tD 1 ndigenous 
enterprises. It is increasingly becoming the bank for the promotion of 
small-scale enterprises. Borno State is served by a branch office In 
MaIdugurl. 
The N. B. C. 1. Is role In the financing of small firms in Borno 
State over the past few years has been significant. From information 
available to me from the Bank, its total lending amounted to 2.7 
million naira in 66 unclassified small scale enterprises in Borno 
State between 1981 and 1983. Forty nine of the investments are in 
purely new firm startups while 17 are for furtber investment in 
existing firms. Unfortunately, only 30 of the firms provided witb 
financial assistance are operatinE wb1le 36 bave collapsed or bave not 
taken off due to reasons which were not disclosed to me. In 1979180 it 
also helped disbursed one million naira to small enterprises, being 
part of Federal Government grant to small scale industry promotion in 
Borno state. 
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Currently the Bank is trying to introduce a new scLeme named 
Entrepreneursbip Development Programme (EDP). The objectives of the 
scheme are to increase the effort in the creation of awareness for 
self development and utilisation of skilled personnel througb the 
creation of small firms, It also aims at, 
(a). identifying, selecting and developing potential entrepre- 
neurs 
identifying possible project opportunities in different 
parts of the country for further development and promotion 
(c). directing the course of investments into small industrial 
proj I ects to encourage self-reliance. 
A unit known as the EDP which will be created will have the roles of: 
(a). enhancing and serving as a centre for the coordination of 
efforts and cbannelling of resources by various institutions 
to small scale enterprises 
(b). serving as an information resource centre to devise a 
means of assisting small scale entrepreneurs to obtain 
financial, technical and managerial support f or the 
development of their businesses 
(c). organising traInIng programmes tbrougb worksbops and 
seminars eltber directly or in collaboration witb otber 
institutions and agencies on a continuous basis and 
(d). selecting and training potential and existing small scale 
entrepreneurs and cbannelling tbeir efforts towards identified 
business opportunities. 
This programme Is still at an embryonic stage and its operational 
guidelines are yet to be laid down. Wben operational it is expected it 
will belp in introducing greater expertise into small enterprise 
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promotion In the country. Small firms may eagerly look forward to --his 
programme for it seems to recognise the need for information and 
counselling In their success. The success of the programme will depend 
on wbetber the expertise is there to undertake it. Presently the Bank 
Is not Including this as a prerequisite for implementing tLe 
programme. 
The most common complaint about tbe N. B. C. 1. 's services 
presently Is the unusually long period it takes to process 
applications from small enterprises. Sometimes it takes as long as 3 
7ears or more between application date and approval. Actual 
disbursement of funds ma7 also take some montbs to commence. Its 
conditions may also be identified as a reflection Df commercial 
banks' and lacking in flexibility in accommodating the needs of small 
scale enterprises since lending is by no means on concessional 
measures. These are perhaps as a result of lack of expertise in the 
organisation, Inadequate autborlty to take lending decisions by the 
branc. b management on loans also seem to contribute to the delays in 
processing loans. For example, the manager can only approve loans of 
under 1.5000 without referring to his Head office in Lagos. This 
certainly slows down the approval and disbursement process since for 
all loans above that the manager personally takes the applications to 
Lagos to present, after which the officials in Lagos take their time 
to process them. There Is the need to increase the lending limit of 
the brancb manager. To reduce any abuse of sucb increase by the brancb 
officials, their lending can be made subject to adequate assessment of 
the applicants by the I. D. C. for, competence and viability of project. 
A sworn affidavit on the existence and ownersbip of, or the intention 
to start a business may also be obtained from the applicants intending 
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to borrow larger sums to indicate it is a true venture. Witbout sucb 
0 Improvement and until wben the EDP programme Is fully operational, the 
N. B. C. 1. rema 1 ns restri c ted 1n support f or sma II fi rms. 
4.323 Tb e N. A. C, B. 
TI e N. A. C. B. is mainly established to support the 
agri cul t ura I sector and small agro-allied businesses. The Bank 
provides extension services in the field to its loan beneficiaries and 
technical and managerial counsellinE especially with emphasis on loan 
utilisation. Currently, its emphasis is on assisting farmers rather 
than agricultural Industrialists. 
On the wbole wbat is available at the development banks is 
restricted to financing. There is not enough matching effort in 
developing programmes that may reduce the need for finance by -small 
firms and enhance their ability to generate finance internally. 
4.33 The Industrial Development Centre 
This is the main unit for the promotion of small enterprises 
in Nigeria, operated nationally by the Federal Ministry of Industries, 
Small scale Industries Division. There are fifteen I. D. C. offices 
throughout the federation. In Borno State there is a branch in 
Maiduguri. The centres are essentially established 
to develop viable and modern small-scale industries 
tbrougb the adaptation of more efficient tecbniques of 
production and better organisation and management 
metbods ..... (Fed. 
Min. of Industries, 1980). 
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The I. D. C. 's services Include. - 
(a). technical appraisal of loan applications 
(b). provision of extension services (I. e., providing manage- 
ment and technical counselling and advice) 
(c). training of entrepreneurs and their employees, including 
management training 
(d). carrying out applied researcb into industrial products 
Involving designs of products for small-scale establishments 
(e). the gathering of information on industry outlook, 
resources, new technology and processes for use by small 
firms. 
(f). offering a speciallsed service of project feasibility 
study preparation to small firm entrepreneurs 
These activities are undertaken by the Centres' two main divisions, 
the Management and Technical Service Divisions. These services are 
offered free to small entrepreneurs. As a major consultancy unit, all 
the otber governmenrt sponsored agencies are expected to use Its 
services to help implement projects they have sponsored. Small firm 
entrepreneurs may also be directed from these agencies to the 1. D. C. 
wbenever a problem arises. 
The functions that the I. D. C. s are expected to perform far 
outstrip the resources available to tbem. It Is most unreasonable that 
one organisation like the I. D. C. sbould specialise in management 
consultanc7 and technical research at the same time for example. Its 
technical research function no doubt duplicates the functions of 
available tecbnIcal researcb institutes. The existence of the agency 
under the civil service is also an inadequate arrangement for its 
proper functioning. mr - Olayinka, t. be then Director, of 1. D. C. 
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Ra '-Iduguri (now of I. D. C. Zaria) for example, opined that this bas been 
one of the major problems of the I. D. C. since the civil service is 
prone to unnecessary bureaucratic procedures and lacking in incentive 
to attracting experts. One can but agree witb sucb supposition in the 
ligbt of the general view in the country of the lack of' effectiveness 
and efficiency of the civil service setup. Secondly, the Structure of 
small enterprise promotion in the country without doubt over burdens 
the Centres as the only management and technical counselling and 
advising unit. For example, only the I. D. C. has the organisation for 
the provision of managerial and technical counselling services for 
small scale enterprises In the State. This office (I. D. C. Malduguri) 
with only five industrial and technical officers on the average since 
Its opening bas been the sole government supported management 
consultancy unit to cover the whole of Borno with an estimated small 
enterprise, population of over 7000. Assuming only one tenth of the 
small industry population are in need of this service in any 
particular time, there are about 140 for each of the Industrial 
officers at the I. D. C. to cater for. Tbis indicates a significant lack 
of managerial and tecbnical advice to small firms in the area. It is 
within this perspective that one should consider the Performance of 
the Centres. 
Until 1979, witb the opening of the Maiduguri I. D. C., Borno 
State was served by the I. D. C. in Zaria wL! cb also served nine otLer 
nortbern states. The Zaria office bas been instrumental in the 
servicing of small scale enterprises in Borno State. Most of small 
firms presently being attended to by the Maiduguri office have their 
InItlal contact witb the 1. D. C. Zaria. Table 5 below sbows the number 
of small scale enterprises assisted by the I. D. C. Zaria. 













BaucbI 853 265 26 
Borno 92 93 23 
Gongola 87 37 9 
Sokoto 211 130 38 
Benue 4.98 153 53 
Niger- 186 115 28 
Plateau 2-96 138 33 
Kwara n. a. 1 n. a. * 46 
Kaduna n. a. * n. a. 4 80 
Kano n, a, * n, a. -I 14 
Total 2,223 931 350 
Source., I. D. C. Documents 
* Not available 
Clearly assistance Is concentrated In the tecbnical area. One 
could deduce that small firm problems or those that seem to approacb 
the Centre are mainly technical in nature. This perhaps indicates a 
lack of tecbnical ability for undertaking manufacturing activities 
among the average Nigerian small scale entrepreneurs (e. g. as Haris 
and Rowe contend). One may also argue that sucb concentration Is only 
due to the fact that fewer instances of managerial problems are ever 
conceded by small firm entrepreneurs. Since tbe I. D. C. mainly attends 
to firms wbo, have already identified their need for assistance, it is 
not unexpected that there are fewer Instances of need for managerlal 
assistance. The I. D. C. only seems to contribute to the emphasis in 
the 
tecbnlcal area because of its attempts to establisb mescbanical 
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Workshops and recruit more technical than management staff (even its 
logotype on Its signboards consists of tbree mecbanical wbeels, 
suggesting emphasis on its technical function). Information available 
on the activities of the Centre therefore seem to stress technical 
assistance rather than management counselling or information 
pro vi sl on. 
Small enterprises in certain states seem to have benefited 
wre than the others. Distance from the states of the I. D. C. office 
seem to bave been a factor in the number of firms it was able to 
attend to. For example, the two states furthest away from Zaria (Borno 
and Gongola) bave the least number of firms provided witb assistance 
by the Centre. The state of Kaduna where the Centre is based has the 
largest number of feasibility reports written for new small firms. It 
seems therefore the decentrallsation of the I. D. Cs. (and the creation 
of new offices in tbe country in 1980) is desirable. 
The Raidugurl office being relatively new has not been quite 
as active comparably althougb it did inberit contact that already 
existed with the Zarla office. Similarly, it maintains contact with 
some of the entrepreneurs assisted by the S. 1. C. S. As a major 
consultancy unit, the I. D. C. certainly is overburdened since all the 
otber major institutions expect it to take care of wbatever 
counselling or tecbnIcal advisory services are required. Tbus, for 
example, a loan beneficiary wItb the S. I. C. S., the N. I. D. B. or the 
I. B. C. I. In Borno State will be expected to seek advice from the 
I. D. C. Naiduguri. Cases of feasibility studies and market surveys for 
applicants are also refered to the Centre. This office witb only 6 
extension officers (four tecbnIcal experts and only two management 
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experts) does not seem to have been designed to undertake t. "- ', e 
responsi bi Ii ty. 
Of its other functions, the I. D. C. has achieved very lit', -le. 
For example, due to lack of a workshop and other fa,: Ilities it could 
not undertake any meaningful technical research and traininE of 
entrepreneurs. The Centre's efforts in gatbering information 
(tecbnIcal and managerial) for dissemination to small firms is also 
limited though its library contains a useful collection. The effort In 
making any impact wltb what resources it bas got ressources is not 
impressive. Rather than any effort in creatively employing financial 
allocations from Lagos, (the Director refused to give any figures of 
financial allocation made to it but complained that it was inadequate. ) 
there seem to be unwise use of such resources. For example, the office 
has far too many staff who are not actually Involved in the provision 
of services to small firms. Out of 30 employees at the I. D. C. In 
Raiduguri, only 6 are directly Involved in providing services to small 
fi rms, while the rest are clerical staff, gardeners, guards, and 
drivers. One wanders why so many irrelevant staff is maintained. 
T. be location of tbe I. D. C. office also does not reflect an 
understanding of the need for easy access to their services by small 
firm entrepreneurs. The effort in linking up wltb entrepreneurs and 
creating tbe awareness of its services is non existent. For most of 
the time therefore, the officers do not find the challenge of 
effective service to small firms as they are supposed to. The small 
enterprises sector is deprived of this Important service. Since the 
Centre is the major government sponsored consultancy, advisory 3nd 
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information unit to small firms in tLe State, these services ar-e 
seriously inadequate. 
4.34 The Industrial Training Fund (I. T. F. ) and 
the Centre for Management Development (C. N. D. ) 
The I. T. F. and the C. M. D. are the t wo ma in orga ni sa ti ons wi tb 
the responsibility for developing technical and managerial manpower 
(not limited small enterprises sector) generally In the countrýy. Tbe 
I, T. F. , esta bl 1 shed 1n 1971, Ofal dugur-i off I ce was opened in1,983) is 
to promote skill acquisition in industry, mainly in the technological 
area. This is done by directly sponsoring candidates for placement in 
organisations for on--the-job training and In-plant training of 
employees of firms that cannot afford the training outside their 
organisation. The I. T. F. is one of the organisations where innovation 
Is used to some extent in funding of enterprise promotion activity. 
The financing requirement of the 1. T. F. is met through a levy on all 
firms witb more than 20 employees. This no doubt has reduced the 
financial burden on the government of having to undertake all major 
enterprise promotion activity from its coffers. 
Tbe services of the I. T. F. in Maiduguri seem to be enjoyed 
mainly by larger firms. For example out of a total of 83 business 
en terpri ses tba t ba ve used the faci 11 t! es of the 1. T. F. si nce 1 ts 
opening In 1.983, only 2 are small scale operations. There Is either 
the lack of effort on the part of the institution in giving greater 
attention to the small firms or the lack of such need in the small 
firms themselves. Both may be true. For, example, due to the need to 
ralse enougb funds to facilitate the activities of the institutior, 
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the main beneficiaries of the 1. T. F. 's services are those institutions 
that contribute to its levy scheme. Small firms with fewer -, ban -7'0 
employees are cut off from the scheme. On the other hand, such a need 
to use the services of the 1. T. F. by smal I firms may be restricted by 
lack of knowledge and the realisation of the need to train formally. 
Few small firm entrepreneurs are known to attend formal training. 
Fewer still can afford to release their employees (or indeed 
themselves) for training. Since the institution does not advertise or 
carry DUt any promotional campajEns to attraCt Small enterprises to 
its services, there exists a gap in the use of the institutions 
facilities. 
In reallsation of the need for greater assistance to the small 
scale enterprises sector, the 1. T. F. is planning to introduce direct 
training through its vocational and technical training centres 
(presently the Maidugurl branch has no such centres, and it bas no 
contact witb the existin8- State government owned Vocational Training 
Centre). This can be of significance for the development of small 
scale enterprises as the 1. T. F. envisages the training of labour and 
entrepreneurs in production, machine use and introduction to new 
andlor alternative tecbnology. This facility, Lowever, may be doomed 
to failure or underutilisation if adequate awareness campaigns are not 
undertaken before starting. 
To ena bl e the I. T. F. to imrove its services, Industrial 
Training and Advisory Committees (I. T. A. C. S. ) were established in 
various trades: mecbanical and automobile, electrical and electronics, 
textiles etc, The Committees have the role of identifying and 
Investigating manpower problems and recomuending improvement, In 
addition to providing assistance to enterprises of all size, ý, on 
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matters relating to training and the availability of trained manpoweT. 
These Committees recently submitted their findings and recommendations 
to the Government (the report was not released to the public at t-,, 'me 
of Interview). The introduction of the vocational training scheme and 
the recommendations of the I. T. A. C. S. are, however, yet to make any 
appearance in Borno State. 
The C. X. D. on the other hand is set up by the Federal 
Government in 1-976 mainly to develop and promote hi8-, h standards of 
management education, supervisory training and entrepreneurial 
development. Its Small Scale Enterprises Division has direct 
responsibility for the development of the sector. Me Centre's 
entrepreneurial promotion role includes: 
(a). the identification of individuals and organisations in need of 
encouragement, the assistance they need and the best way to provide 
then wl tb it 
(b). tbe collection and disemination of relevant information on 
personnel resources to organisations in need 
(c). the organising of conferences and seminars for entrepreneurs 
and people engaged in the promotion of enterprises. These are used 
for training as well as for the sbaring of views and ideas among 
interested parties necessary for the development of enterprise. 
In relation specifically to the small firm sector, the Centre 
has facilities for: 
(a). training of entrepreneurs through taught courses and workshops 
on how to start and run small businesses 
(b). consultancy services to small firms on project development-, 
investment decision making, and the whole area of entrepreneurial 
act! vi ties 
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(c). conducting researcb and provision of information to ente., -- 
prises on new developments and trends in their areas of operatijr3 
(d). encouraging the formation of small enterprise associations to 
bring together entrepreneurs to exchange ideas and views on zatters 
affecting their development. 
Di sappol ntI ngl y, the C. M. D. 's activities have not been 
extended fairly to Borno State. It cannot obviously extend itself from 
its only office in Lagos to provide all these services effectively to 
small firms elsewhere. Its main contact over the years has been 
limited to a few seminars at the Ministry of Trade and Industry aimed 
at developing project appraisal capabilities of commercial officers in 
the Ministry. Few appearances have been made at selainars organised for 
indigenous entrepreneurs. Such seminars, however, seen to be of 
limited impact since they bave tended not to emanate from any 
assessment of the needs of the small firm entrepreneurs. Taking Into 
coEnisance the fact that small firm entrepreneurs may differ in their 
needs, organising such seminars should be with an understanding of 
wbat Is needed by small firms In the particular environment and by 
wbIcb group. The C. M. D. 's participation In seminars In the State is 
mainly academic In nature, and is based on general beliefs of wbat Is 
needed. The facility of the Centre has therefore been largely absent 
In tbe State. 
4.35 The Research Institutes 
The Federal Institute of Industrial Research, (F. 1.1. R. 0). and 
Projects Development Institute, (P. R. O. D. A. ) were establisbed by the 
Federal Government to conduct researcb into industrial materials, 
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plant and processes and development of their findings tto pilot stageýý-. 
The research includes engineering design, development and fabrication 
as well as economic evaluation of viability of the projects. They also 
provide technical, analytical and consultancy services to existing 3nd 
planned Industries. Their services are not restricted to sma., Ll 
entrepreneurs, but emphasis is on the indigenous entrepreneur. Since 
their establishment, the agencies have recorded some success in 
developing alternative technology, products, and production procesý3e-s 
that have been established to be feasible for adoption in the country 
and especially for small s-cale exploitation. These are mainly in the 
areas of food process! ng- and cosme ti cs. The acbi e vemen ts of F. 1.1. R. 0. 
include: 
(a). food and drink technology: mecbanised gari production 
technology, including gari flour production machinery, fufu (mashed 
casava) and soy-ogi (breakfast cereal from soya beans); table 
vinegar, smoked fish, tomato ketchup, peanut butter, mayonalse and 
salad cream production. 
(b). products and processes: bottled palm wine production process, 
distilation of potable alcohol, beer production from sorghum and 
malted barley, mechanised cassava starch production, production of 
gums, glues and adhesives from cassava starch, production of ginger 
powder, detoxified cassava, and laundry soap. 
P. R. O. D. A. on the other hand has developed the following: 
(a), Science laboratory equipment and production technologies for., 
measuring cylinder, pipette, test tube stand, hydraulic press and 
others. P. R. O. D. A. already has gone into direct production of 
this 
equipment but can licence its production to interested 
indigenous 
entrepreneurs. 
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(b). Technology for the manufacture of comprehensive gari process- 
ing macbinery and equipment; fully mechanised and local 
production systems available. 
(c). Agricultural produce processing equipment (e. g. maiz:, e sLe2ler, 
s s-eed planter etc. ) 
(d). alternative lowýcost bread oven, and coal heated cooker-s for 
large-scale catering, kerosene heated dryer and shelf dryer, solar 
powered grain dryer, and foundry products. 
(e). industrial blender for chemicals and pharmaceutical indust- 
rl es. 
The production of t12ese equipment and Implementation of the 
processes can be carried out under licence by interested entrepreneurs 
usually at a fee. After sales services available at botb institutions 
include full tecbnIcal assistance to implement tLe projects, traininE 
of the entrepreneurs and their employees on the processes and full 
scale manaEement consultancy. 
lrlý 
The efforts of the inst! tutions, not wl thstanding, their 
presence, bas not been felt in Borno State largely due to lack of 
promotion by the institutions of their activity in the State. For 
example, no small manufacturing firm has been established in the State 
using any of the findings of the institutions. There is similarly no 
representative office of these institutions in the State. Some effort 
seems required in the promotion of the developments of the 
Institutions and awakening of the entrepreneurs to make use of their 
services if they are to contribute to the industrial development of 
the country, particularly Borno State. The successes recorded by the 
institutions are no succeses at all in terms of information 
availability to small scale enterprises In the state. 
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The other important institution is the Leather Researý--b 
Institute which was Identified by almost all the leather making 
entrepreneurs as being a major source of information especiallY 
pertaining to production. Its importance as material supplier-, -and on 
the improvement of quality and advice on material handling and the 
like has been widely acknowledged by the entrepreneurs in the area. 
This institution may have been of importance to small firms simply 
because of its proximity to them, and perhaps for the fact that it is 
the sole functioning leather tannery, and is the main source of raw 
material for leather and shoe manufacturing small firms in Borno 
State. The availability of expertise of immediate relevance to -,:; mall 
firms and speciallsation has also made it possible for the institute 
to be effective in assisting small firms. 
4.4 A CRITIQUE OF EXISTING STRUCTURE OF INFORMATION FOR SMALL FID0 
Little useful criticism can be made of private sources of 
Information to small firms since the way they are run Is a matter for 
the owners to decide. Only the development of other more competitive 
, services and adequate incentives can make them modify their present 
emphasis on high charges for such services. 
The usefulness of all the Government sponsored agencies Is 
generally limited. This is mainly because of lack of adequate 
preparation and the organisation for offering the services. The 
agencies are mainly established with broad guidelines on bow they 
should operate and what they should do. Little attention has been 
paid to assessing their performance with a view to finding Eaps in 
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tbeIr services and remedying tbem. Also little attention bas been Faid 
to efficient use of Eovernment ressources, 
The present structure is tberefore inadequate. It is 
duplicating, stretching available resources and lacking in innovation. 
The present structure and facilities are rather more for the provisiji. 
of material support than that of counselling, and prcvision of 
Information which is required to upgrade the competence of management 
and the reduction of uncertainty in decision making In small firms. 
Too much emphasis is for example laid in providing mat erial support 
(e. g. money) than on bow to make the effective use of the material 
provided. This is irldicated by the paucity of entrepreneurship 
training programmes. In fact only the 1. D. C. may be -, said to be active 
In providinE this service. Tbis is inadequate for sucb a relevant 
servi ce. 
The existence of the three main agencies, the S. 1. C. S. , the 
N. B. C. I. and the N. I. D. B. side by side as financing agencies is 
duplicating resources. Since these agencies are funded by the 
Government, there is no point in maintaining all of them for the same 
purpose. Only one institution, perbaps the N. B. C. I., sbould be 
adequate provided its present sbortcomings are remedied. This will 
reduce the need to staff tbree agencies, maintain buildin8-s and so on 
wbile the agencies duplicate and not complement eacb otbers' services. 
The resources thus consumed could have made greater impact If made 
available to some of the institutions to develop entrepreneursbip 
training and selection programmes. 
The lending policies of the financing agencies is also not 
suitable to wbat gap they are supposed to fill. For example there is 
the need for the agencies to define their policies in terms of whether 
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they are to give loans on concessional basis to small firms or merely 
on commercial and profit seeking basis. So far as the purpose in 
establisbing the agencies is concerned, lending should be on 
concessional basis. Innovation is needed in reducing the risk of 
default. The provision of adequate backup service preferably by othe, 
supporting agencies is witbout question important. Me training of tLe 
staff involved in the lending exercise should be the starting point. 
lone of these are presently emphasised by tbe agencies. 
One otber sLortcoming of the present arranEement is tbe lack 
of information link between the agencies. There Is too mucb 
individuality in providing assistance to small firms. This has also 
added to the duplication of the services. The major problem, however, 
is its 11mitIng effect in providinE a coordinated service to small 
firms. It limits the extent of referral service, excbange of valuable 
Information on the entrepreneurs and their businesses, the business 
environment and the economy. Therefore, all the agencies often find 
themselves not very quick In referring an entrepreneur to the 
appropriate place for the support be Is looking for and are often 
spending their effort in obtaining information from the sources ratber 
than quickly from the otber agency. The lack of information link 
between the agencies has also increased the instances of unscrupulous 
entrepreneurs misusing the services (e. g, receiving loans from several 
sources) without detection. The absence of important statistics and 
general awareness of informtIon at the agencies is also limiting the 
usefulness of their service to small firms. 
The arm-chair approach to providing services by the agencies, 
(i. e. waiting -for the entrepreneur 
to come to them with his problems) 
Is not suitable. Such an approach has limited what assistance the 
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agencies can give to wbat tbe entrepreneur tells tbem. It tberefore 
reduces the agencies' ability to know more about the entrepreneý, r 3nd 
his business and other factors relevant to his success in running the 
business. This Is greatly responsible for increasing the inef-, "ective- 
ness of the services provided to small firm entrepreneurs. The siting 
of some of the important aEencles in distant corners of the country 
witbout any effort for a better organisation to extend their services 
to other states of the federation throws question into the 
Government's ambition of equitable industrial development of the 
country. It no doubt indicates the inconsistencies between government 
policy and action towards industrial development in the country. 
Generally, the effort in supporting small firms has therefore been 
limited not by lack of institutions to offer the services but by poor 
structure and approach to providing the services. 
4.5 AN ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURE FOR PROVIDING INFORNATION TO SMALL FIRMS 
A restructuring of information service is needed. The main 
empbasIs sbould be in a coordinated service to small firms. Sucb a 
structure sbould aim at removing duplication of services and empbasise 
more effective resource use. An appropriate programme is wbere a 
balance Is acbIeved between making available material resources and 
counselling, advisory, referral, and entrepreneural training services. 
The main empbasis in suPPorting small firms slould be in creating 
their capability In supporting thenselves. 
To acbIeve a more effective financing of small 
firms, there is 
a need for reducing the number of Government sponsored 
financir,, 5 
Institutions. A credit guarantee scbeme can be started to encourage 
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private financing agencies to increase their lending to small firms. 
The role of the Government sponsored financing agency should be in 
supplementing any financing gaps that may arise (e. g. making available 
a part of a loan that cannot be raised from private sources). 
The I. D. C. on the other band is likely to contribute more to 
the development of small firms if It concentrates on management 
development extension programmes. Unlike the present situation, these 
services should aim at training and counselling of entrepreneurs and 
referral to other relevant sources for their needs. Its research 
function Is better left to the existing research institutions. The 
Centre should lialse with existing technical Inst-, Ltutions in the 
provision of technical information to small firms. The C. N. D. 's role 
on the other band should be in the training of the agencies' extension 
staff for effectiveness on the job, Such a training should inculcate 
the need to analyse the other side of the entrepreneur's problems 
(i. e. as against what he thinks are his problems) and creating the 
confidence in the entrepreneur to make use of suggestions that may be 
made to -him. The agency extension staff must 
be able to distinguish 
with some degree of certainty success bound firms from those lacking 
in potential for a more effective support. This can, for example, be 
improved by looking at the important factors that impinge on the 
firm's performance. This will involve identifying the internal 
characteristics of the firm and of its environment (physical, economic 
and competitive) and comparing that to the skills and experience of 
the entrepreneur. There Is also a need to define systematically the 
problems of the firm by correlating the defined characteristics of the 
firm with what information can be derived from an interview with key 
personnel in the firm to the problems mentioned to arrive at tbe core 
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problem. A useful problem identification interview method may be that 
which allows the entrepreneur to discover the root of his probl, = 
This is to ask questions requiring the entrepreneur to say why he 
thinks he has problems, and what he thinks are the remedy for his 
problems, and invoking further thoughts leading to the real causes of 
t. be problem. Solutions to the Identified problem can then be tbougbt 
out with the entrepreneur actively involved, contributing his ideas 
which can then be developed by the extension staff. 
To achieve greater coordination In the provision of assistance 
there should be a Management Committee made up of experts from the 
various agencies involved in providing service to Industry. The 
Committee should be made up of experts in direct support of small 
firms and need not be the highest authority in the agency they 
represent. They nevertheless need to have the authority to make 
binding decisions. This committee should periodically assess the need 
for changes In the system and should create the necessity for sharinE 
information on their activities. As these sugEested changes are within 
the existing structure, there is little or no need for increasing 
spending by the government. The proposals emphasise effective use of 
available resources. 
4.6 AN OVERVIEW. 
The general picture one receives from tbe consideration of 
assistance available to small firms is that of 
the multiplicity of 
sources that can be referred to. However, 
there is largely an 
organisational inadequacy for providing 
the needed services. The 
facilities available are largely biased towards the provision of 
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finance rather than managerial support and counselling. In addition, 
there is considerable lack of effort on the part of the research 
institutes and the manpower training and consultancy serviCes based 
elsewhere In the country in promoting small firms in the Sate 
Financing and financial services available are also inadequate 
notwithstanding the existence of four main sources of finance. Due 
either to the lack of funds at the institutions, or the lack of 
ability to assess loan applications by the institutions, very -few 
applicants are successful In getting loans. Poor loan mnagement and 
backup service for borrowers has contributed to the entrepreneurs' 
delinquency In paying back loans leading to cessation of the proper 
functioning of some of the agencies. 
Another shortfall to providinE information to the small 
enterprise sector is the method of extending assistance. All the 
agencies, Including the I. D. C. have an armchair operation, undertakin87 
little awareness campaigns, expecting the small entrepreneurs to find 
them. In a state with a considerable lack of communication facilities, 
this approach leaves much to be desired. 
On the whole therefore, the operations of the small enterprise 
agencies indicate that there are significant gaps in assistance to 
small enterprises tbrougb government sponsored agencies albeit the 
fact that information elsewhere for the sector is inadequate. The 
conclusion here is tberefore: 
(a). there Is a significant effort in principle in the provision of 
support to small scale enterprises in the state. The existence of the 
I. D. C., the S. S. I. C. S. and the development banks appear to bave 
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covered the various areas where the small entLT 
traditionally conceived of as needy; finance and management but, 
(b). there is a lack of organisation and the ability in t-he agencies 
to undertaking their functions effectively. 
(c). information, counselling and advice is inadequate as the services 
available are generally oriented towards the provision of material 
support indicating an information gap in the environment for small 
f! rMs. 
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. E5. PROBLENS AND THE IRFORKATION REEDS OF SWALL FIRMS 
1 PROBLEMS AND INFORMATION NEEDS, AN OVERALL VIEW 
The problems and information needs Identified by the 
entrepreneurs did not Include any unexpected areas. Information needs 
mentioned are basically of three types: technical, managerial and 
resource acquisition related information. The question is however, 
wbetber the response represents the true needs of the firms. Small 
firm entrepreneurs are often believed to be unaware of their real 
problems and tend to interprete the problems as mainly due to their 
Inability to find more resources. The problems of using wbat resources 
they bave efficiently and effectively is often not recognised. Due to 
their involvement in running the business, they also tend not to be 
aware of wbat information is available even next door that sbould bave 
been used. It is tberefore important that the examination of the needs 
of small firms included an objective view of wbat they believed are 
the problems. This Is done In examining the response In the specific 
areas. First, an overall view of the pattern of problems and 
Information needs of the ownerlmanagers as the entrepreneurs saw is 
presented In table 6 below. 
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Table 6 The Pattern of Problema And InfQr-mtlon Neonds 
Information As problems encountered As needs currently 
Area during start-up period being felt 
% 




Tecbnical: 61 56 
macbinery (15) (14) 
raw materials (12) (13) 
Ia bour (10) (8) 
production (13) 
100 100 
Operational difficulties and Information needs of small firm 
entrepreneurs appear to be In relation to the procurement of 
resources, and particularly In tecbnical related areas botb at start- 
up and currently. Difficulties in financing Individually Is the area 
most mentioned (18% of response Indicating It as constituting 
difficulty at start-up and 23Z currently), making It the area of 
bigbest need In the firms. Overall, the same pattern of response was 
received from all the entrepreneurs (it was tested for significant 
differences according to educational backgrounds, pre-business 
ownersbip experience and different Industry groups). Generally, the 
problems and Information needs mentioned are about bow, and wbere to 
find pbysical materials ratber than wbat and wbicb InformtIon Is 
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needed for management decision making, for planning or otber strategic 
reasons. 
The tendency of the entrepreneurs to see their problems and 
Information needs mainly as financial and tecbnIcal cannot be divorced 
from the influence of the environment, and possibly of a general lack 
of awareness of the need for management among the entrepreneurs. 
Over the years, especially starting from 1983, due to the 
growing forlegn excbange difficulties in the country, there bave been 
difficulties In financing the Import of Industrial raw materials and 
macbinery. The problem bas tended to be serious mainly because of the 
general dependence of the Industrial sector on Imported materials and 
tecbnology (Olaloku, 1979; Teriba, et. al. 1981). This lack of domestic 
based Industrial raw material and tecbnology and the problems of 
financing their Imports placed most manufacturers in difficulties. 
The Import dependency of the manufacturing sector for Its raw 
materials and tecbnology bas tended to lead manufacturers In the 
country to look at their prospects as requiring them to overcome 
economic difficulties ratber than lack of management creativity. The 
tbrust of argument among Industrialists of all sizes In the nation bas 
tberefore been focused on a lack of resources to improve their 
businesses. This Is a convenient argument for them since It offers an 
excuse for their lack of productive Innnovations and growtb as a 
result of poor management of resources and cboice of Inapproppriate 
tecbnology (wbicb they may not bave been aware of). 
There is also an indirect influence of the environment on the 
economic performance of small firms. For example, due to the economic 
difficulties and inadequate Imports of consumer products, the economy 
bas been drifting towards wbat can be described as a sellers' market, 
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(National Concord, February. 3,1.987) and seems to provide a fair 
marketability of products to all sizes of firms. Most small firm 
entrepreneurs consequently may not find tbemselves disadvantaged in 
selling their products, The fact that they sell fairly well bas given 
rise to complacency among the entrepreneurs, (wbo are mainly unaware 
that they bave been complacent) and neglect of the development of 
competitive strategies to improve their markets. 
The fact that a large number of the entrepreneurs came from 
technical background also seem to influence the emphasis In seeking 
Information In the area. The generally poor exposure to management 
before starting the present business, and the attitude of tbe-more- 
modern- the- better (very much supported by the Government) seems to 
orientate the entrepreneurs to seeking technical and financial 
resources ratber than strategically developing wbat is available. 
Wbere entrepreneurs are generally lacking in growth orientation, the 
environment can limit their awareness of the need to be opportunistic, 
tbereby narrowing their vision mainly to problems whicb are commonly 
known and obvious, (giving rise to passive entrepreneursbip). This is 
very mucb the case bere. The response of the entrepreneurs obtained 
here has very much been Influenced by these factors and consequently 
needs further exam1nation below. 
5.2 PROBLEMS AND INFORNATION NEEDS IN FUNCTIONAL AND OTHER AREAS 
5.21 Finance 
Finance Is one area the small enterprise Is generally said to 
be weak in, -SM11 
firms are mainly eltber found to be lacking Initial 
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capi ta 10 working capital, or funds for furtber Investment. These 
constraints to financing are said to arise due to their Inability to 
gain access to external borrowing (due to being disadvantaged, or a 
lack of awareness of sources of funds and a lack of ability to 
communicate their needs to financing Institutions). The conclusion Is 
tberefore usually reacbed that small firms are starved of funds. 
The response in this researcb by smll firm entrepreneurs to 
financing seems to support this Image of the small enterprise, 
especially as the ownerlmanagers see It tbemselves, Nention of 
financing difficulties Is overwbelming botb at start-up and currently 
in the firms, (18Z of the responses mentioned difficulties In raising 
eitber start up capital or working capital and problems In financial 
management at start-up; 23Z mentioned of problems associated wItb lack 
of finance currently). Significant difficulties are reported In 
locating and obtaining finance particularly from agencies. The 
MaJOrit7 Of the respondents mentioned that tbe7 could bave acbieved 
more If they bad obtained adequate financing during start-up or 
currently as they 'struggle' (as the entrepreneurs refer to their 
operations) to operate witbin this constraining factor. The majority 
of the entrepreneurs considered financing sbould be made available to 
tbe. m tbrougb some assistance programse. 
The major Impediment to their finding the financing they so 
mucb need, as they see It, varied and some are not sure otber than 
that the situation Is unfortunate and that the government Is not 
interested In assisting tben. Very few entrepreneurs mentioned lack of 
adequate sales to cover their growtb ambitions (only 2Z of the 
respondents). Yet fewer attributed their financing and financial 
problems to lack of knowledge of financial planning and management and 
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inability to generate funds Internally. There are almost peculiar 
conplaints especially witb regards to obtaining financing from botb 
private and government sponsored financial Institutions. These 
i ncl ude: 
(a). a lack of understanding of the requirements of financing 
Institutions 
(b). a lack of knowledge about the process of approacbIng 
government assisted Institutions and 
(c). difficulties In approaching banks 
Besides the difficulties In obtaining funds, there appears 
some need to Improve financial management (tbougb not considered a 
factor In financing), mainly understood as book-keeping by the 
ownerlmanagers. A majority considered sucb 'financial mnagement' only 
for the purpose of keeping them aware wbat money they made from sales 
ratber than for use as a management tool for planning and control of 
finances In the firms. The concern for bettering financial management 
Is bigber In the 'current' response than at start-up period, 
presumably due to increased bandling of finance In the firms at this 
stage than at the Initial times wben obtaining It Is a prerequisite to 
most of the entrepreneurs. The response may equally bave reflected the 
commonest problem In a large number of small firms; a lack of initial 
concern for proper financial management and starting on a sboestring. 
This bas been identified as a cause wbicb gives rise to difficulties 
and deatb of small firms during the early period In the firms' 
lifecycle. One fact that stands out clearly Is the lack of adequate 
financial management in the firms. In only 4Z of the firms was there 
any noticeable financial managenent. Knowledge of useful accounting 
procedures (e. g. accounting for depreciation, stock control and 
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financial planning and budgetting) are very poor-, In fact absent In 
most of the firms. 
The response of the entrepreneurs as referred to above only 
seems to comfirm a compon problem In researcb on the small enterprise 
sector. The typical small business entrepreneur mainly understands bis 
problems as that of lack of finance, wbIcb be may attribute to 
discrimination by financial Institutions, lack of government support 
etc. Seldom Is the need to manage financial resources seen, This 
tberefore tbrows doubt on any conclusion that may be reacbed on a lack 
of finance in small firms. I tberefore considered it necessary to look 
beyond wbat the entrepreneurs said. The question is bow far Is the 
lack of finance the main problem In small firms operating In Borno 
state? 
Determining the state of finances of small firms Is quite a 
difficult task. Not only did they not bave records that migbt be 
relied on, but sucb an attempt Is often not welcomed and as In ivy 
case, bas not been exceptionally successful. Not mucb performance 
related data was obtained. Significantly useful data obtained was only 
on the sources of financing used. Altbougb this data Is Inadequate In 
ascertaining the level of financing needs in the firmt it Is useful 
In Indicating the availability of financing to the firms. This Is 
Important since the small entrepreneur believes for Instance that bis 
problems arise from lack of support from financing Institutions. In 
table 7 are the sources from wbere finance, wbolly or substantially, 
was obtained by the firms. 
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Table 7 Sour-cpgz-nf Ffnance nf &MIi e-nter- qLo., Cz , Pzl. 








f quenCy 2 
Personal, otber 
business, e. t. c. 77 48 28 26 
Relations, friends 24 15 12 11 
S. S. I. C. 19 12 14 13 
Comercial 
banks 2 1 7 7 
Development 
banks 10 6 16 15 
Hire purcbase, 
leasing, trade 
credits 8 5 1 1 
Traditional 
associations 17 11 10 9 
Local -money 
lenders 3 2 4 4 
Ree taI ned 
160 100 107 100 
A limitation to the facts In the table is wbetber the 
entrepreneurs bave given the correct proportions of their financial 
structure (especially bow mucb Is borrowed) since borrowing is 
considered very mucb to Indicate a lack of competence and not a good 
Image for fftbe successful entrepreneur". Only the poor are tbougbt to 
borrow. It Is surprising that at one time the entrepreneurs are 
seeking financial support and at the otber, borrowing Is considered a 
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weakness. The inconsistenc7 sbows the extent to wbicb the small firm 
entrepreneur can be unaware of (perbaps confused about) bis real 
needs. There Is great secrecy about the financial structure of the 
firms and there Is little use of financial management as a component 
part of their development strategy. Small firm entrepreneurs tend to 
guard this financial "secret" witb great fervour. This Indeed Is a 
problem In attempting any meaningful assessment of small firms even 
for the purpose of providing then witb assistance. This is one area 
wbicb bas to be dealt witb If greater success Is to be acbieved In the 
financing and financial management of small firms. Some effort bad 
been put Into getting the entrepreneurs to respond witb isinimum 
secrecy, tbougb there seems no way one can claim (in this c1rcums- 
tance) that this response Is absolutely free from Insincerity as far, 
as the financial structure of the firms are concerned. 
Table 7 Indicates that small firms rely more on personal 
resources especially wben getting started. For example 48% of start-up 
financing was mainly from the personal efforts of the entrepreneurs, 
as compared to only 1% from comaercial banks, and 18% from development 
finance institutions. As far as the response Is concerned, it is clear 
tba t: 
(a). small firms are largely dependent on non-institutional sources 
for their financing needs Indicating the possibility of stretcbing 
Individual financing efforts especially during start-up 
(b). little money comes in from commercial banks and 
(c). there are more sources of finance available to the firms 
currently than at the start-up period. 
It can be argued that these are only to be expected since most 
small firms do not bave the record to convince external sources of 
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finance, (e. g. comzerclal banks) to lend tben. The response reflects 
the facts of the financial 11fecycle of small firms (Weston and 
Brigbam, 1979) wbIcb suggests that small firms generally would be 1wre 
dependent on own financial resources at the early stage of their 
lifecycle. The current sources of financing bowever, does not Indicate 
that there Is as izvcb comformity witb the tbeory of financial 
lifecycle of small firms. The firms appear to be largely dependent on 
personal sources even currently Indicating some abnormlity (if the 
lifecycle tbeory Is followed) In the financing of snall firms, (e. g. 
in gaining access to external borrowing). 
A major contributing factor is certainly the fact that the 
financing agencies are not active enough. However, the Inability of 
small firm entrepreneurs to make a meaningful approacb to the 
financing Institutions Is equally a significant barrier. For exanple, 
an examination of applications sent to financing Institutions by some 
of the entrepreneurs indicates that they are merely letters requesting 
for some magnanimous action to rescue then from financial 
difficulties. They contain no furtber Information on the entrepreneur 
or bis business. There was an absolute Ignorance of what Information 
is required by the financing agencies to assist in evaluating the 
request for loans. The institutions on the otber band contribute to 
building the barrier by not replying sucb requests even to tell the 
entrepreneur to make a more appropriate application. 
Altbougb the main contention among the ownerlmanagers is that 
agencies and banks are inaccessible and not very belpful, resulting In 
their dependence largely on private and otber non-institutional 
sources, I also found some of the entrepreneurs deliberately refusing 
to use Institutional sources. For example, In six of the interviews 
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the ownerlmanagers pointed out that they cannot receive loans from 
any Institutions or Indeed individuals that require paying interest as 
they are forbidden by their religion, (Nuslims are forbidden from 
taking or giving Interests on loans). This may be anotber reason for- 
the greater secrecy about the financial structure of the firms. It is 
Important to this researcb since Borno State Is predominantly Nuslim 
(as indeed is the greater part of Nigeria), even tbougb sucb a 
response was received from only 5Z of the sample. This may bave 
significantly Influenced the supply of entrepreneurs In the state 
especially In the manufacturing sector since there are no sucb 
Institutions as would provide financing on non-Interest bearing terms, 
(e. g. an Islamic bank). The adequacy of non-institutional sources to 
meet the demand for entrepreneurial capital on a scale (interest-free) 
that could make an Impact on the promotion of the sector is 
questionable. In this circumstance small enterprises are inevitably 
constrained In finding the additional financing, wbicb Is detrimental 
to Industrial growtb. 
On the wbole the information needs of small firis ownersl 
managers are very mucb In financial management as well as In using 
available sources. The problem of financing small firms In the state 
Is certainly two-fold, It Is a case of Inactive financing Institutions 
serving uninformed, and to some extent unwilling small firm 
entrepreneurs. Besides the need for greater education of the 
entrepreneur In financial managenent and the redirection of bis 
tbougbts to self financing, tberefore, the financing institutions need 
to respond to the needs of the smll firms Innovatively. A 
breaktbroug: b needed is one that will enable the agencies to assess the 
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firms effectively and simply. One way that can contribute in assessing 
the entrepreneur Is by Introducing simple application forms wbicb 
state all the required Information for assessment. Sucb a form sbould 
cater for the general level of the entrepreneurs' education and 
perbaps that of the closest possible assistance be migbt seek in 
completing the form. It sbould take into account the fact that be Is 
secretive about bis borrowing babits and bence may not refer to 
experts to assist In completing the forms. The financing agencies, or 
Indeed the otber supporting agencies can do a lot to belp small firm-S 
by developing simple book-keeping and accounting materials for 
adoption by tbose interested to Improve their financial awareness and 
planning. If an entrepreneur falls to provide this Information, be can 
not bave any excuse for not baving access to funds from external 
sources. 
5.22 Government regulations 
Ratber surprisingly, but quite encouragingly very few 
entrepreneurs mentioned any difficulties arising from regulatory 
requirements. This Is surprising mainly because It falls to support a 
widely beld view that sucb are Impediments to small fl rms I 
development. Small firm entrepreneurs' difficulties In this area are 
mainly In the registration of business premises, and business names 
ratber than taxation and otber constraining elements often mentioned 
elsewbere. This may bave been as a result of the fact that the legal 
regulation of business itself is not developed or effective In the 
country. For example, most entrepreneurs were quite less worried about 
taxation since, they claimed, there Is no effective tax collection 
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system or the need for registration for deduction of (value added) 
taxes from sales. Indeed some even boasted that only those wbo did not 
know the system ever paid taxes (indicating to the ease witb wbicb 
taxation Is evaded). Most entrepreneurs are not even aware of any laws 
on accounting reporting requirement of any kind. Small firms tberefore 
needed to devote little attention to sucb matters and do not realise 
the need for and the necessity to assess the firms' taxable position. 
The entrepreneurs seen to understand legislation mainly In the 
ligbt of policies affecting the firms pbysically. Tberefore, the 
response of signs of difficulties received from the entrepreneurs 
mainly was concerned wItb dissatisfaction wItb government policies 
affecting the firms pbysically ratber than In policies or measures 
requiring managerial competence. Tbus for example most of the small 
firms complained about the Environmental Sanitation Decree wbicb 
required some small firms to resettle. The effects of tb1s Decree 
resemble the cases of government discrimination against small firms 
often mentioned, particularly referred to by the ILO Kenya Mlssion 
(1977). The Decree required some ownerlmanagers to dismantle their 
factories In certain areas of towns and cities and consequently caused 
financial problems and In fact led to the collapse of otbers. This 
aspect of the "War Against Indiscipline" campaign (wbicb Interpreted 
the existence of small manufacturing firms witbin certain areas of 
towns and cities as contributing to urban filtb and bence constituting 
indiscipline) bas been widely decried In the state and the country as 
a wbole and bas since been discontinued. Mentions were also made of 
problems encountered wItb quality and price control departments, 
especially by the bakery owners. These problems seem to bave arisen 
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mainly due to the inadequate communication of the requireizents of the 
Government to small firm entrepreneurs. 
Otber than this ratber unfortunate incident, (i. e. the V. A. I. 
Decree) none of the ownerlmanagers considered that government 
regulations bave been a barrier to their development or an area in 
wbicb they need assistance. There Is, bowever, a general feeling 
among the respondents not really supported by cogent evidence, that 
the government Is against small business. This feeling appears to be 
caused by a lack of understanding of the workings of the government 
and the role It Is supposed to play. 
5.23 General Management and Administration 
Only 2% of the responses Indicated that there bad been 
problems In managing their businesses wben they Just started. Also, 
only 8z mentioned they need toI mpro ve the management and 
administration of their businesses currently. Rost of the ownerl 
managers Interviewed stressed that their organisations were generally 
informal and organisational relationsbips are fairly stra Igb tfor ward. 
Running the business Is considered a routine they are quite used to. 
This response seems to give the same Image as the small 
enterprise ownerlmanager elsewbere as one wbo Is not necessarily 
worried about Instituting formal management organisation In the firm. 
So far as the entrepreneurs are concerned tbelr performance depends 
very mucb on otber factors, including finance. How far is the response 
a reflection of the quality of management in the firms? This Is 
examined by looking at bow well the management of the firms are 
organised. 
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The level of organisation and planning In the enterprise are 
good indicators of existence to some degree of management competence 
In small firms. Not necessarily becoming too formal and inflexible, a 
small firm can be well organised, witb clear objectives, and a Proper 
structure to acbleving the set objectives. Sucb small firms are incre 
likely to succeed than those that bave no set objectives to acbIeve, 
or bave very little Idea wbere the business is going or bave improper 
organ1sation for moving it forward. One advantage of good organisation 
is that of enabling effective communication in the firm. Sucb will 
create the opportunities for effective delegation wbicb can be 
beneficial to sivall firm entrepreneurs In reducing their work load and 
enable adequate empbasis be given to the various functional areas that 
need attention. The mark of superior organisation In the firm Is 
Indeed bow far responsibility and autbority Is sbared and coordinated 
In pursuing the corporate goal. Its development Is tberefore Important 
to the small enterprise. On the otber band, planning is also an 
Important function wbicb to a greater extent cbaracterises bigb 
quality entrepreneursbip. Planning offers the small firm the mucb 
needed asset, the flexibility In adapting to Its cbanging nature and 
environment. The ability to seize opportunities as they arise Is only 
possible If the ownerlmanager is skilled In anticipating and planning 
bis operations w1tb the possibility of allowing cbanges as need 
arises. Organisation and planning tberefore can be seen as the vital 
growtb bormone for the sizall entrepreneursbip. 
The management cbaracteristics of small firms visited are 
briefly described In table 8 below. 
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Table 8 Managenho-nt Chararteristic nf S=77 Firnrz 
Respondents Nature of management organisation and planning 
69% Owner managed, total Involvement. Very Informal personnel 
relations, but autboritative paternalism type of management. 
Owner controls accounts, marketing, pursbasing, supervises 
production. No visible structure of responsibility. Very 
little involvement of employees in any form of decision 
making. Planning only of production, of daily material needs 
often not documented and, Production decisions depend on stock 
clearance. 
18% Mainly owner dominated. A 'supervisor' is available. Some 
involvement of supervisors In pursbasing and production 
decision. Planning mainly of materials purcbases for a montb 
or two, but usualy sborter. Some Involvement of employees 
(mainly the supervisor) In decision making, mainly of 
operational nature. ComminYcation flow Is mainly ti: 212-down. 
11Z Supervisor in cbarge of production and employees. Answers to 
owner wbo Is Involved mainly In accounts. Participates In 
pursbases of materials, accounts. Planning Is sbort term, 
Includes financial, sales, and production. Some outside 
assistance snugbt In 121annIngand accounting. 
2% Delegated management, owner Involved only In long-term 
decisions and finance. Little Involvement of otber employees 
In decision making. Communication flow Is mainly top - down, 
tbougb suggestions may be passed bottom - up tbrougb the 
supervisor. Planning undertaken by the manager, the acountants 
and the owner. Some strategic considerations. Planning 
includes routine and long-term, tbougb Inadequate midium-term. 
Plans appear ratber rigid. Documented production and financial 
plans. 
100 
It Is clear that the greater percentage of the small firms 
bave very little organisation for participative management, or operate 
witb clear plans for the future. In 69% of the cases the entrepreneur 
bas absolute Involvement In all aspects of running the business and 
rarely considers planning as a management tool. Only In 2% of the 
respondents Is there signs of a modern approacb to management wltb 
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long term outlook. Nost of the businesses bave very little knowledge 
of materials management, stock control, and production planning. The 
common practice In the firms Is "produce as mucb1many as we can in a 
day, week etc. so far as we sell tbem". There are personnel mnagement 
problems, (especially a lack of awareness of the need for employee 
motivation). For example, only 12% of the entrepreneurs admitted ever 
, seeking advice from any outsider or Indeed their employees (except In 
the Initial agreement between tbem) in matters relating to 
compensation and motivation. Altbougb there Is apparent peace In most 
of the firms I visited, some employees expressed their unbappiness 
over their non-involvement in decisions, and often a lack of trust and 
appreciation of their contributions by their employers. 
Most of the entrepreneurs feel very reluctant to admit - and 
some aggressively reject the suggestion - that there is any mnagement 
problem in the firm. This was for example sbown on several occasions 
wben I tried to find out from them wbetber the problem of lack of 
sales or finance and so on that they mentioned to me was not as a 
result of their lack of experience in taking strateg1c advantage of 
the size of their firms. 
Similar cases bave been mentioned during my Interview witb the 
I. D. C. and the S. I. C. S. wbere, the entrepreneurs' abstinence is mucb 
pronounced In some cases leading to their rejection of any mnagement 
assistance. An example of the lack of desire to accept modern 
management practice in the firms, especially planning is the case of a 
candle manufacturer wbo failed (even after several attempts by the 
I. D. C. to enligbten bin on the need for planning), to Introduce to bis 
organisation. Wbere It bit bim was In bis stock control wbicb becam 
unmanageable and production became more irratic than could be mnaged. 
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This problem eventually led to bis failure (especially as it 
increasingly became difficult for bin to import) wben be could no 
longer finance the breaks in production, looking for new employees 
eacb time be finds materials, and so on. In anotber case, a cement 
block maker refused to Implement book-keeping (even tbougb that was a 
condi t1on for bis obtaining a loan from S. I. C. S. ). He only agreed to 
start It wben be was tbreatened wItb the withdrawal of the loan. He 
was later discovered to bave discontinued and unfortunately, It was 
too late, as It was found out by the S. I. C. S. that the business bas 
ceased to operate. Sucb unwillingness to accept modern management is 
prevalent In the firms and is one of the major obstacles to their 
development. 
Sljzdlarly the level of delegation of responsibility to 
subordinates is very low. The owner more often than not bas direct 
control of all responsibilities. Wbere there are supervisors, their 
role Is mainly limited to overseeing the production function and 
sometime sales but rarely In decisions that affect the business 
significantly. For example In one of the firius, even tbe most senior 
supervisor cannot make discounts an sales or buy consignments of 
materials witbout consulting the owner. In anotber, a sboe factory, 
the owner is solely responsible for designing, cutting, sizing, and 
stitcbing. Only minor jobs were left to bis tbree employees. Altbougb 
be believed that none of bis employees Is good enough to delegate the 
said functions to, from my observation they seem to exbibit the 
imagination and ability to bandle the functions well. 
It Is clear that the majority of the firms are run witbout 
adequate planning by too busy ownerlimanagers. In fact, If one were 
to 
place the firms In the lifecycle framework of Cburcbill and 
Lewis', 
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most of them only seen to be In the existence, and survival stages, 
True, sma 11 firms need not to be rigid In their manageDent 
organiGation, and long range planning due to the nature of their 
markets and as a measure of competitive flexibility. However, adequate 
sbort-term and operational planning and tactical readiness are 
important for acbIevement of management objectives even in a flexible 
competitive strategy. Tberefore the lack of planning in the majority 
of the firms only Indicates to general poor management In small firms. 
There Is a general lack of application of strategic management 
approacb In the firms. For example In only 3Z was there any product 
management strategies or the knowledge of the value of product 
development strategies. The use of diversification or product 
differentiation along their lines of experience and present business 
Is almost absent. Only few use quality and customer goodwill as their 
market attracting strategy. Sbocks arising from cbanges In market 
conditions, loss of a key employee, and so on, are tberefore absorbed 
painfully. 
There are also cases of lack of long-term comiltment to the 
growtb of the business in many of the firms. For example, a "strategyn 
commonly found in the firms Is the starting of otber businesses as 
soon as the present business reacbes a stage wbicb fetcbes a stable 
income to the entrepreneur and abandoning the old one to a brotber or 
cousin. The ricber ownerlmanager assumes the role of the 
boss and 
distances from the "dirty" business to seeking more "prestigeous" 
business of contracting and trading. Tbus for example about 
36 per 
cent of the entrepreneurs have otber businesses, mainly 
trading and 
supply contracting. Otbers operate taxis, cafeterias and otber siaLflar 
businesses. In one case the entrepreneur moved to Onitsba, bis bome 
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town, to become a trader leaving bis business in care of a cousin. In 
anotber, the entrepreneur opened a restaurant, two beer parlours and a 
record sbop In addition to bis metal fabrication business. In yet 
anotber, the entrepreneur, even tbough be bas apparently no otber Job, 
considerably distanced bimself from bis business, because be wanted 
more time to be wItb bis friends. His previously successful 
leatberlupbolstery works bad to be left In care of bis younger 
brotbers. Falling sales due to poor workmansbip quality and little 
quarrels among the brotbers are gradually ruining the business. 
These tendencies are detrimental to the success of the 
businesses since the owners' time is so divided, and usually those to 
wbom they entrust the businesses lack the tecbnical and management 
ability. It is also not an effective delegation as some of the 
"cousins" and "brotbers" wItb wbom the businesses are left (mainly due 
to lack of trust in the otber employees than their superior 
competence) bave neltber the right management coapetence nor 
sufficient autbority to take the important decisions. Tbese delegates 
are tberefore often unable to improve the business even to the limit 
of their tecbnIcal and munagement ability. As the entrepreneur Is not 
there to supervise the operations, quick decision making is 
difficult, for example, even to take advantage of an opportunity In 
the market. Sucb delegates cannot take new Investment decisions, or 
initiate cbanges In the firm even for the better witbout refering to 
the owner. Tbis is a constraining problem since the owner is miles 
away or too busy or psycbolOgIcally separated from the business to 
contribute to its revitallsation. Most of the enterprises are 
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tberefore, usually left In a situation mainly of survival ratber than 
Srowtb management. 
There Is also generally a lack of w1ll and the awareness of 
the need for undergoing management training. For exajvple only 4Z of 
the respondents bad ever attended any form of management development 
courses. The greater percentage eltber bave little Idea on bow or 
wbere they can avail tbemselves of sucb training (61Z), or found no 
need to consider attending sucb courses (35%). Some of the 
entrepreneurs mentioned that experience (I. e. learning by being in 
business) Is the best teacber - obviously a faulty adage as indeed 
experience is a costly teacber since learning bas to be tbrougb the 
painful experience of failing the first time. Given the fact that 85% 
of the respondents bave less than secondary scbool education, (and a 
good reflection of the background of entrepreneurs in the state) the 
possibilities of management self Improvement tbrougb publications Is 
also very limited. There Is Indication of a greater need for 
managerial Information In the firms, on a greater scale than the need 
for material resources. 
5.24 Market and Competition 
As witb the need for management and administration, the 
entrepreneurs expressed very little difficulties arising from 
inadequate sales and competition. This is the area wbere Information 
need bas been recorded as lowest In the firms, particularly at the 
current stage (only 2Z of total response). Generally, the entrepre- 
neurs seen quite bappy witb their sales even tbougb naturally they 
would like an increased sales and expansion of activities. There were 
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only a few mentions of difficulties arising from competition wbicb 
most of the entrepreneurs saw eltber from large firms or smugglers but 
rarely from otber small enterprises. But the ease of entry Into their 
area of operation is widely considered as ruining the "Inage" of the 
business, not tbrougb loss of sales but the entry Into the market of 
very poor quality manufacturers. Empbasis In the businesses' 
competitive "strategy" is tberefore mainly placed on building some 
reputation of superiority In quality. However, this Is ratber said 
than carried out actively as there was no evidence of spelt marketing 
strategies for acbieving the quality Image otber than eacb 
entrepreneur claiming bis product Is superior - wbIcb Is not unusual - 
Some of the noticeable cbaracteristics of their marketing 
practices Include: 
(a). advertising and promotion are often word-of-moutb, or sometijws 
band bills are printed 
(b). anotber common promotional tool particularly used at launcbing of 
a new business or new investment is the wasbing dinner party. The 
entrepreneurs provided a lavisb dinner party to friends and well- 
wisbers and associates wbo would belp to "spread the news" about the 
fi riv. 
(c). there is a general absence of sale on credit. Need for debt 
management In most of the firms Is therefore considered not to arise. 
It Is also the common view in many of the firms that sales depend on 
Hgod's will", and "good luck". 
Despite the contentment with the market situation, and the 
insignificant mentions of need for Information in this area, several 
entrepreneurs Indicated unbappiness In lack of growtb in sales. 
However, only in one case did I come across an entrepreneur that imade 
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any atteizrpt at innovative marketing. This entrepreneur wanted to 
increase bis sales by Introducing a bire-purcbase service but was 
unable to Implement It due to confusion on Its tecbnIcalities and bad 
to abandon the Idea. Generally, there Is the complaint that government 
did not encourage them by patronising their businesses. For example, a 
furniture mnufacturer claimed to bave developed some new scbool 
furniture wbIcb be believes as baving some advantages for use In 
primary scbools. He claimed to bave made several attempts to get the 
government to give bim even a trial supply contract but to no avail. 
In anotber case, the entrepreneur blamed the government for the 
failure of bis business. He claimed that the government promised to 
patronise bis business wben It started operating, putting bis bopes 
bigh and encouraging capacit7 activity, but, failed to buy from bim 
contributing directly to bis problems. 
There seems to me a significant lack of understanding of wbat 
constitutes problems in the area of marketing. The widespread 
contentment among the entrepreneurs is certainly the effect of the 
fact that they operate In seemingly a sellers' market (tbe continuity 
of wb i cb Is uncertain as t7PIcal of the Nigerian economic 
environment), and, tberefore, except In extreme cases of poor quality, 
or non-market factors, the products will be sold. Selling is not all 
about marketing but the entrepreneurs bave little clue to tbat. Tbe7 
are unaware of the relevance of competitive marketing strategies In 
the firms, and lack the need to develop the firm's market position to 
enable it compete successfully and grow. Many of the firms may be said 
to be by nature placed advantageously in the market but they failed to 
make any competitive use of sucb advantages. There is greater need for 
information particularly on the problems of lack of product 
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differentiation and diversification Into closely related areas and 
coping wItb and taking advantage of seasonal fluctuations. The 
approacb to marketing by the entrepreneurs presently leaves one to 
wonder wbetber small firms In the state are at all flexible and bave 
any competitive advantage over large firms. 
5.25 TecbnIcal Related Areas 
Difficulties pertaining to establisbing and maintaining plant, 
and production appears to be the preoccupation of the entrepreneurs. 
Information need among small entrepreneurs are bigbest in this area. 
The percentage of mentions of difficulties In this area combined 
(I. e., macbInery and equipment, raw materials, labour, production and 
premises) is 61% at start-up and 56% currently. Most of the 
difficulties mentioned are relating to securing of these factors 
ratber than their management. 
5.251 Finding macbinery, equipment and raw materials 
Obtaining the right macbIne and equipment, spare parts and 
replacement constitute a large part of the needs of the small 
entrepreneurs botb during start-up and currently, (14Z and 13% of 
total multiple responses respectively). The cbaracteristic difficul- 
ties and nature of Information need expressed In this area Is best 
illustrated witb these two Instances: 
(a). This entrepreneur obtained approval of a grant of N. 71,000 
from the Small-Scale Industries Credit Scbeme (S. S. I. C. ) for starting 
a new laundry business in Maidugurl. A feasibility report for the 
project was prepared and the project recommended by the Industrial 
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Development Centre, Zaria. The grant was to be released straigbt to 
suppliers of macbinery and equipment by the S. S. I. C. Some of the 
required equipment were readily found In the market. A total of about 
1.23,000 was spent on the project. Sow vital pieces of equipment 
bowever could not be found. The searcb for these parts took the 
entrepreneur to Lagos and Kaduna International trade fairs, and a 
general searcb witb the major equipment dealers in many cities In the 
country spending as mucb as N. 5,000 but to no avail. Eventually wben 
be found one after a year and balf, the price bad gone up almost 
tbree-fold. An aPPlication was made to the S. S. I. C. to belp meet this 
added cost. The S. S. I. C. needed approval froin the Nanagewent Committee 
to meet tbis. As at the time of the interview the Comittee bad not 
released sucb approval or the project implemented after six years of 
Its Initiation. 
(b). This entrepreneur was looking for essential piece of equipment 
to modernise bis sboe factory. As the equipment could not be found 
locally, be needed an Import licence for foreign excbange allocation. 
Wben be approacbed the import licence Issuing office, be was asked to 
obtain a quotation from known registered supplier of similar equipment 
wbo could then be given the approval to Iiiport the equipment for bim. 
He approacbed several equipment supply companies to get a quotation 
but be was eltber told to produce an iisport licence first before any 
attempt could be made to assist bim or the companies were not 
Interested. The entrepreneur bas been writing to addresses abroad and 
elsewbere to obtain a quotation for the equipment to enable bin to 
obtain a licence to import the macbinery since the middle of 1983. 
These instances sbow the typical experience of the average 
small firm entrepreneur In establisbing a manufacturing business, and 
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J-- particularly in obtaining equipment and macbinery. This is seen by 
almost all the entrepreneurs as stifling tbelr efforts In modernising 
their businesses. 
The problem of finding raw materials Is similar to that of 
finding macbInery and equipment. The main difficulties mentioned In 
this area Is the lack of Information on local and alternatives 
sources. Frequent cbanges In prices, non-availability of licences and 
foreign excbange allocation to the small enterprises sector, are also 
mentioned as constraining factors. The difficulty appears to continue 
tbrougb the life of the entrepreneursbip. 
The problems and difficulties of finding macbinery and 
equipment and raw materials are more as a result of the dependence of 
the manufacturing sector on foreign tecbnology and raw materials as 
observed earlier and affects the manufacturing sector generally. For 
example, there have been severe shortages of raw materials, equipment 
and spare parts tbreatening the closure of many manufacturing firms of 
late. This Is mainly due to the Inability of the country to Import 
their requirements because of foreign excbange difficulties. 
It Is bowever, one sided if one leaves out the fact that local 
firms bave been ratber uncreative In developing or even copying 
available tecbnology. For examplep it is not uncomnon to meet an 
entrepreneur complaining of a lack of certain equipment wbicb, witb a 
little bit of creativity can be produced by the next door steel 
fabricating firm. Little effort Is put Into Improvising tools that can 
not be obtained. Small firms in Nigeria contrast witb those In many 
otber developing countries, especially India and Tanzania wbere they 
are seen to be very good In Improvising and creating alternative 
tecbnology. Too mucb empbasis is being laid on modernising, perbaps 
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mainly because the government programmes for small firms seem to 
stress modernisation as the key to growtb. This may be true but growtb 
sbould come naturally ratber than spontaneously. If small firms are to 
contrIbute to developing tecbnological skills, they need to start by 
making use of available tecbnology and Improvise in place of the 
latest. The growtb of Importance of appropriate tecbnology seems; not 
to bave reacbed small firm entrepreneurs In Nigeria. For greater 
reallsation of the goals of the Government In providing support to 
sma 11 fl rizis, Information on alternative tecbnology and tecbnical 
assistance that encourage the Improvisation of tecbnology Is the 
orientation that Is needed ratber than modernisation wbicb cannot be 
acbleved. 
5.253 Labour 
Information on skilled labour Is one of the major needs. 
Looking for skilled labour Is mentioned as a difficult task more 
especially during start-up. Tbis Is more apparent wbere the 
ownerlmanager bimself Is not tecbn1cally oriented. Most of the firms 
rely on apprentices for tbeir supply of labour and only few recrult 
from elsewbere. The main problem reported wItb the apprenticesbip 
arrangements Is the bigb turnover. Nany of the respondents complained 
that they put a lot of effort Into training then and more often they 
do not continue wItb these firms. Most of the firms, particularly the 
tecbnical skill dependent ones tberefore constantly are left looking 
for needed skills. These are often bard to get due to the fact that 
those wbo are skilled often try to establisb their own small 
worksbops. Vbere they obtain the Trade-Test certificate from the 
Federal Trade Test office during or after completion of tbeIr 
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apprentice. sbip they often take up bigber paid Jobs in more prestigeous 
openings witb the government and the large-scale enterprises. 
The problem of recruiting from outside Is anotber area wbere 
difficulties are reported. Recruiting from outside Is mainly an 
Informal procedure In the firms, A typical example of recruiting and 
selection In the small firms Is to ask relatives or the eisployees to 
find a suitable band. Informal Interview or Introduction by the 
recommending person Is made and the new employee Is straigbt away 
assigned duties. Wbetber It Is apprentices or journeymen that are 
considered, recruitment is most often directed to the family, clan 
member or tribesman. The disadvantage of this practice is, bowever, 
the uncertainty of establisbing the quality or Integrity of the 
employee. For example, this aspect bas been pointed out by one of the 
entrepreneurs, wbose experience Is quoted below. He told bis 
experience that 
... one time I was looking for someone wbo can 
take care of accounts. I bad no money to bire 
a qualified person. So I employed a boy 
Introduced to me by one of my friends wbo was 
quite good in book-keeping. I also tbought be 
was alrigbt. Unfortunately be took off witb 
our money after two weeks Just as we were 
starting to tbink bow necessary sucb service 
Is to the business... (Translated) 
This experience led this particular entrepreneur not only never to 
delegate bis finances to otbers, but also to completely abandon any 
attempt at Introducing any improvement in accounting In the firm. Sucb 
lack of Informtion on labour and recruitment and selection constitute 
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some significant difficulty In the firms. Nevertbeless, compared to 
otber areas of production, labour related Information Is the least of 
need, being only . 9% at start-up and 7% currently indicating that the 
problem Is more significant during early period of the firms' 
11 fecycl e. 
5.054 Production 
Altbougb difficulties In production was mentioned by most of 
the entrepreneurs (15% as a problem during their starting-up periods 
and 11Z currently) there Is little evidence that supports that the 
firms are In difficulty (especially as far as tecbnical skill is 
concerned). This function seems to be closely tied to lack of finance 
by the entrepreneurs, especially to their inability to obtain raw 
materials and equipment on time and at affordable prices. 
Otber problems wbich one sbould bave tbougbt of more Import- 
ance (as against getting the latest equipment, as far as the 
production function In small firms Is concerned), for example, seem to 
be only sIde Issues to the entrepreneurs. These problems Include those 
of Improving quality control, getting used to standards and Improving 
designs, factory organisation, Inventory control and storage. These 
problems, seem to me demand more attention In the firms. The problem 
of factory layout seems to be endemic to all of the firms (perbaps due 
to Inadequate space, and unsuitable premises). Generally, bowever, the 
quality of most of the products may be described as good, (especially 
for wbat price they fetcb, as compared to the products of larger 
firms) and may compare well, for instance, In appearance (e. g. 
furnIture), tbougb my not In durability. This Is perbaps due to the 
rigourous apprenticesbip training most of the entrepreneurs and their 
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empl oyees ba ve. Increased efficiency and effectiveness In production 
planning and management may be necessary In the firms, but there is 
certainly less need for proficiency In the arts of production. 
5.255 Prejul ses 
Difficulties In finding suitable premises appear to be only 
second to finding Initial capital during start-up (12Z of total 
responses). Most of the informatlon need In this area related to 
securing suitable premises. The difficulty, for obvious reasons, Is 
not quite as mucb af ter the start-up stage. In fact only 7Z of total 
responses mentioned difficulties In finding Information on premises 
currently. At the same time only 2% mentioned needs for 
infrastructural developinent In their existing premises. Generally, the 
difficulties associated witb finding and developing premises Is mainly 
seen as due to a lack of financial resources. 
The condition of the premises I visited strongly indicates a 
greater need for attention in this area. Most of them are eltber: 
(a). very small stores wbicb provide mainly storage for materials 
and movable equipment, the main production being undertaken 
principally in make-sbift sbeds, 
(b). made of corrugated zinc sbeets, mainly on rented pieces of 
land wbicb provide factory as well as storage facilities or 
(c). a congregation of firms In wide pieces of land, with mainly 
zinc sbeets partitions and sbeds, demarcating eacb worksbop wbile 
open spaces that may be left are used for general displays e. t. c. 
Most of these completely lacked Infrastructural and bygiene facill- 
ties. Ownersbip of a small power generating plant Is generally 
considered to be necessary in most of the firms tbougb only few In 
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fact bave tbem. The average cost of obtaining a looderately "suitable" 
premises 1. e. , only fitting into the above categories is about N. 160 a 
mon tb. 
It Is not surprising that there Is so mucb difficulty In 
finding suitable premises by small firms in the State. One reason is 
the fact that there are no estate agents or institutions that exist 
for providing assistance at cost or free In this area. Anotber reason 
Is the fact that there are no Industrial estates In the state. Smll 
firms are the least able to meet very bigb rents. This bas left the 
majority in the present state. It is tberefore not surprising that the 
need mentlons In this area Is not mucb bigber. 
Generally, the perceived needs of the entrepreneurs are mainly 
for Information on resources. Sucb information need does not differ 
from wbat support Is availqble to small firms from government 
sponsored programmes except In the case of premises wbere there Is no 
assistance at all. The existence of some of the programues may In fact 
bave Influenced the entrepreneurs to see their needs In terms of the 
same pattern. The level of difficulties faced by small firms must 
tberefore be as a result of the Ineffectiveness of the programmes 
(wbicb Is true to some extent) andlor the underutilisation of the 
services by small firm entrepreneurs (wbIch is to be examined In the 
next cbapter). 
The general pattern of the need mentions bowever, also sbows 
the limitations of most small firm entrepreneurs; their inability to 
Gee the Internal (managerial) deficiency to their growtb and eapbasis 
on external (environmental) factors. There is very little awareness of 
the need for Information witb the possibility of making a significant 
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Impact on the firms' effective use of resources limiting the firms to 
. survival or "fire figbting" (Houlden, 1986) strategies. 
5.3 AN OVERVIEW 
The problems and needs discussed above seem to Indicate that 
small firm entrepreneurs lack resources and Information for starting 
and developing their businesses. Of considerable difficulty are 
finance and tecbnIcal Information. Small firm entrepreneurs seem to 
bave some real financing difficulties, as far as supplementing their 
personal efforts are concerned as well as problems In finding suitable 
premises. The response follows the pattern generally described in the 
literature and seems to support the claims In some researcb of the 
lack of access to material resources by small firms. Indeed most of 
the findings bere are not completely unexpected, as one often finds 
them ecboed by economic planners and enterprise development experts. 
How far sucb responses are a representation of the real needs 
of the entrepreneurs does, bowever, seem questionable from wbat was 
observed of the management and otber cbaracteristics of the firms. For 
exalvpl e, the entrepreneurs are more In need of Information that will 
lead to securing finance and tecbnical Information. There Is far less 
mention of the need for the proper management of sucb resources In the 
firms. Information on general management and administration, and 
marketing are comparatively less sougbt even tbougb the firms bave 
significant problems In these areas as well. There Is a somewbat 
supressed or unreallsed Incompetence in the management of the firms. 
The success of the firms needs as mucb managerial and marketing as 
otber inforization. There Is a considerable lack of business managenent 
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orientation In the firms. As far as the perception of the entrepre- 
neurs of their problems and Information needs are concerned, there 
seems to be only a little gap between their needs and wbat Is 
available from small firm agencies. However, In reality the gap is 
mucb wider beyond this perceived needs since the needs of the 
entrepreneurs seems to be as mucb In management counselling and 
information ratber than material support wbicb the agencies seem to 
empbasise 
It Is untbinkable to suggest that small firms need an 
environment In wblcb there are no problems to succeed. Vbile It is 
approppriate to give small firms as mucb assistance In getting them on 
the route to success tbrougb organised support, tberefore, It will 
also be e; cpected of the entrepreneur to make best use of available 
resources and opportunities. Hence greater awareness of the need for 
strategic and tactical information Is required. Since flexibility Is a 
keY to success In small firms, entrepreneurs need to master the art. 
The success of the firms can only be reallsed, if the management 
orientation can be improved tbrougb the Inculcation of the realisation 
of the need to seek opportunities and using them with superior and 
flexible planning and organisation. 
Considering the Inadequacy of domestic tecbnological develop- 
ment, and the lack of informtIon and difficulties Involved in Import- 
Ing materials and macbInery from abroad, there Is a greater need for 
Information gatbering and dissemination to existing and potential 
small firm entrepreneurs. There is need for small firm agencies to 
create and naintain a line of contact witb national and International 
sources on tecbnological developments, especially appropriate tecbno- 
logles wbicb are designed for developing countries. The uncertainty in 
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selecting, running and maintaining sucb tecbnologies can be greatly 
reduced witb effort In that direction. Sucb information available 
perbaps will sbift the attention of small firm entrepreneurs to more 
important growtb factors, and lead to a competitive development of the 
firms. 
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45. SXALL ENTERPRISE USE OF MFORMATION SOURCES 
The success of an information service lies not only In Its 
efficiency In providing the service It is meant for. It also lies In 
wbet. ber tbose for wbom the Gervices are meant actuaI17 take advantage 
of tbem. In Borno State, It is not clear If sucb governmeent sponsored 
services are being patronised by small firm entrepreneurs. As a 
furtber Insigbt into the obstacles to small firm promotion, the 
question may be asked as to wbere small firms normally obtain 8-rowth 
related Information. It may also be asked wby they prefer their 
existing Information sources over otbers, and wbat the barrier(s) If 
any, are to them using the agencies. Also the question may be asked as 
to wbetber the entrepreneurs are aware of the services at all. A 
consideration of the problems of assistance to small firms would be 
incomplete witbout understanding the general attitude of the 
entrepreneurs to available services, and the factors influencing tbeIr 
selection of information sources. This section will examine tlese 
issues. 
6.1 NA IN INFORM TION SOURCES USED BY SNALL FIRM ENTREPRENEURS 
6.11 Main Information sources Used: a General View 
Finding Information Is mainly an informal activity among the 
small firm entrepreneurs Interviewed. The searcb for information 
Includes asking Individuals witbin and outside the organisation, 
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writing requests or applications to institutions and relevant sources, 
and tbrougb normal discussion witb business interests. At times 
I nforma tI on, especially tecbnIcal related is pirated from otber 
organisations or their employees. The most favoured metbod of 
receiving Information, counselling, or advice Is face-to-face, verbal 
conounication. 
From my survey the Information sources more often used by 
small firm entrepreneurs for their various Information needs fall Into 
four main groups and are as shown In Table 9 below. 
Table 9 Afain InfQr-mtic7n Sources used bX Small Fir 
ObMerlAanagers- 







Consultants: small firm agencies (12) 
trade associations (5) 




Business contacts: customers (3) 
large businesses (18) 




Personal sources: friends, relations 
traditional associations (27) 
employees (8) 35 
The pattern of Information source use was tested for possible 
Influences using different factors that may be considered as 
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Important to entrepreneurial success (e. g. the entrepreneurs' 
education, their pre-start up experience orientation, their motivation 
in being In business, and the location of their businesses). The same 
pattern of information source use was observed (no significant rý 
differences was observed at the . 05 level) in two of the factors 
(Amuou ti va tI on , and location). Education and experience seem to be 
relevant factors In wbIcb cases significant differences bave been 
observed, even tbougb Cramers' correlation coeficient indicated that 
the relationsbips are only weak. 
The overall view Is that small firms' Information searcb Is 
limited to few sources. Tbree main Information source groups stand out 
clear. These are personal sources, business contacts, and consultants. 
But only few Information sources witbin eacb main g-roup are used. 
Publications on the otber band are predictably rarely mentioned. In 
fact I came across no publications wbicb are sPecla117 prepared for 
small firm entrepreneurs for self development and onlY one for the 
purpose of providing information, (tbat prepared by the I. D. C. wbich 
apparently is not mucb In use as a copy was only retrieved from the 
Directors cabinet and was sbown to me). It Is, tberefore, not 
surprising small firm entrepreneurs do not use tbem. 
6.12 Awareness and Use of Government Sponsored Agencies by Small 
Firm Entrepreneurs 
Quite a proportion of smll firm entrepreneurs (12Z) mentioned 
baving contact wItb government sponsored small firm agencies for the 
purpose of obtaining Information. This Is surprising since it is 
assumed and often the inpression given (e. g. as I 
found in my 
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Interview wltb the secretary of S. I. C. S. and the Director of the 
I. D. C. ) that small firm entrepreneurs are not aware of the existence 
of the agencies. Contrary to expectation, there Is a widespread 
awareness (71% of respondents) especially of the main agencies 
existing in the State. Since eacb entrepreneur was not only asked if 
be was aware of eacb agency but also to list the services they 
offered, It seems that a majority of the entrepreneurs bave at least 
beard of the main government sponsored agencies and their services. 
However, there is a wide difference between the percentage of those 
wbo are aware (71Z) and those wbo actually bave bad contact witb the 
agencies (only 12Z). 
The main reason for not contacting any agency for support by 
small firm entrepreneurs even wben they knew of their existence and 
purpose was that they do not tbink there will be mucb support there 
for them. They also believed that to obtain any support, If there is, 
a lot of time must be wasted. Otber reasons given by the entrepreneurs 
for not approacbIng one agenc7 or the otber for assistance Include: 
(a). a belief In lack of relevant assistance, 
(b). Inaccessibility due to anticipated red-tape 
at the institutions, 
(c). distance, 
(d). could not find the time to, 
(e). could not communicate in Englisb, 
The problem appears largely to be that of lack of confidence mainly 
created by poor communication between the agencies and the 
entrepreneurs as In only few cases were the reasons given drawn from 
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the ownerlmanager's prior experience wltb attejzpts to use the 
agencies, In a majority bowever, they eitber were told by otbers wbo 
bave bad experience, or just bad a belief that the goverriment 
sponsored agencies were eitber irrelevant, ineffective or botb. 
This gap of confidence between small firms and the agencies 
seems to be created mainly by the Inability of the agencies to give a 
better Impression of thelzselves. For example, there is so mucb 
complaining about lack of incentives, lack of resources and personnel 
at the agencies that any Individual meeting them for assistance is 
given the impression that they cannot provide assistance at the 
required pace. Their arm-cbair approacb to their services is also a 
contributory factor since the attempt Is not made, (even tbougb it is 
widely believed at the agencies that small firm entrepreneurs are not 
aware of their services) to reacb out to the entrepreneurs and 
establisb contacts. This Inactivity Is Justified always witb the lack 
of resources or personnel and so on (e. g. as the Secretary of S. I. C. S. 
the Director of the I. D. C. and officials of otber agencies met put 
forward). This attitude needs to be reversed. The agencies need to 
Improve tbeir Image and creativity in resource utillsation and must 
present tbemselves as capable of providing the services they were 
establisbed to render. There Is the need for the agencies to reacb out 
to small firm owners1managers if small firm promotion programves are 
to be successful. 
SMall firm entrepreneurs on the otber band are well known for 
their lack of will in seeking external advice and assiGtance, except 
perbaps wben desperately looking for financial assistance and the 
like 
(Storey, 1982). They are generally said to cberisb their independence, 
but sucb an inward looking attitude can contribute to their 
lack of 
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use of government sponsored agencies for Information. For example, the 
lack of eagerness among small firm entrepreneurs interviewed to 
revealing their financial standing even for the purpose of researcb 
that Intends to belp create a more effective service to tbelu indicates 
how lacking in cooperation they can be with outsiders. This attitude 
Is worsened by the Nigerian environment wbere the problem of trust and 
etbn1c differences seems to create the need to be cautious In 
confiding In otbers even wlen it Is for the benefit of the person 
approacbed wItb assistance. Tbus for example, before I could get to 
Interview some of the small firm entrepreneurs, I bad to find someone 
from the same area witb the entrepreneur to introduce me despite the 
fact that I beld my identity card, and a letter of Introduction from 
my Institution. There are also language barriers. Generally the staff 
of the main government sponsored agencies In the State being mainly 
from otber parts of the country, the factor of lack of trust and 
language barriers seems to be a significant obstacle to use of the 
agencies by small firm entrepreneurs in the State and a contributing 
factor to the confidence gap. 
6.2 GUIDING FACTORS IN INFORNATION SOURCE SHLECTION 
Tbree main factors can be identified as guiding small firm 
entrepreneurs' use of information sources. These are environmental 
factors, information source efficiency factors and the entrepreneurs' 
perception of their problems and wbat information Is required. 
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6.21 Environmental Factors in Information Source selection 
Environmental factors like proximity of location, and 
belonging to the same trade associations seems to play an Important 
part In information source use by small firm entrepreneurs. For 
example, small firm entrepreneurs seem to -have cordial Information 
linirs witb otber small firms. Contact between small firm entrepreneurs 
for information (13 percent of the entrepreneurs mentioned otber small 
firms as one of their Important Information sources) is mainly as a 
result of their environment. Naturally, one migbt bave expected a 
situation of very limited Informational contact between small firms, 
particularly those In the same trade since they compete In the 
environment for information. However, factors like the proximity of 
location to otber small firms, and belonging to same associations 
seems to bring small firm entrepreneurs close especially In sbaring 
operational Information. 
Many small firms In the State seem to be located In clusters. 
For example, In Maidugurl most small scale bakers can be found In and 
around Bolorl area; steel frame and fixtures manufacturers are mainly 
along Baga Road wbile furniture makers are mainly around Gwange ward. 
Even wbere firms are outside of these areas, they seem to exist in 
groups of at least two to tbree small firms manufacturing same type of 
Items. This seems to be mainly due to convinience, (e. g. factors like 
being able to find space) than to any government requirement, or 
serious strategic considerations. Most of the entrepreneurs also seem 
to bave come in contact wltb eacb otber eltber during their 
apprenticesbip or working for anotber small firm. This Is particularly 
the case in the mecbanical and skill oriented firms. The relationsbip 
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seems to extend even after the individuals bave left to found their 
businesses. Small firm entrepreneurs help each other solve especially 
tecbnical related problems (in maintenance of equipment, and 
production problems). Sbaring of facilities Is sometimes comnon, (e. g. 
of tools among the metal fabrication businesses), and sawing macbInes 
among the furniture and wooden frame making firms, and even of 
production problems (e. g. among small bakeries). For example, in one 
case, an operator was loaned by one small baker to anotber wbicb Is 
based in Konduga (a town 30 kilometres away from Naiduguri) and bad 
sufferred a loss of employees due to a dispute. 
I found sucb Information sbaring (especially on tecbnical 
matters) between small firms to exist In many otber locations. 
Pirating is also a common practice and a major source for obtaining 
Information on designs, new tecbniques and marketing practices 
especially among tailoring, and furniture mking firms (seemingly an 
unrecognised factor driving small firms to exist In clusters). This 
pattern of Information sbaring among small firms stresses the need for 
programne of Industrial estates wbicb will no doubt enable small 
firms to co-exist In close contacts and encourage savings tbrougb the 
sbaring of facilities and experiences as well as offering greater 
cbances of providing centrallsed service to small firms. 
Also a major Influencing factor in Information sbaring among 
small firms seems to be the fact that most of the firms belong to one 
trade association or the otber. For example all bakers are required to 
belong to the Master Bakers Association. lost furniture makers and 
metal and wood fabricating firms and mny tailoring firms belong to 
one cooperative or the otber. These associations are often used as 
forums for the excbange of views and information more especially on 
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government regulations, on raw materials, price fixing and so on. It 
Is tberefore not uncommon for small firm entrepreneurs to fi nd out 
from the otber entrepreneu r, Information on issues relating to the 
particular Industry. Sucb Information can be easily obtained since 
they often are not seen as competitively unwise to give away by the 
gi vi ng fi rm. 
Altbougb the benefits of these associations are mainly limited 
In scope of activities, (e. g. as a negotiating front witb the 
government over legislative Issues and similar cases), they provide 
good signs tbat, given the right atmospbere, small firms can reap the 
benefits of cooperation. It Is unfortunate that presently most small 
firm entrepreneurs are not aware of the potential of trading contact 
or manufacturing cooperation wItb otber small business, (e. g. in using 
the skills of their neighbouring small firm to build alternative 
macbInes and equipment, or pooling of their resources to trade 
competitively). Cooperation makes possible the pooling of resources, 
materials and talents and provides more possibilities of success. 
The situation in the Internal environment is quite a contrast 
to what obtains between small firms. It Is, for example surprising 
tbat, considering the Internal cbaracteristics of small firms, the use 
of employees for obtaining Information received a low mention. Since 
small firms are widely beld to be wbere there is close relationsbip 
(tbougb loosely knit organisation) between the employees and the 
employers, one would expect employees to form a good part of the 
Information source of the entrepreneurs. This seems to be untrue. 
Employeelemployer communication seems to be only one-way (top-down). :r 
In fact this response falls In line witb wbat bas been found In otber 
researcb (e. g. Aguilar, 1967) that stresses the dependence of small 
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firm entrepreneurs on external sources for their "important external 
Information". It seems small firm entrepreneurs depend on external 
sources (even tbougb less on government sponsored and private consult- 
ancy agencies than not) not only for Important external Information 
wbatever It may be, but for all major information leading to starting 
and running the small firm, This factor increases the need for 
qualitative Information since Its absence can mean the inadequac7 of 
decisions leading to the starting of and running small firms 
successful ly. 
The failure of small business entrepreneurs to see their 
employees as sources of information Is mainly as a result of a lack of 
trust and confidence in the employees. Small firm entrepreneurs seen 
to generally see their subordinates as lacking In awareness of 
whatever Information they are seeking. It Is considered in most cases 
not fitting to ask employees for Ideas. One entrepreneur clearly put 
the case tbat: 
I can not ask them on sucb tbings (referring 
to the problem of financing and financial 
control). I don't want tbem to tbink they are 
too Important. This will make them not work 
bard. Moreover, (be added) I will only make 
fool of myself talking to them of my problems 
and asking tbem simple tbings. (parentbesis 
added) 
This feeling seems to run tbrougb most small firm entrepreneurs and 
seems to indicate (in addition to a 
lack of trust) a problem of ego- 
ratber than objective-centred management. 
Otber typical comments I 
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recelved from the entrepreneurs on their relationsbip witb their 
employees were for exampl e sucb as. - 
I don't tbink they know anytbing, or so and 
so employees are skillful, but I don't tbink 
they bave any better idea in so and so 
information area (Edited) 
and similar remarks. I found this view not to be justified wben 
talking to employees of many of the firms. In fact many employees of 
small firms seem to be aware of their businesses' environment, and 
some are steps abead of their bosses in ideas for Improving the 
business. In most cases bowever, they are reluctant or unable to 
contribute valuable Information to the entrepreneur, due to poor 
internal communication. This is a major problem In small firms since 
It Inbibits effective delegation, and Increases the dependence on the 
entrepreneurs' capability to pay adequate attention to the various 
functions that they perform. As the firm grows, (if it does at all), 
the ability of the ownerlmanager to perform all the functions well 
becomes Increasingly restricted. This seems to be a major contributing 
factor to the failure of small firms. Small firm entrepreneurs can 
acbIeve a lot by exploiting the benefits of internal effective 
communication and information flow. 
The cultural environment also seems to be a factor In 
Information source use. The selection of personal sources and 
traditional associations seems very mucb due to the cultural environ- 
ment since these sources play important roles in Nigeria. The extended 
family system, and identification witb the clan or village bave been 
found to be playing Important roles in the day-to-day life of the 
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Individual and on entrepreneurial activity (BafzIger, 1969) (e. g. In 
providing material assistance, to the "sons of the soil"), The role of 
sucb family and clan connections In obtaining information, and 
particularly resources (e. g. licences to import materials, or obtain 
materials and macbInes from local importers, loans, etc. ) cannot be 
overempbasised. It Is not uncomnon tberefore, for sma 11 fi rm 
entrepreneurs (or Indeed any otber business entrepreneurs) to make use 
of their network of family, friends and clan relations, and to fall 
back on sucb sources to solve their difficulties (minly seen as lack 
of resources) in running their business. 
6.22 Information Source Efficiency Factors 
CV- Some factors considered by the entrepreneurs as Important In 
leading them to select particular Information sources are sbown In 
Table 10. 
Table 10 Factors In Inf-armtion aource Selection 
Main factgna )7rpnijpn--- -' -I on z 
Easy access (no bureaucracy) 69 
18 
Convenience & proximity 34 9 
Cost 23 6 
Freindliness & personal 56 15 
Quick to respond . 90 
24 
Total 376 100 
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Several factors were Identified as the major consideration by 
the entrepreneurs in their preference of one Information source over 
otbers. The most Important factors considered is the capacity of the 
Information source to solve the Immediate needs of the entrepreneurs, 
and the promptness with which such information needs are met. Other 
Important factors are frlendliness of the source and easy access to 
suc. b sources. The price of obtaining Information does not appear to be 
a major factor considered in selecting information source(s) by the 
entrepreneurs. 
These requirements reflect the information sources small firm 
entrepreneurs contact often. The fact that small firm entrepreneurs 
are more keen on using information sources that are Immediately 
relevant and prompt to their needs, that involve little bureaucracy 
and red-tape Is not surprising and perhaps needs little comment. The 
preference of business contacts and private sources appears very mucb 
to be as a consequence of sucb factors since tIeY ma7 be more relevant 
and prompt to meeting the needs (e. g. Information on materials) of the 
ownerlmanagers. 
In contrast, seeking assistance from a financing agency, for 
example, would Involve a degree of bureaucracy and may not elicit a 
prompt response. Sucb bureaucracy, sucb as the requirement for form-- 
filling, baving to see several officials and answering probing 
questions, Is a conmon cbaracteristic of small firm agencies' services 
and are usually a deterrent to attracting small firm ownerlmanagers. 
Formal metbod of providing assistance (e. g. providing assistance 
tbrougb otber than personal cbannels) In the agencies also may not 
appeal mucb to the typical small enterprise ownerlmanagers due to the 
need for prompt attention (whIcb small firm agencies cannot satisfy 
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since they bave inadequate data on the factors often sougbt by small 
firm ownerlmanagers). The lack of attraction of sucb approacbes in the 
agencies can also be Increased wbere there is a bigb level of low 
educated ownerlmanagers (wbicb is the case), wbere their ability to 
comprebend sucb approacbes may be limited. 
Vbat Is surprising Is the fact that the cost of obtaining 
Information Is not considered a factor. This is surprising since one 
of the main assumptions underlying the establishment of government 
sponsored agencies for assisting small firms Is that small firm 
entrepreneurs cannot afford to use private consultancy services due 
to the bigb fees normallY cbar8-ed by tbem. 
This response seems Irrational and incompatible witb the 
general feeling of small firm entrepreneurs that lack of finance Is 
constraining their development. Since they do not consider cost as a 
barrier to their selection of information services, It can be assumed 
they bave the financial resources (wbicb tbe)r widely claimed to be 
lacking) to get information (especially consultancy services) from the 
relevant, private sources. Their lack of use of sucb Information 
sources even In the general sense leaves a 87ap in our understanding of 
the real motivation for selecting otber sources. The answer may be 
that the entrepreneurs do not know their real needs. It may also bave 
arisen from their lack of experience in pa7ing for information. For 
example, the Information sources used by the entrepreneurs (mainly 
personal sources, business contacts, and government sponsored informa- 
tIon services), attract little or no cbarges at all. This may bave 
Influenced their response and feeling about cost as a relevant factor 
or not In selecting an information source. 
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It is therefore Important for a caution to be observed in 
considering wbetber fees should be introduced by small firm agencies 
for their services. An appropriate step to experimenting witb the 
acceptability of fees to small firm entrepreneurs is to cbarge fees on 
a limited scale on few important services (e. 87. in-house training on 
production, and material management) the benefits of wbicb the 
entrepreneur is capable of seeing witbin a sbort period of time. A 
test marketing of this programme can, for example, be carried out by 
the I. T. F. wbicb is responsible for training to establisb the market 
for the service, and gauge the attitude of the entrepreneurs towards 
paying for services. 
Generally, the factors considered does not seem to indicate 
anytbing wbicl a small firm information service ougbt not to bave 
incorporated in assisting small firms. The need to bave an effective 
personal service to small firms Is witbout question as Important as 
the availability of material resources. 
6.23 The Role of the Entrepreneurs' Perception of their problems 
In Information Source Selection 
One otber factor that seems to influence small firm entrepre- 
neurs# Information source selection Is their perception of wbat 
constitute their major problems. 
As tbeory suggests, Information searcb and decision making 
habits of the Individual are said to be governed 
by the nature of the 
Information be Is seeking and the limitations of bis information 
# environment' (Simon, 1955). Thus wbere 
the information is less 
complex, and routinised, the searcb for information will 
be in areas 
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witb wbicb the Individual is familiar. The searcb may equally be 
conducted witb a minimum of effort, (i. e. witbin those sources that 
are known best to the Individual undertaking tbe decision process) 
(Cyert and Aarcb, 1963). In fact studies of bow managers select 
IDfOrMation sources bave Indicated that the extent of searcb will also 
be limited by the Individuals' experience and awareness of bis problem 
environment (Aguilar, 1967). 
The empbasis on information of operational importance meant 
that sign1f1cantly routinised and perbaps less complex information Is 
sougbt (e. g. wbere, to find raw material or finance and so on). The 
likeliest places the entrepreneur will turn to for this information 
will tberefore be those areas witb wbicb be Is familiar. Large 
businesses and personal connections seems to me the natural sources to 
prefer as these are common sources they come In contact witb often 
(I. e. restricting their Information needs and source selection to the 
level of their awareness, experience and capability). 
The limitation of the entrepreneurs' awareness of their 
problem environment seems to lave influenced their selection of 
sources along the present pattern. Table 11 below sbows for example, 
for wbat Information eacL information source was consulted by small 
firm entrepreneurs. 
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Table 11 Reasons &r C43ntact Made witb Infnrwtj. ýzn Sources 
Type of Information Main Information sources used 
this source was (as aZ of those wbo used the Information source) 
used for by the Publications Small firm Business Personal 
entrep, ceneurs agencies sources source-g 
Management 21- 
Finance - 63 3 60 
Tecbnlcallmaterials 50 28 73 12 
Production 50 68 17 
Regulations -12- 
Narket --25 
Labour - 11 6 
Total 100 100 100 100 
The predominance of the need for tecbnical and financial 
Information by small firm entrepreneurs can be seen in the table. In 
nearly all cases the contact made with Informationn sources are on the 
availability of finance, machinery, or material rather than seeking 
for assistance In managing these resources (a pattern of wbere-to-find 
resources rather than on bow-to-manage their resources seems to be 
generally the preoccupation of small firm entrepreneurs). This 
ejvpbasls seems mainly due to the entrepreneurs poor conception of 
their problems and needs. Sucb an empbasis bas resulted in the 
entrepreneurs contacting sources wbicb are mainly the suppliers or are 
believed to be engagaged in supplying tbe factors they so mucb 
require. For example, the entrepreneurs use personal sources and 
large 
businesses for their Information mainly because the Information they 
required is tecbnIcal and resource related, (e. g. 
"bunting" for 
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Information on raw materials, macbInery, and finance etc. ). Large 
businesses to a large extent are the main suppliers of materials and 
equipment, a major component of the entrepreneurs' information 
requirement. It Is tberefore, only natural for the entrepreneur's to 
keep contact witb this source wbenever they are in need of tecbnical 
information (in agreement with tbeir perception of their problems and 
needs). 
The nature of information required and tbe perception of the 
entrepreneurs of their needs seem to be the major factors even in 
creating the need to contact the agencies. The services of the 
agencies (providing financial, or tecbnical assistance or botb), are 
often Interpreted In a narrow sense as the provision of finance, and 
macbInes or equipment on loan ratber than advice or counselling or- 
even as training (which the entrepreneurs are less keen to avail 
tbemselves of). Small firm entrepreneurs seem mainly attracted to the 
sources because they believe all their resource needs can be met by 
these agencies. Tbus for example, -91% of the contact made witb the 
agencies are mainly for finding out If finance or tecbnical assistance 
Is available (Table 11). In fact, only those agencies that are 
directl7 involved In providing financial and tecbnical assistance (tbe 
the S. I. C. S., and the I. B. C. I. ) are those that are widely 
contacted. Otber agencies, especially the researcb institutions 
(except the Leatber Researcb Institute, wbicb Is a source of raw 
materials for leatber and sboe manufacturers) and those In the service 
of the industrial sector in general that do not empbasise the 
provision of financial assistance are less patronised by small firm 
entrepreneurs. 
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The problem of this tendency Is that small firm entrepreneurs 
do not take advantage of services necessary for imroving their 
businesses tbrougb otber than acquiring more resources. Anotber 
problem Is where the contact with an agency does not yield the 
required information (wbicb most agencies are Ill-equipped to provide 
promptly as required by entrepreneurs) further distortion of the image 
of the agencies sets in the mind of the entrepreneur making him more 
reluctant to contact them again for whatever reason It may be. It may 
also entrench his feeling that finding resources Is Indeed the most 
difficult problem. 
Vbicb information sources small firm entrepreneurs consider, 
relevant to solving their problems seems to be limited by their, 
information environment (i. e. wbicb Information about an agency's aims 
and activivies Is empbasised In their perception, and what Information 
need they were able to recognise in running their businesses) and 
their timing of when to look for information rather than the quality 
of the Information they seek. VbIle they consider what was refered to 
as "Information source efficiency factor-s" (e. g. a ccessi bi II ty, 
ability to meet entrepreneurs' needs promptly etc. as the major 
motivators in selecting Information sources, these factors are only 
considered if the entrepreneurs' perceive the sources as useful in 
meeting their needs (physical resources). 
Altbougb small firm entrepreneurs complain often of a 
multiplicity of problems, their efforts in solving these (inadequately 
defined) problems are limited by lack of understanding of the need for 
counselling, advice and information. The main problems are tberefore, 
that of the entrepreneurs not being able to define tbelr problems, and 
that of seeking wrong solutions to the problem and mainly from sources 
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wbicb are capable of providing merely stop-gap support. What they 
tbink to be relevant motivating factors in their information source 
selection cannot be taken for granted even tbougb sucb factors (e. g. 
accessibility, prompt response to their requests etc. ) are witbout 
question Important factors in assisting small firms. Small firm 
services ratber, need to awaken small firm ownerlmanagers on the need 
for management and ability to define their problems in terms of 
opportunities, and t1reats ratber than in the narrow quest for more 
resource. The growtb of small firms cannot be acbieved unless tbe 
capability of the entrepreneurs to plan for, sort out and use 
qualitative information at strategic, tactical, and operational levels 
is Improved. 
On the wbol e, It is not unexpected that small firm 
entrepreneurs limit their information searcb to these sources 
(personal sources and large businesses, and to a lesser degree small 
firm agencies) since they tend to bave little time to sbare between 
the various entrepreneurial functions (Kilby, 1971) that they perform. 
As they tend to exert tbemselves more in the operational area, they 
are often left w1tb little time for seeking information for far 
reacbIng decisions. Since Information or planning departments may not 
be practicable In small firms In most cases as the available limited 
resources need be deployed effectively, most small firm entrepreneurs 
are left wItb few alternatives to consider, leading to poor decisions, 
and bence poor performance and lack of growtb. 
The usefulness of sucb information sources as are often used 
by small firm entrepreneurs for the competitive development of their 
firms is questionable. For example, It is very unlikely business 
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contacts (e. g. a major supplier of raw materials or a major customer 
of the firm) will be Interested in counselling the entrepreneur on 
managerial or competitive development except where the success of sucb 
entrepreneur Is of Importance to the supplier or customer (e. g. in 
situations of subcontracting, and franchising where maintaining 
quality and standards are Important). Such subcontracting and 
francbIse small firms are few; in fact none of the small firms in 
this researcb Is under sucb subcontracting or francbise agreement. 
Similarly, personal sources like friends and relations may provide 
very little assistance, apart from moral and to some extent financial 
assistance, (except where such friends and relations are In the 
professions), for the development of the firms. Information sources 
used by small firm entrepreneurs seems tberefore to be mainly good at 
belping maintain the survival concept of small firms ratber than the 
development of a growtb oriented outlook of tbe entrepreneurs. The 
cbances that small firms will be constrained in 87rowtb due to a lack 
of qualitative advice, counselling and support bence seems to exist. 
This lack of information contributes to the lack of development of 
smal 1 firms. 
6.3 AN OVERVIEW 
Generally, small firm entrepreneurs concentrate their informa- 
tion searcb in few sources (as a result of a narrow vision of wbat 
constitutes their problems), indicating a lack of consideration of 
adequate alternatives or assembling of qualitative 
Information for 
decision making. Altbough small firm entrepreneurs are quite Informed 
on the existence of small firm agencies, there 
is a communication gap 
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and a lack of confidence In approaching them for assistance. The major 
factors bearing on their selection of information sources are the 
nature of Information they seek and their aptitude to start looking 
for sucb information only as Its Immediate need is felt. However, the 
Inberent factor bebind the pattern of their definition of their needs 
and wbicb sources to use is their lack of entrepreneurial capability 
and awareness in undertaking the entrepreneurial functions (particu- 
larly assembling information on opportunities and taking advantage of 
supporting services). Small firm entrepreneurs are most in need of 
ex ert advice, counselling and information (e. g. on the cboice of p 
tecbnology, types of financing and financial management, stock control 
etc. ý. Unfortunately they use sources that often bave questionable 
ability to offer qualitative assistance. At best sucb sources offer 
sballow solutions Just for the moment and at worst, assist in making 
the wrong decisions. 
Due to these factors, It sbould not be considered adequate for 
small business promotion to provide only assistance or information 1n 
the various areas to small firms. Since to a large extent wbat the 
entrepreneurs consider as their needs are often limited by their lack 
of awareness of otber more fundamental needs, It Is Important to 
influence fundamentally their awareness of the need for more relevant 
Information that will bring about qualitative Improvements in 
management decision making. The agencies tberefore need, In addition 
to providing assistance, to make it a duty to enligbten the 
entrepreneurs on the need to define their problems in a wider 
persepective (for example, creating the need for strategic tbinking 
and analysis) and develop th e awareness that there 
bas to be more than 
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one solution to their problems. This is in essence, belping the 
entrepreneur to be growtb, - ratber than survival - oriented. 
On the use of agencies for information, the need appears 
largely to create the confidence in the agencies and bridge the 
communications gap between small firm entrepreneurs and the agencies. 
A reduction of red-tape and bureaucracy in attending to small firm 
entrepreneurs, for example, is imperative. An atmospbere of opennesss- 
In listening to and assisting the ownerlmanager must be created. His 
perception of the agencies as ineffective must be overturned tbrougb 
the availability of practical assistance, (e. 87. providing economic 
data, opportunities, and, sources and means by wbicb resources can be 
obtained. Wbere this canot be met, there bas to be the ability to 
refer to specific sources for assistance. This is crucial to the small 
business ownerl managers since time is Important for the competitive 
development of small firms. 
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17'- IRFORWATION ABD SMALL ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT: 
A GEBERAL OVERVIEv 
7.1 A GENERAL OVERVIEW 
The life of business enterprises depends mainly on the flow of 
Information Into the organisation. Information facilitates the 
assembly of opportunities and the means to exploite those opportuni- 
ties. Information contributes to the matching of means and resources 
witb the goals and objectives of the enterprise. Information ensures 
the performance of various entrepreneurial functions at all levels of 
the firm. The availability of superior information to the organisation 
my be a factor of Its size and the resources available to It. The 
requirement for Information in small firizis can be mucb less In scope 
and complexity. It can be very specific at the point of need. Yet sucb 
small firms are faced witb information difficulties because they bave 
limited resources and managerial talent to devote to acquiring the 
needed information. The all -encompassing role of the entrepreneur in 
small enterprises can be a limiting factor In getting accessibe to 
necessary Information. Tbis bas often meant that the small enterprise 
ownerlmanager does not seek mucb lnformation otber than that 
immediately relating to a need that be bas noticed. The urgency witb 
wbicb this need bas to be satisfied and the inability to find the 
appropriate source of information can lead to severe problems and 
failure of small firms. 
In many developing countries, as a measure to enable small 
firms contribute to development, and to realise an effective use of 
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available resources, different types of assistance programmes were set 
up. Nevertbeless, there seems to be inadequate information on the 
support programmes, and, on ways of undertaking the entrepreneurial 
functions successfully to small firm entrepreneurs. 
In this research, the availability of information and the 
needs of small enterprises In Borno State of Nigeria were examined. 
The main problem over the years has been the poor response of the 
small firm sector to the various policies for their development. Yo 
study previously bas considered the real availability of information, 
and the barriers to small firm services being an effective aid to the 
growtb of small firms. 
The study identified several (potential and actual) 
Information sources for small business development. These included 
conventional, voluntary institutions and government sponsored 
services. Commercial banks, private business consultancy firms and 
voluntary associations in the State can only be described as potential 
sources wbicb presently offer little real service to small firms. For 
example, the commercial banks were found to be of little belp even in 
their conventional area of providing financial assistance to small 
firms. They bave over the years failed to make any substantial loans 
to the small firm sector In spite of Increasing pressure from the 
Central Bank of Nigeria and the Ministry of Finance. This Is not 
unexpected as the banks are profit oriented and their services are 
streamlined for those wbo can afford tbem. At the same time government 
guidelines Intended to change the trend failed to provide adequate 
incentive and risk minimising scbeme to Induce the banks to make 
creative contribution to assisting small firms. Despite the fact that 
there Is knowledge of this problem as bas been found in otber 
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developing countries, the autborities in Nigeria bave failed to find 
an appropriate scbeme to influence favourably the willingness of 
private financing institutions to support small firms. 
The major Government sponsored agencies include the 
Industrial Development Centre, the Small Industry Credit Scbeme, and 
the 1. B. C. 1. There has been some notable effort in providing essential 
services (especially material support) to small firms from tbese 
institutions. Me services bowever, were poorly implemented. Tbere are 
otber institutions wbicb bave very limited presence in the State, 
Including the N. I. D. B., F. I. I. R. O., P. R. O. D. A., the I. T. F. and the 
C. N. D. The practical usefulness of these agencies to small firms bas 
been very minimal. The operations of the agencies generally bave been 
limited In success due to inadequate organisation, poor resources 
management, lack of Information about the services and inadequate 
information for small firms. 
The research also looked at the information needs of small 
firms. It was found that owners of small firms empbasise difficulties 
more In the tecbn1cally related areas and finance. Concern for 
managerial Information are not great and lack of progress In tbe 
business Is mainly blamed on lack of material resources especially 
finance. Tb1s finding is also not unexpected as it Is easier for the 
entrepreneur to blame externalities on bis failure successfully to 
start and run bis business. There is a general lack of interest in and 
the awareness of the need for implementing modern management practice. 
One factor wbicb seems to contribute to this tendency Is the lack of 
entrepreneurial awareness of the need to grow. The economic situation 
In Nigeria (wbich, for example, Is generally described as uncertain 
and lacking in Information for' effective entrepreneursbip), 
bowever, 
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seems to contribute to the need for technical information and the urge 
to bave more material resources. Information systems on material 
resources and incentive schemes required to take advantage of 
opportunities In small-scale, for example, are poorly organised. There 
is poor Infrastructural development and difficulties in making any 
useful long-term predictions and plans. Borno State in particular 
seems to be disadvantaged In the generally poor information inflow due 
to I ts being far away from major industrial centres. Local 
entrepreneurs are cut off from the benefits of proximity to centres of 
industrial activity which my facilitate the growth of subcontracting 
and other services, or Increase the flow of ideas about business 
opportunities, and bow to take advantage of them in addition to giving 
entrepreneurs an experience of industrial culture. 
Uncertainty In the economic environment indeed can render 
entrepreneurial activity too uncertain an area to attract many 
potential entrepreneurs and too difficult for active ones to engage In 
for long-term. The growtb of distributive trade and service sectors of 
the economy (wbicb bave the advantages of quick returns on Investment, 
great Incentive In an uncertain environment, but wltb limited long- 
term economic Impact) bas indeed been identified (e. g. The Central 
Bank of Nigeria, Annual Report, 1984) as a direct contribution of the 
situation. 
The main problem of information provision to small firms 
seems to be lack of communication. This is exacerbated by a poor 
entrepreneurial perception of their needs, the desire 
for meeting 
their needs (mainly material) urgently and the belief 
that the 
agencies are inefficient. Despite the apparent 
difficulties faced by 
small firm entrepreneurs in finding the necessary resources 
for 
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starting and running tbeIr businesses, there bas been little effort 
on their part to seek assistance from government sponsored aEencies 
due to lack of confidence in the agencies. They seen to prefer using 
mainly personal sources and trading contacts for solving tbeir 
Information problems. An important factor In their selection of 
information sources Is their perception of the usefulness, 
accessibility, and relevance of the source to meeting their perceived 
needs. Government sponsored institutions are not considered 
accessibIle, useful or prompt in meeting the needs of the typical 
small firm entrepreneur and their approacb to assisting small firms 
are seen as full of red-tape. This bas created a gap between small 
firms and the agencies. Small firms entrepreneurs bave tberefore 
mainly not taken advantage of government sponsored assistance even 
tbougb several sucb agencies exist. 
An effective information service to small firms will require a 
reorganisation of the agencies. Improved coordination between the 
various agencies is required. There Is need to reduce duplication of 
agencies to make effective use of resources. The approacb of the 
agencies to information provision sbould make as its basis creating 
entrepreneurial awareness, their perception of the environment, of 
their problems and of the need to seek counselling and advice In 
running their businesses. There bas to be a consistent and useful flow 
of Information botb on finding resources and managing the resources 
for business success. 
A useful way to Improve the effectiveness of small firm 
promotion services is by understanding small firms' problems and needs 
tbroug. b the various stages of growtb they undergo. The concept of the 
lifecycle of the small firm, (i. e. the stages the firm moves from wben 
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It is conceived by the entrepreneur to its growtb) bolds the potential 
for efficiency of promotion services. 
7.2 INFORMATION NEED THROUGH THE LIFECYCLE OF SNALL FIRNS: 
A FRAREVORK FOR UNDERSTANDING SMALL FIRM PROBLENS AND 
ASSISTING THEM. 
The process of starting and developing of small firms bave 
been conceptualised as moving tbrougb stages (Tom and Marcus, in Scott 
et al. , 1986). The growtb oriented small firm goes tbrougb a 
transition, from start, tbrougb development, to growtb (Cburcbill and 
Lewis, 1983). Sucb a transition brings witb It cbanges wbicb bave to 
be managed if the firm bas to grow. For example, the financing needs 
of small firms and the sources from wbere sucb needs may be met are 
said to cbange witb the stage of development lifecycle (Weston and 
Brigbam, 1979). Tberefore small firm entrepreneurs bave to equip 
tbemselves well, eltber witb enougb funds to execute their projects or 
the capability to raise funds from outsid 
The need for management competence is also 
lifecycle (Kroeger, 1974. ). Strategies for 
of small firms are Important to be defined 
of growtb (Cburcbill and Lewis, 1983). 
The need for information during 
e the firm wben necessary. 
said to cbange tbrougb the 
the growtb and development 
along the different stages 
t. he various stages also 
cbanges due to the fact that the type and strengtb of materials and 
personnel small firms may require do not remain 
the same. So also do 
their markets, competitors and laws and regulations 
that they may bave 
to deal witb. It may also be necessary for small 
firm ownerlmanagers 
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to sbift their information sources to empbasise new relationships 
brougbt about by the new needs. Wltb the cbanging structure of the 
organisation for instance, the Involvement of the ownerlmanager as 
solely responsible for information bandling would bave to cbange. So 
also do bis sources from wbere, for Instance, be may look for 
information develop bis business. An understanding of the information 
needs of small firms tbrougb the lifecycle opens a new wa7 Of looking 
at the problems of and assisting tbem. The concept of information 
lifecycle of small firms is tberefore a relevant tool to the strategic 
development of the small firm. Small firm promotion services may find 
the following cbart useful for understanding, and organising their 
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The stages of small firm development can be divided Into five 
(as far as information needs for development is concerned). This 
include the soul-searching stage, the pre-startup stage (idea genera- 
tion), the start-up stage (idea implementation), the survival stage, 
(managing the new firm to maturity), and the growtb stage ("tbinking 
big"). At each of these st-ý', ages it is Important for the entrepreneur 
to be aware of the needs and where Information, advice and assistance 
can be obtained, and use tbem. 
Eacb of the stages enumerated above presents potential problems 
that can be a source of frustration to the potential and existing 
entrepreneur. For instance an absence of information to conduct the 
various evaluations necessary for cboice of an alternative course of 
action at pre-startup stage can be a serious problem. Small firms 
started witbout the rigours of assessment at tbIs stage are certainly 
more prone to bad start-ups and eventual failure. The need to seek 
information from relevant sources Is of prime Importance at this 
stage. Sources wbicb may be tapped are members of the family for moral 
and otber support, career guidance for alternative employments and 
even psycbologists and doctors to determine mental and pbysical 
readiness and ability to take entrepreneurial stress. The pre-startup 
stage Is basically for assembling information on the business and 
resources that migbt be needed. It is important to define the business 
that migbt be cbosen in relation to the ability of the entrepreneur, 
and bis awareness of the environment. The start-up stage may usber in 
new set of difficulties for the entrepreneur particularly in relation 
to the assembly of the resources required, establishing market links 
and tbe process of getting started itself. Tbe pressure and energy 
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requirement can cause the ownerlmanager wbo does not bave adeqU3te 
motivation, flair and energy to fold up before launcbing. Difficulties 
relating to finding resources at this stage can be the end to many 
sma 11 fl rms. 
The fourtb stage, (managing the survival of the firm) may be 
more tranquil period for the entrepreneur than the previous stages. 
Ahe--, vertheless, cballenges are there especially for self discipline and 
operational and administrative efficiency and effectiveness. Lack of 
discipline for example, may lead to over-trading, and casb flow 
problems, The awareness of the necessity for resource management must 
be tbere. Indeed this stage effectively managed may provide a stable 
existence for the entrepreneur wbo is stability, ratber than growtb 
minded. This stage probably provides a wider test of entrepreneurial 
competence then any otber stage. The types and scope of information 
requirement may increase tremendously as the entrepreneur tries to 
manage sales, control production, improve the product, supervise the 
wbole activity and at the same time engage In the searcb for sources 
of financing, control stock and accounts. This can be the end for the 
entrepreneur wbo does not see the need to regulate bis sales in line 
wItb bis capacity and adequately control accounts and stock. The 
sources be may Increasingly find bimself depending on may be bis 
subordinates, and professional services. He may also depend on bis 
suppliers for trade credits for instance to finance the growing 
turnover of materials. So also on bis customers for the cbanges in 
customer service requirements. The business's need for information at 
this stage grows In all directions. Indeed the entrepreneur bas to be 
awake to all the environment of bis business. The need for strategic 
planning is increased to Improve the firm's competitive positioning. 
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The growth stage may not be a problem but may nevertheless not 
be less demanding than the rest. There are decisions almost resembling 
the soul-searcbIng stage to take, and these must be implemented wel-2, 
The need Is to see that growth (expansion, diverification vertically 
or borizontally) is needed and can be managed. There Is need for 
organisational cbanges and effective delegation, and the care in 
disturbing the competitive environment, 
The usefulness of viewing the information need of small firms 
In line with this concept lies in Its role in facilitating the 
designing of tailor-made information services for small firms. If 
small firm promotion agencies are aware of the stage of growtb of a 
small firm, they will have a framework within which they can search 
for possible problems of the firm and its entrepreneur. In addition, 
Information services or government statistical offices can, using such 
a concept, draw up a compilation of information that Is more likely to 
be required by small entrepreneurs In the particular environment they 
operate in. Sucb data made available at the point of need to the 
entrepreneur can save bin a lot of energy. 
It may be useful to restructure small firm promotion activities 
In Borno State to empbasise the formation of well tbougbt out small 
manufacturing firms, run by people wbo are carefully briefed on the 
needs of entrepreneursbip. Small enterprise promotion can 
be organised 
along the growtb patb of small firms witb: 
(a), start-up assisting offices wItb a responsibility of assisting 
prospective entrepreneurs In defining their interests, and matching 
them with an area of business they can be expected to 
do well and 
assisting in feasibility studies (i. e. an entrepreneurship selec- 
tion, and development programme). 
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(b). development offices to belp start small firms that bave been 
Identified to be feasible. The agency can assist In giving the 
necessary information on wbere and bow Important factors can be 
found, and wbere necessary, give a back-up support to enable the 
entrepreneur receive the required assistance (i. e. an extension 
servi ce programme) 
(c). management developing offices for defining managerial problems 
of the firm and providing counselling, advice, or training as 
deemed appropriate. They can assist in making contacts witb 
training Institutions and lialse wl tb them for developing 
programmes that will suit the need of the smll firm owner. 
The empbasis of the organisation sbould be in making the entrepreneur 
growtb conscious. Success will be almost certain If the problem of a 
small firm entrepreneur and bis need for Information can be identified 
with minimum of delay. The information lifecycle concept holds much 
for the success of small firm promotion. 
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4B. CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusions in this researcb include: 
1). There are quite a number of small enterprise promotion agencies. 
However, tbese agencies lack adequate organisational ability to 
provide services to small firms. There is a lack of coordination, and 
duplication of activity among the agencies, and over-burdening of 
otbers througb multiple responsibility. This in-effectiveness can be 
removed through increased information link between the agencies and 
redefining the functions of some of the agencies so that no two 
perform exactly the same tasks but complement eacb otber. 
2). There is inadequate support and particularly information, and 
counselling from the various agencies for small firms. There is a need 
for more effective assistance In the areas of management development 
Information, counselling and creative approacb to financing small 
firms. This can be improved by: 
(1). creating an agency with the responsibility for the collection 
of useful industrial and entrepreneurial data, and passing usable 
entrepreneurial information to the various small firm agencies 
tbrougb an information network. 
(ji). improving the information readiness of the agencies througb 
effective Information link witb otber small firm agencies for the 
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gatbering and dissemination of tecbnical and management infermation 
to small firm entrepreneurs. 
(111). financing of new firm startups and expansion programmes 
tbrougb a Credit Guarantee scbeme. Turnkey projects may be 
developed for successful applicants for loans ratber than casb 
disbursements to suppliers of mcbinery, materials or equipment lor 
more effective implementation of completely new projects. 
(iv), placing more empbasis on entrepreneural development and 
training. More than an arm-cbair approacb to providing assistance 
to small firms is required. Tbe agencies must be able to take Lbe 
initiative In providing assistance. 
(v). making available more information to small firm entrepreneurs 
on wbat Is available at wbich of the agencies. It is necessary to 
de-empbasise the provision of material support to help create the 
need for management competence In running small firlys, 
3). Small firm entrepreneurs are generally aware of small firm 
promotion services, but are reluctant to approacb then for assistance. 
There is a confidence and communication gap between small firm 
entrepreneurs and the agencies. This can be reversed tbrougb practical 
assistance (useful referral service, effective assessment of small 
firm problems and providing recommendations witb little delay, and 
tbrougb greater accessibility to small firms entrepreneurs) from the 
agencies. 
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4). The perceived needs of small firm entrepreneurs are mainly in 
finance, and technical related areas. The need for and importance ci 
managerial support is not as mucb realised. Environmental factors and 
lack of entrepreneurial awareness seem to exercise a powerful 
Influence on small firm entrepreneurs' perception of tbelr Information 
need. The ownerlmanagers need be awakened tbrougb training and 
development. An empbasis on in-plant counselling can determine the 
Individual needs for training and create the confidence to attend 
seminars and workshops. 
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APPENDIX A 
AN ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURE FOR SNALL ENTERPRISE PROMOTION: 
AN EXPLANATION OF THE SUGGESTED ORGANISATION. 
In view of the economic importance of the small scale 
enterprises sector In Nigeria and to achieve the desired goals of 
promoting growtb and development in this sector a reorganisation of 
the structure of existing promotion scbeme is inevitable. First of all 
bowever, It is important to point out the need to remove uncertainty 
and lack of data on all aspect of the business environment 
(uncertainty about regulations, import and export restrictions, 
quotas, licences, incentives and priorities, and that of lack of data 
on basic economic activities). A reactivating and redefining of the 
acti v! ties of existing government functionaries like that of 
Statistics office, and that of the Economic Planning and Information 
Ministries must be a prime consideration for tbe economic development 
of the country. 
The main suggestion for an alternative approach In small 
enterprIse promotion centres around the reorganlsation of the existing 
Institutions in the service of the sector, particularly the I. D. C. and 
the S. I. C. S. and establisbing a comprebensive information inter-link 
between the agencies Involved in such pro8-ramne. The main frame of the 
proposed alternative structure for the promotion of the sector is set 
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There is a need for a management development agency, a Credit 
Guarantee Scheme, a Technical Training agency, Research centres and an 
Information and Coordination centre. Only the Information and 
Coordination centre and Credit Guarantee Scheme will be totally or 
partly new, 
The main reorganisation Is to be in the local I-D, Cs. where 
the present structure of one unit charged with the responsibility for 
various activities will have to be dropped. The new organisation will 
have management development alone as Its major emphasis. There is need 
for the I. D. C. and possibly the Business School of the University to 
work together towards achieving greater success In management 
development activities. The present aim of having to establish 
workshops In each of the existing I-D. C. s to provide technical 
assistance, and develop products needs large financial expenditure 
and causes unecessary dissipation of development efforts, In addition 
to the problem of the lack of expertise to man them effectively. 
Rather there should be emphasis on project and entrepreneurial 
identification and promotion exercises. 
The management development section of the I. D. C., in addition 
to providing assistance to active small firm entrepreneurs, should 
develop programmes for entrepreneur identification and training, and 
promoting them. Entrepreneurial activity among technical graduates of 
artisan trade centres and universities and so on should be encouraged. 
The 1. D. C. can ma tcb identified entrepreneurial talents with 
Identified project opportunities for small scale operation, (e. g. 
those that may be Identified by the research Institutes). A second 
function is to create a viable extension service, through which the 
centre can assist existing small firm entrepreneurs. This programme's 
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main goal Is to create and develop appropriate and dynamic small-scale 
entrepreneursbips. 
The difficulty In the way of establishing this orientation in 
the 1, D. C. will be that of staffing. This can be adequately solved at 
very little cost by making an effective use of business, economics, 
accountancy, and tecbnical graduates on the annual National Youtb 
Service Scheme. These graduates can be deployed as extension officers 
since currently a large number are rather underutilised. Due to the 
Inexperience of the graduate youtb corp members bowever, they need to 
be oriented in the tecbniques of extension service and in awareness of 
the main small enterprise assistance frame. This can be done by 
organising 4-6 weeks intensive course on extension service, probably 
to blend wItb the normal orientation programme at the beginning of the 
service year. The graduates can then be placed at the I. D. C. local 
offices and be encuoraged to develop personal relationsbips witb small 
enterprises by paying unsolicited visits and offering assistance, and 
wbere possible pass on relevant information and suggestions. This to 
a large extent will create the confidence needed to open up the Gmall 
entrepreneur to seek and accept external assistance. Sucb Youtb Corps 
members may be seconded to run small firms wbere a need is discovered 
during sucb contacts, if the entrepreneur agrees to tbat. Sucb an 
avenue can be used to put an entrepreneur on the rigbt track, enabling 
practical traInInE. This system will not cost mucb to implement since 
the National Youtb Service Corps members are already paid by the 
Scbemes directorate. At the same tine, the scbeme may be used as a 
source for the creation of a pool of expertise that can take up 
permanent employment In the 1. D. C. s or In the otber agencies as 
extension and project development or, researcb staff. Even wbere 
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permanent employee pool could not be developed for one reason or -tbe 
otber, the N. Y. S. C. scbeme can provide a constant stream of expertise. 
The three already developed regional 1. D. Cs. at Osbogbo, 
Owerri, and Zaria can continue to function but as business feasibility 
development centres. Eacb of the centres sbould empbasise the regional 
differences in the country (with regards to differences in industrial 
prospects, e. g. availability of materials and market prospects) in 
their studies. The centres sbould be orientated in their researcb 
effort towards the predominating small enterprise activities in the 
regions they exist. For example, Osbogbo can be oriented In the area 
of wood, rubber and food and beverages; petrocbemicals, Iron and 
steel, electrical and metal In Owerri, and leatber and agro-allied 
industries and textile in Zaria. These speciallsations will streamline 
the activities for effective use of expertise in the various areas and 
give rise to industries that can give Nigeria comparative competitive 
advantage. The Centres sbould work closely witb the various researcb 
Institutes for the excbange of information on researcb findings in 
their respective areas and more especially on those that can be put 
Into small-scale exploitation. Such feasibility reports and the 
developments of the research institutes can then be fed Into the 
Information and Coordination Centre. 
TecbnIcal training and counselling can be undertaken by 
existing Artisan Trade Centres and the Polytecbnic wbile researcb and 
development remain wItb the existing institutions. 
The role of the Business Information and Coordination Centre 
should be in the gathering of relevant data on different types of 
Industry, including tecbnology, processes, and materials. It sbould 
also look for and document information on local Industrial capacity, 
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and competition. The responsibility of the units will include scanning 
the regional environment for small enterprise opportunities and the 
8-atbering of information on suppliers of materials, macbines and 
equipment, maintaining contact witb international organisations in tbe 
area of small Industry development as well as working in coordination 
wItb several sources of Important economic statistics. The units will 
also work closely witb training, researcb and academic institutes in 
the pursuance of these responsi bill ties. In addition to what is fed 
into the centre by the researcb institutes, this collection can be 
beld for use by interested small firm entrepreneurs. Such information 
can also be fed Into all the otber agencies so that referral becomes 
easy. 
The importance of this unit lies in the effort to reduce the 
lack of information (on botb their activities and on their operational 
needs) that ensbrouds the small enterprise sector. For instance 
Information on various sources of finance, materials and market 
opportunities existing in the regions, which the existing efforts of 
the small entrepreneur may not be able to determine, can be available 
at sucb units or accessible to extension officers wbo mlgbt be 
confronted witb sucb a need by the entrepreneur. Information on 
cbaracteristics of small entrepreneurships, their management stYles 
and characteristzc problems can be fed into this unit by the field 
extension staff for furtber investigation and for keeping the units 
aware of changIng small firm needs. 
It is Important to point out that the purpose of this unit is 
not to serve as an intelligence unit for Individual firms. 
Th e 
capability of individual small firm entrepreneurs to scan the 
environment for competitive information must be developed in the 
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normal course of the extension services. This Is the onl., v way 
competitiveness can be instilled in small firm entrepreneurs. The 
effort is in providinE basic operation information rather than servinE 
as personal intelliEence units to all the small enterprises whil-h 
would be feasible. 
The Coordinating unit will bave the responsi bi Ii ty for 
facilitatin8- the coordination of the various units, liaising with 
other government institutions for policy and activity appraisal and 
the need for funding and otber matters. All the otber agencies will 
send reports to this office for appraisal and the making of a general 
report for the Information Centre libraries. 
The problem of financing also needs a new approacb. Since 
there are already two Government sponsored banks (in addition to 
private commercial banks) for the promotion of industry, the S. I. C. S. 
sbould emphasise the guaranteeing of loans to be made to small firms. 
This Is to facilitate an increased participation of the comvercial and 
otber private lending institutions in lending to the sector witbout 
baving to look for large collaterals and or make bigb Interest 
cbarýres. A Credit Guarantee Scbeme can be set up on similar lines to 
wbat is existing in the agricultural sector, the Agricultural Credit 
Guarantee Scbeme. This scbene bas been found to be useful. Set up in 
1977 witb an autborised capital of N. 100 million, (wbicb by end of 
1,983 bas grown to N. 212 mIllion), the scbeme guarantees 75Z of the 
amount In default net of any amount realised by the lending bank from 
the security pledged by the farmer. It guarantees loans of up to 
1.50,000 loan for Individuals and N. 1 million for corporate bodies and 
cooperative organisations. The scbeme is administered by the 
Central 
Bank of ligeria. 
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Due to differences In relative importance of the agriculturil 
and industrial sector's however, the small enterprise guarantee scheme 
does not have to be on the scale of the Agricultural sector. Moreover, 
the agricultural scheme includes the large scale sector as well. Hence 
a scheme in the region of N. 25 - N. 30 million would be quite adequate 
since, provided the degree of extension and supervision of the sector 
suggested above, the emphasis on internal generation of funds and 
prudence In financial management can be greater (the stress therefore 
should be less on actual provision of finance). With the availability 
of information on the sector to the financing Institutions the 
determination of risk and control and certainty will be much improved 
hence lessor need for higher guarantees. Small enterprise Credit 
Guarantee Schemes have been found to be very useful in the Pbilliplnes 
and Indonesia where lending to the sector is found to have increased 
substantially on the institution of such schemes. 
Under the general frame of small enterprise promotion as 
provided aboveo the I. D. C. can provide the necessary link between the 
Credit Guarantee Department and the small enterprises. Applications 
and financing needs can be assessed and type of financing required 
specified and recommended by the extension staff where the 
entrepreneur cannot efficiently do this by himself. Possible 
alternatives should be considered on the basis of information 
available to the staff and the entrepreneur. Where financing is 
required from the financing agencies tbe small enterprise will then 
submit an application to the Guarantee Department wblcb will select 
the Institution most appropriate to financing the enterprise. The 
I. D. C. will bave access to supervising the beneficiaries in effective 
use wbile the local S. I. C. S. sees to the repayment of loans. 
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The benefit of the credit guarantee scheme lies in removal of 
the financing agencies from wider exposure to risk. The scbeme also 
cl ears the way for effective participation by the financing 
institutions In developing and providing financial assistance to the 
sector not being constrained by the fears of over-involvement in the 
case of failure. Hence It provides the experience and understanding 
necessary for participating In the sector. Another avenue for improved 
financing of business startups and expansion programms is the use of 
Turnkey project financing scbemes, wbereby projects put forward for 
support can be initiated for the entrepreneur. The financing 
Institution may bave a cboice of seconded management, to enable 
Implementation of the project. Sucb projects establisbed would provide 
pbysical security In case of default, Title to the equipment and 
macbInery financed sbould be beld by the financing Institution until 
the loan Is liquidated. 
Towards an effective coordination and assessment witb a view 
to Instituting changes and improvements in the scheme, there should be 
a Management Committee, drawn from the various participating agencies 
wbicb sbould from time to time meet and draw up scbedules for 
Improvement botb in the services and the communication network. The 
members sbould bave the autbority of recomiziendation and Implementation 
of action In their various organisations and access to Information 
pertaining to the wbole scbeme. These sbould be experts ratber than 
administrators. Similarly, at the lower levels of extension services, 
of lending officers and guarantee assessment officials, there sbould 
be a forum for information and experience sbaring tbrough inter-agency 
worksbaps and seminars, and from time to time sucb meetings be beld 
witb entrepreneurs to build confidence in the scbeme. 
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It is necessar7 to mention the need -for flexibility in this 
new organisation for small firm promotion. Ri87id bureaucracy must be 
avoided througb consultation. The main point to bear in mind is týhat 
all the agencies are for one purpose; the promotion of small firms. 
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APPENDIX B. SOAH CASE HISTORIES OF SX4LL FIRMS STUDIED 
These case studies sbow the nature and the difficulties sometimes 
experienced by existing and potential entrepreneurs In starting and 
running modern small scale businesses in Borno State. The studies also 
provide some insigbt into the typical backgrounds of modern small firm 
entrepreneurs in the state and the organisation of their firms. 
I. B. True names of entrepreneurs and in some cases their exact locations 
are not revealed in these cases in conformity wItb my undertaking before 
the Interviews were granted and permission to include the studies bere. 
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CASE no. 1 ADEGBODE SUPERCUT TAILORING AND GARMENT NAKER 
Age of entrepreneur at start of present business: 36 
Educational background: Secondary scbool, Certificate in Tailoring 
Motivation in starting business: make money, control 
Adegbode "Supercut Tailoring Services" was founded in 1975 by 
Messrs Adegbode and Jimob, who are both qualified tailors and are 
experts in making native as well as western-type clothing. The firm was 
Initially started by Mr. Adegbode in 1973 when be returned from England 
after a period of training and working experience between 1965 and 1972. 
He built up the idea of starting a ready-to-wear apparel manufacturing 
In Nigeria in his bone state of Bendel. With his savings in England be 
managed to buy a number of new and second-band machinery and equipment 
to assist him in his endeavour. 
On his arrival In Nigeria, however, be was met with several 
domestic problems Including a burial ceremony of bis motber wbicb bad 
been put aside awaiting bis arrival. In addition to otber costs be faced 
In settling down, It proved too mucb for bis expectation in financial 
terms. In the process be used up most of bis money and was unable to 
start. In 1974 be moved to Maiduguri to cut off some of the domestic 
drain on bis earnings wbicb until then be obtained tbrougb a one-man 
tailoring operation wbich be started. He also tbougbt Maiduguri could 
offer more opportunities since there were 
fewer sucb services (as be 
gatbered from friends) in the area. He operated quite successfully 
in 
. 
Kaidugurl the first few montbs be was tbere. 
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The nature of bis tailoring service then was mainly a one or 
man operation at most, witb apprentices. It mainly entailed customised 
service wbere Individuals brought their cloth for different designs ar. " 
4, - en ýI I. a. lonable dress. Adegbode usually assisted customers in the cboice ol' 
fasbions where individuals were undecided, and kept quite a collection 
of patterns from where customers could select for tbemselves. His 
employees are mainly apprentices wbo sometimes bad to pay some amount 
for the learning they are doing but they assist in doing most of the 
menial Jobs. There was little market promotion activities and business 
was conducted mainly tbrougb goodwill of the customer and word-of-moutb. 
" Adegbode operated bis business quite successfully but still fell 
short of his desire to set up proper garment manufacturing firm due 
mainly to a lack of money. It was during a local function that he met 
Mr. JImob wbo also bad similar ambition of entering the garment 
manufacturing business and was at that time in tailoring services like 
Adegbode. The two became quite goods friends and five months after they 
bave met decided to start the garment manufacturing firm togetber. An 
agreement was made between the two for Jimob to provide working capital 
to cover at least the first tbree montbs of operation wbile Adegbode 
will bring In bis equipment. The total Investment cost was Placed at 
1.13,670 In machinery and equipment and N. 7,200 In working capital and 
contingency casb balance. 
They were faced witb some problems; the first was finding a 
suitable premesis. They failed to find a suitable site 
for the montbly 
rent they were willing to pay and decided to settle In Jimob's workshop 
whicb was roomier than wbere Adegbode was. 
The second problem was 
employees. Besides pooling of the apprentices under 
tbem, they needed 
some fairly qualified operators. The only avenue available was 
to ask 
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around or talk to otber one-man tailoring services to see wbether they 
could join In. They eventually got interested tailors to join them as 
employees. Excluding the apprentices who numbered four by now, there 
were otber five employees. A tbird problem was market. They are not sure 
wbat garments to go into initially and bow to go about establisbing the 
market links. As there was no known western clotbing makers to them 
(especially suiting for men), they decided that it was a safer area to 
go Into. Also they decided to use Adegbode's worksbop as a retail 
outlet, and would eventually seek a link witb any of the major retail 
outlets In the city. They expected a bigb patronage based on their 
popularity as Individual tailors. Managerial responsibilities was 
divided between the two directors; Adegbode in cbarge of marketing, and 
finance and Jimob in cbarge of administration and production. A 
supervisor was appointed to look after the manufacturing floor. 
The first few montbs proved very trying for the firm. The 
expected demand for suiting was not tbere. There were very few sales and 
salaries and otber expenses bad to be met solely from casb In band. 
During the next few montbs the directors decided to cbange lines and go 
Into making men's trousers and sbirts wbicb require less time to make 
and less money an materials. The firm produced about ten pairs of 
trousers one day and ten sbirts the next day but sometimes fluctuations 
occurred depending on the availability of material, and sometimes power 
failure. Managerial problems they bad at this stage included a lack of 
production planning and proper record keeping. They were also 
faced 
wItb a problem of space. Due to lack of space, materials could only 
be 
bougbt in small quantities. Little was done to solve these problems. 
The urge to solve the problems were weakened furtber by the 
relative prosperity the firm started enjoying. 
The market prospect of 
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the firm was boosted when in 1.977 there was a ban on importation Gt' 
ready-to-wear garments. A leading retail shopping unit contracted to bu. v 
their products wholesale, Since then they had no market problem. Sales, 
had averaged about N. 7,000 a month, and taking off the expenses of 
salaries, materials, and utilities, a nett balance of about N. 1,000 was 
made. This was quite impressive and gave satisfaction to both 
entrePr'eneurs. 
In 1979 just as the firm was getting to consolidate its 
position, there was a rift between the two partners and the partnership 
had to be broken. The rift was decided by the local community Associa- 
tion and Jimob agreed to take N. 10,000 for his share of the firm. This 
was quite a problem for Adegbode wbo bad no sucb money in bis account. 
He consulted bis bank manager for a loan but that was not granted. 
Luckily the community Association lent him half of the money but he 
st1ll needed N. 5000 from some source. He travelled to Benin to find some 
belp from relations and after quite some running about be was able to 
solve tLis problem. 
Anotber problem confronted bim now as be bad to move from 
Jimob's worksbop. In any case, that move bas been under consideration 
before the rift due to an increased need for space and utility 
facilities. Due to heavy deposit requirement by land-lords he could 
manage to find only a smaller place. Production declined fast as the 
firm settled. Some employees also left. Adegbode at one time seriously 
contemplated closing down. He however decided to continue especially 
witb some financial assistance from a friend, In addition the retail 
sbopping outlet offerred to buy more of Adegbode's manufacture. 
The financial problems of Adegbode bowever remained as be bad 
not enougb working capital. He was also adviced by a friend to approach 
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the S. S. I. C. for more financing. He tried that but got no asssistance. 
Meeting the contract witb the retail store increasingly became a 
probl em. He Is also confronted witb ageing macbines. He bad not taken 
Into consideration the depreciation of bis macbines and bence notbing 
mucb was retained for their servicing and replacement. Also be is 
finding an increasingly noncbalant attitude towards the firm on the part 
of the employees. Mr. Adegbode, as at the time of the interview appeared 
settling for getting out of business even tbough be bas contacted the 
I. D. C. for assistance. The firm is currently being studied by the I. D. C. 
for assistance on bow this situation can be reversed to revive the 
prospects of the business. 
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Case 2. ALI BABA SHO. ES 
Age of entrepreneur at start of business: 29 
Educational background: Teacbers Grade II Certificate (12 years formal 
education) 
Experience: Trained factory supervisor and Design macbinist 
Motivation: Personal 87rowtb, excitement, and control of destin7. 
Baba is a talented young man of tbirty two. He attended a 
primary scbool and later went to teacbers college as a boy. After 
college be went to work witb a carpenter as an apprentice. In 1972 be 
tbougt it was not exciting any more and decided to leave for Kano, where 
he believed more exciting opportunities abounded. He was proved right 
wben be 87ot a job wltb the Nigerian Leather Works in 1973 where he 
received training as a design macbinist and worked after the training 
period as a design assistant. Although the job was quite exciting, he 
became anxious for promotion. This never came. In 1977 le was offered a 
job as a factory supervisor witb Neital Shoe Factory, a new joint 
venture enterprise between Borno State Government and an Italian 
concern. He worked there as a production and design supervisor. 
Bureaucracy and the sbortages of essential raw materials for production 
however soon engulfed the firm and production became erratic. Although 
Baba's position was secure he felt uneasy idling about for most of the 
time wben production stopped. By 1979 Baba was convinced that his 
experience and talent would better be put to another use. 
He thought It 
was much better if be could go into making money 
for himself rather than 
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being redundant for most of the time as a factory supervisor. . ,n 1980 be 
gave up bis job to start bis own sboe making company. 
Finding Information on macbinery and equipment at this stage 
no problem to him. He used the few contacts he was familiar with, and 
especially those firms bis former employers bad contact witb to gatber 
Information about machines required and sources of raw materials. One 
firm wbicb was useful In belping bim was Singer-, a major supplier- of 
macbinery and equipment in that area. He bou8-bt tbree macbines, one for 
stltcbing, one for scraping and smootbing, and tLe otber for cutting. He 
employed two apprentice macbinists to start. Baba also 87ot tecbnical 
Ideas an leatler cboice and source selection from the Leatber Researcb 
Institute in Maidu87uri. He bad gone to the Institute, of wbicb the 
Director was known to bim, for some information on material bandling. 
The Institute also offered to sell some materials, especially tanned 
leather, as and when it became available to him to help ease his 
problems In finding adequate materials for production. A friend offered 
an unused car garage for a temporary factory. He required about N. 5000 
working capital to start operations. That was his first problem. He only 
mnaged to start on a sboe-string by going into production of sandals 
wbicb are cleaper to produce. 
At start-up Baba had no market problem as a local sboe mercbant 
offered to bu7 wbolesale bis products. In addition, be Introduced a sboe 
repair service. In the first few montbs be made quite a success and 
produced on the average about 40 pairs of sboes, costing about 1,20 eacb 
on the average in a week, mostly sandals, 
U- MR could bave attained jaucb 
bigber production but for the 
several problems be failed to solve. First 
be was not able to solve bis 
financing problem. Then be lacked some useful equipment for finisbing 
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(stretc, bing and sbaping the leatber, and fixing of the soles) -h eA oe 
and bence this Is done manually. Tbe quality of bis sboes bas tberefore, 
not been very good. Tbirdly, production became erratic due to a lack of 
raw materials supply for whicb be depended upon the Leatber Resear-cb 
Institute. Sometimes be bas to stop for weeks waiting for leatber to be 
tanned and supplied. He also bad problem witb one of bis macbines. He 
contacted the supplying firm to fix it but the firm asked for a 
substantial sum of money for the repairs. Apparently there was no 
guarantee on tbe equipment wben it was sold to Baba. This affected bis 
production adversely, and a lot of tbings that could bave been done 
mecbanically bad to be done manuallY, Hence the business was not able to 
grow as be bad wished. 
The operations of the firm was otberwise smootb, wltb Baba as 
the sole Managing Director In cbarge of management, market! Dg, finance 
and production. There was no establisbed personnel rules or regulations 
and relationsbip was cordial between bim and bis employees. Ideas on any 
aspect of Improving the business came from all of tbem, and Baba bad 
been keen to welcome tLem from customers and well-wisbers alike. 
As witb many small firm owners, Baba bad several management 
problems. For example, even though be has such experience In production 
and the working experience in position of responsibility, be failed to 
reallse the importance of accounting and record keeping. Earlier, wben 
be started operating be kept some record of purcbases and sales but 
after some months he thought it made no difference or much sense to him 
and abandoned it. His otber problem is lack of time; bis typical day 
being spent all day, six days a week In the factory. As be performs all 
designing and cutting bimself, main production automatically stops If be 
is away. This stopped bim from attending many conferences, workshops and 
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training sessions organised for small firm owners in the state even 
tbougb be was aware of tbem. A tbird problem Is bis increasing 
dependence an the Leatber Researcb Institute for bis materials as be bas 
little knowledge of otber sources as reliable. In any case be lacked the 
time to pursue those sources. A fourtb problem Is tbe lack of funds to 
expand bis business or acquire Important equipment to Increase 
production or improve on quality. These problems bave currently engulfed 
the fIrm and appear to be tbreatening Its existence. 
To get round some of the problems of getting started, and 
runninE bis firm successfully, initially Baba contacted the Ninistry of 
Trade and Industr7 but received little help even though be visited them 
several times. During one of bis visits to the Leatber Researcb 
Institute, be was advised by the Director to contact the I. D. C. for 
tecbnical assistance. This be did and the I. D. C. Maiduguri offered to 
assist bim at once. However, at that time the Centre did not bave an 
expert In the area of leatber tecbnology, bence not mucb tecbnIcal 
assistance was available. Nevertbeless, vital suggestions were put 
forward to bin for improving bls business. In addition a proper 
financial plan was arranged to be prepared for bim so that a request for 
finance could be supported and put forward to the N. B. C. 1. The I. D. C. 
also offered to publicise and promote Baba's products at one of the on- 
coming trade sbows. In 1-983 the 1. D. C. helped secure a supply contract 
for Baba to design and make conference folders for the Academic Staff 
Union, University of Naiduguri. This boosted the financial standing of 
Baba's enterprise and was able to buy one of the equipment be needed. 
Later In the year, the financial plan was completed by the I. D. C. and 
put forward to the N. B. C. I. for a loan to enable 
Baba obtain the other 
necessary equipment and the needed working capital 
to expand his 
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business. Initially, the response from the Bank was welcoming, but 
problems developed, and the loan was not granted. As at April 1985, the 
time of the Interview, the application was still waiting approval. Baba 
nevertbeless is carr7ing on bis business witb mucb optimism that it will 
survi ve and grow. 
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Case 3. ALIKO BATTERY, MAIDUGURI 
Age: 33 
Education: Quranic Scbool 
Experience: Trained automobile mecbanic 
Motivation. personal 87rowtb and freedom 
Aliko was born in 1954 to a large family. His fatber was a petty 
trader on the proceeds of which he kept his family going. Aliko did not 
have any formal western education but went to an Islamic school when he 
was youn87. Aliko and bis brotber were there for several 7ears but they 
became continously disgruntled with the condition there. They found the 
bead teacher prejudiced against them. For example Aliko and his brother 
got all the blame for any wrong doing among the pupils. They also did 
all the sweeping, fetcbing water from the wells, and otber domestic work 
for the teacbers but never appeared to satisfy tbem. Aliko believed this 
was due to the fact that he and his brother were from a poor family 
wbereas most of the otber pupils were from well-to-do families. By the 
time Aliko was 13 and bis brotber 15 they decided to leave scbool. 
Aliko and bis brotber became apprentices for a motorcycle 
mecbanic where for tbree years they learned the trade, Aliko's brother 
left to Join anotber necbanical worksbop after the training but Aliko 
remained and in the sixth year he obtained a Trade Test Certificate 
arade III from the Ministry of Labour wbicb qualified bim to be enployed a-- 
as an automobile mecbanic. He later 8-ot a Job witb a multinationally 
affiliated automobile sales and servicing firm where he worked as an 
automobile mecbanic. During bis stay witb the company be was exposed to 
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training in the electrical division especially in maintenance and 
charging of batteries. It was the policy of the firm to expose all 
mechanics to all areas of the trade to broaden their knowledge to enable 
them cover for absentees and staff shortages. 
In 1973 AlIko, was Introduced to a major battery dealer wbo is 
also a servicing outlet for the firm and a close working relationship 
developed between the two. Aliko assisted the dealer's men in servicing 
and maintening batteries for their customers mostly during his off 
times, often free. He soon gained respect from the dealer, his employees 
and his customers alike. In appreciation of Aliko's good gesture and in 
recognition of his expertise Aliko was invited to join the business as a 
partner-cus-supervisor which be readily accepted. By 1975 the dealer 
decided that be was giving up the servicing and battery charging 
business to concentrate on a general contracting business. He offered 
Allko the workshop facilities for sale but on condition that the 
workshop remained a major servicing agent for the multinational firm to 
which be is a dealer. Aliko agreed to take up the business on his own 
account. 
In 1978 be bad to move to a new premises which comprised two 
Incomplete buildings wbicb provided the workshop and a large enclosure 
and an Improvised workshop for auto-mechanical repairs. By 197-9 Aliko's 
business bad grown substantially in reputation and assets. It bad total 
assets, comprising battery charging equipment, of about N. 6000. In 
addition, AlIko has added an automobile repairs service division. About 
15 employees and apprentices worked, the number fluctuating over the 
period. The turnover has also fluctuated on daily basis and ranged from 
about N. 150 to N. 500 or more. 
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Aliko bad visions of expanding his business, and eýýpeclally of 
getting a more permanent worksbap. He also considered buying an electril. -I 
generating set. These be could not achieve as be bad no money. Aliko 
was also constrained In pursuing this ambition vigourously by the dealer 
from whom be bought the business. A kind of Informal relationsbip 
continued to exist between the two men, the dealer mainly being of 
paternal belp to the young man on running his business. He bad also 
remained the main source of supply of batteries from manufacturers and 
Importers to Aliko. Hence Aliko continued to regard bim as a boss even 
tbough there was apparently no real control or otber subordinatel 
superior relationsblp existing. The dealer bad opposed such ambitious 
growtb due to wbat Aliko calls "bis fears of what enemies I might create 
for myself". Aliko bad remained "faithful" to this man due for his 
respect for bim and also for his reliance on him to provide a main block 
of batteries at controlled price on wbicb sale and servicing the 
business makes quite a profit. Hence be bad to restrain himself from 
pursveing bis vision vigorously and thus remained mainly unrealised for 
a wbi 1 e. 
As time passed Aliko found that be needed not to be naive In 
doing business and decided to put aside the Influence of bis "boss". In 
1982, be secretly bougbt a piece of land and developed It at a cost of 
1.12,000. In addition be acquired an electric generator wortb N. 4,300 
and few otber equipment. However, be never attempted to move to bis new 
premises In fear of wbat migbt bappen to bis relation witb bis boss. The 
opportunity came in Marcb, 1983 when be was asked to leave the present 
premises by bis landlord. This offered bim a good opportunity to move. 
At the same time anotber opportunity arose as the growing scarcity of 
spare parts In the country made it Impossible for people to buy them 
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from manufacturing firms or main retailing outlets but tbrouFI: t-be 
dealers and agents. Aliko's business became a useful souT--e wbere 
batteries could be obtained at controlled prices. Due to --tis 
connection, be made gains rapidly and bis customers also increased 
grea tIy. 
Since tben the business bas increased especially In turnover and 
fame. However, there are growing problems in the firm. One Is the lack 
of track record on financial transactions. It bas become increasingly 
difficult for Aliko to keep track of his sales and revenues from 
services. Payments to the firm are never recorded. Cbar8-es are not 
uniform or baving any standard on wbicb they are based. Every person in 
the organisation seem to offer service cbar87es on bis own and collected 
such charges without receipts of any kind to document bow much was 
collected. Hence by the end of the day very little of wbat was actually 
collected came into bis packet. Similarly, there was no system of 
accounting for supplies and utilities, or depreciation of equipment. Tbe 
indication of profit and loss over tbe period Is just a matter of bow 
muc. h extras were realised over the sale of batterles or on services. At 
the same time no fixed system of compensation exist for the employees. 
A second problem is that of bigb turnover of employees. They 
seem to be deriving the benefit of lack of record keeping in financial 
transactions and moving away as soon as they make a little money. This 
bas left Aliko In a situation of training new apprentices tbrougbout the 
period leaving him little time to Improve bis services. 
Throughout bis business career, be has wanted to institute some 
form of organisation but be did not know bow to go about It. Of late be 
bad wanted to employ a casbier but be could not find any, due mainly to 
the fact that be did not know wbere to find a suitable one. He employed 
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a young college leaver for the Job on the recommendation of bis friend. 
Unfortunately the boy stole a substantial sum just after few weeks and 
run away. This killed all the entbusiasm in bim for instituting proper 
accounting and book-keeping in bis business. Aliko bad never tbougbt of 
training bimself In modern management tecbnIques. The only time be bad ,I 
contact witb a management consultant was wben a staff of one of the 
agencies in Raidugurl paid bim a visit in a gesture to finding ways of 
assisting b1m, but be reposed no confidence In the official as be did 
not see the need to do so in a stranger. That was the last time be saw 
of any agency staff, As the business is growing substantially, Aliko is 
mucb worried about this lack of organisation and accounting and be bas 
desperately wanted training or some kind of assistance but be failed to 
find the time to go about It seriously. He Is absolutely unaware of any 
of the agencies. Meanwbile, Aliko bas decided to buy a car for bis 
personal use and is undertaking a building for bis family. That as far 
as be Is concerned was the only avenue be can use bis accumulated 
wealtb and there does not seem to be any otber tbing to do. 
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Case no. 4 SCHOOL CHALK LTD. 
Age of entrepreneur: 46 
Education: None 
Experience: General trade, and Contracting 
Motivation: Expand Income source 
School Chalk Ltd was started in 1981. The firm basically 
produces scbool cbalk In various colours and it is part of an Investment 
by an entrepreneur with wide ranging experience in general contracting 
and supply business. The idea of starting the firm came to bin actually 
in bis suPP17 contracting activity, Early in 1978 there was an acute 
, shortage of chalk and classroom materials when the government banned the 
importation of such materials, among others, to encourage domestic 
production. It was believed then that there was adequate capacity In the 
domestic industries to meet all the required needs in the banned items 
wbIcb Included cbalk, salt, ready-to-wear garments, etc. That same year 
at the exbibitions during the Kaduna Trade Fair wbicb Is an 
International annual event, there were exbibitions of machinery and 
equipment for various small scale industries. The entrepreneur was 
excited b7 the idea of starting a small scbool cbalk manufacturing 
business and decided to seek advice from associates and contacts in the 
various organisations be bas bad business contacts witb and more 
especially from tbe Ministry of Trade and Industry. He received 
encouragIng advice that the Idea was plausible. 
Using bis various contacts still, be managed to convince the %f- 
Small Scale Industries Credit Scbeme to finance the project. However, it 
occurred to the entrepreneur that there migbt be a problem of 
inadequate 
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market and for a while be was hesitant to proceed with the project. He 
considered the problems of lack of growtb In the firm due to a lack of 
a diversified market. He never sougbt to seek advice on these issues. 
These issues were dropped from bis tbougbts wben a loan was approved 
for the project. In addition, be got an assurance from the state 
government (Ministry of Education) to buy all Its cbalk requirement 
bencefortb from bim. The project came Into being late in 1981 witb a 
capacity capable of meeting the cbalk demand in the State. The total 
Investment cost of the project was put at N. 48,900. 
Production went on smootbly to end of 1982 and sales were also 
encouraging. Towards the end of 1982 bowever, the entrepreneur decided 
to start a bakery, baving seen the advantages of manufacturing. He 
borrowed N. 160 000 from the Scbool Cbalk account and added It to anotber 
loan of N. 65,000 from one of the development banks to buy a small 
electric oven, a mixerlblender and a dougb brake (all second band) and 
located the bakery In one of bis bouses outside Kano Metropolis. The 
bakery bowever, soon became a tborn in the entrepreneurs flesb. First be 
bad working capital problems. Then there was beavy losses in material 
and at the same time the bread was not selling very well. Its quality 
seemed to be far below wbat was obtainable from nearby bakeries. Tbird, 
It required tle wbole attention of the entrepreneur and be soon found 
bimself completely neglecting Scbool Cbalk. 
Problems also started to occur at Scbool Cbalk. There was a 
lifting of the ban on the Importation of cbalk and soon there was too 
much chalk In the market, some cheaper and wbile others are better In 
quality. Second, the state government witbdrew its commitment to buy 
substantial quantity of Scbool Cbalk products. As a desperate measure 
production was cut down and requests were put to the State Ministry of 
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Trade and Industry to support a promotion campaign in otber states of 
the federation of Scbool Cbalk products but this received only luke warm 
reaction from the Ministry. At tbe same time, about the middle of 1983, 
new restrictions on Importation of raw materials came in, and Scbool 
Chalk could not get the needed Import licence for the basic materials. 
There was a substantial quantity of finisbed cbalk in stock; working 
capital has run down and there appeared no hope for the future. 
Scbool Cbalk decided to put up a struggle witb the Ninistry over 
their commitment and tbreatened to default on the loan repayment or in 
the alternative the ministry sbould receive as payment, consignments of 
cbalk now lying about in the wbarebouse. Meanwhile furtber production 
bas been stopped and the entrepreneur Is planning to return to bis 
bakery and contracting business. Until be solves the market problem of 
Scbool Cbalk, the business remains closed. 
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Case 5. NEVER-TO-BE LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING SERVICES 
Age of entrepreneur: 36 
Education: Teacbers Grade II certificate, Diploma in Business 
Studies and Insurance 
Experience: Trade 
Motivation: Independence 
Sberif, a successful businessman In 87eneral comperce and trade 
tbougbt of diversifying bis business realm by starting a laundry and dry 
cleaning services business, Formerly his main business activity included 
a distributorsbip for foam mattresses and cusbions for a leading 
manufacturer, distribution and general supply contracting particularly 
of office and school stationery as well as an agent for an Insurance 
company. The lack of prospects for suitable expansion in these areas and 
uncertainties pertaining to the businesses made bim seek an alternative 
Investment. For example In 1975, a new manufacturer came Into the market 
witl better quality foam mattresses and nearly took over the market 
from his clients. At the same time supply contracting was proving to be 
too troublesome especially if the contracts was witb the state 
government, who is the major market for Sherif's service. It took a long 
time before supplies were paid for and a lot of expenses migbt bave to 
be Incurred before the payment voucbers are released by the Sub- 
Treasury. Sberif hence thought of a way out through establishing a more 
dynamic business the prospect of which be could control by himself. 
Before be could make a final decision however, be became 
disillusioned with his lack of progress and considered other possible 
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ways of Improving himself. He decided to go for further education to 
enable him time to reconsider his ambitions and bow to go about reaching 
them. He applied to Abmadu Bello University, (Institute of Administra- 
tion) to read for a diploma in Insurance marketing and a certificate In 
middle management. He was accepted for the programme and be decided to 
accept It. He left his business in the bands of his brother wbo bad been 
his assistant ever before. During his stay in the university be attended 
several seminars and workshops the Institute organised in various fields 
of management. He also used this opportunity to talk to some lecturers 
who are In the Research and Consultancy Department of the institute. His 
Idea of a laundry and dry-cleaning business was supported as very 
promising by the consultants and they backed their claim with some 
Industrial survey Wbicb they bad carried out in the State. Sberif was 
Introduced to the I. D. C. for the necessary assistance to enable him to 
reallse his new business. In September 1977, the I. D. C. Zaria produced a 
Pre-investment Proposal for Sberif (copy attached). The I. D. C. advIced 
him to seek financial support from the Ministry of Industries in Borno 
State, They provided him with all the financial planning necessary for 
obtaining credence from the Ministry, 
On his arrival back In Naiduguri after completing his course 
late In 1.977, be approacbed the Ministry to discuss the posibility of 
financing the project. As the project bas been studied and recommended 
by the I. D. C., the Idea was welcomed by the Ministry and be was asked to 
put In bis application formally. He did that immediately 
for a loan of 
N. 71,480 wbicb Include about 60 percent of the total cost of macbinery 
and equipment and working capital for the project. 
Approval was given 
late In 1977 witb a condition that no casb disbursement will be made to 
bim but payments are to be made direct to manufacturers or suppliers of 
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the required equipment. It was also made a condition that be provide at 
least 25 percent of the cost of the project and that be should have a 
premises at least 75 percent complete, the cost of which migbt be 
considered for a separate loan. These are standard conditions for 
granting loans to Investment by the S. I. C. S. 
These terms were accepted by Sberif as luckily be bad some money 
to meet tbem. In addition, be decided that the warebouse be used for 
keeping stocks of the foam products sbould be bis premises and set about 
to make developments on the site, witb some assistance in the space 
designs and utilities from an extension staff of the Ministry of Trade 
and Industry, The Small-scale Industries Division undertook to contact 
sources from where the macbinery and equipment could be found. Some that 
were found readily were paid for and supplied to Sberif's site. By this 
time the project cost about N. 261 000 from the S. I. C. S. and N. 30,000 from 
Sberi f. 
Unfortunately, not all the macb1nery could be found and bence 
the business could not start operating. It became difficult for Sberif 
to get suppliers to agree to supply bim witb the equipment due to 
difficulties In making the S. I. C. S. agree to the terms of the suppliers. 
Eventually after contacting various sources including the Cbamber of 
Commerce and a visit to the Kaduna and Lagos International Trade Fairs, 
suppliers for the lacking macbInes were found and a price agreed upon 
for delivery. However, the price was mucb bigber than wbat was 
originally allocated for this piece of macbinery. As Sberif bad very 
little money left be could not make up this difference. He did not see 
It as likely that be would get any assistance from any of the financial 
institutions and bence made no attempt to approacb tbem. In addition, 
the Small Industries Division could not provide the difference. But be 
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was promised that the new financing need migbt be passed on to the Loan 
Management Committee meeting for consideration and possible approval. 
Neanwbile, the business remains very mucb equipment in crates lying 
about in the wbarebouse. Sberif bas already been forced to start 
liquidating the loan, unfortunately from bis otber sources than from the 
success of the laundry service business. 
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LAUNDRY- Aýý T DPY 
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, qUF, ', 
"ARY AN'D RECOt, iME1QDA, TION. S: The Industrial Devellopment. Centre, 
(I. D. Ce ) Zarial believed that this prcject would be technical-ly i' 
feaSible and commercially viable if carried out as cut-lined in this 
Pre-investment Proposal. 
% The analysis shows a gros-rz proffit of N27,695.00 per anruM, v; c 
represents about 22% return on total capital investment calculated t- 
be N126,923.00 and 25% return on total annual sales income of 
J. D. C. recomr-,, iends that the loan 16anagement Committee consider appro- 
ving a loan of H71,460.00 towards the estal-, Iishment of the Laundry 
and Dry Cleaning Project while the entrepreneur contributes the balancc 
of M55,443.00 in cash and kind which will account for about 44% o. 
total investmente 
RATI ON' AL E 
INTRODUCTI Ofit This proposal is in response to the request cf the Sr, 7-11 
Industries Credit Scheme section of the NI-nistry of Trade Industry 
and Co-operatives, Borno State to I. D. C. to look into the technical 
and commercial feasibility of the proposed Laundry and Dry Cleaning 
Project in Maiduguri, 
MARKET POTENTIAL STRATEGY: The proposed project, when established, 
would be the first modern and commercial Laundry and Dry Cleaning 
project at Maiduguri, At the time of our investigation, laundry ser- 
vices were provided - mainly by Local washermen in the City. 
Maiduguri, apart from being a growing commercial and industrial city, 
is the administrative headquarters of Borno State. Besides the State 
Secretariat is the cit y, Maiduguri has a number of Federal Government 
Establishments such, as the Central Bank, the Chad Basin Development 
Authority, the cleneral Post Oýfice and the Federal Government Secreta-. 
: 'iat under construction. Maiduguri is a University town with a nurter 
Of Other higher institutions such as the College of Arts and Science, 
School of Basic Studies, Federal Government College and others, AlEo*, 
there are two big international hotels, Lake Chad Hotel and Mai Derib 
h0tele In the light of the above we envisage that a minimurn of about 
three thousand (3,000) people representing the intermediate and senicr 
cadres in the above establishments as well as private businessmen will 
comstitute the potential market size for laundry services in the sInCrt- 
rur, . On the-basis of this estimation, it is our anticipation 
that the 
Pr, Dposed project should be able to have about 50% share of the markct 
11 ab initio" with rational planning- 6f-- -its marketing strategy-, 
if 
. 2. 
The rnarketirc strategy for týýe prcpose "rc3ect sr-l'a lay 
emphasis on tne fo-'Icwinc: key aspects: - 
(a) EasY accEss t, --, serv-, ces 
have 5everal ccllecti, ýr. centres 
4r. the city; AItc. -r.; -zt-ve-'-,,, t7ýe -: -cjll-(zt mZy -ave : r-e 
collectir-r. centre Fnd a ru-,, --er or sa]. Es col. ectcrs w-c gC 
daily to ccilect 'aurýtrv materials frcr- ir. stitut-*cý, -, al 
clients. 
(b; ; Ztuick SErvices - 
i. e. 
rece've their launderect mater-'als in reccýr-- tire. 
(c) Advertise-., ent: - A Iirited le%-e'- ýf adverti-ce: -en-: 
be necessary initially tc infcr7 tr-e pe-:, ple about týýe ava-41- 
ability , -ýf tne service. This car. be dc, -, e throuqlý (--, -'Stributiýýr, 
of hancit . -, Is and display of ccr. spic'-cus sicnbcarýjs atz posters 
at tre czllect-, ý--g centre. 
TEC'TNI-CAL. 
- 
Arl_ý CC, -'FE7_E`CE: 
The entrepreneur, aged 28 years, is literate an- fairly educate(ý. 
He has the Federal Labour Trade Test Gra, --'e I-I Cert-4ficEte _r; Electric-! 
Installation work in 1970. He obtained a diploma ir, ý Insurance I-, ar- 
ketina in 1975 and a Certificate in r-middle level management in 19716 
from t-e Ahmadu Bello University. The Entrepreneur is at present, 
a businessman and agent to some commercial and industrial concerns. 
The entrepreneur has indicated his inte! ýticn to engage in týýe propo- 
sed project on a full time basis. It is our considered opinion that, 
considering his level of education ant tusinesS background, he would 
be able tc manage the business successfully. 
There would be nc problem ervisated in recruiting experienced A 
laundry operators and dry cleaners frc- well established laundry and 
dry cleaning projects in other partýs of tl-)e country to mar, the pro- 
posed project, Besides, the sup; 71iers cf the laundry and dry cleaning 
equipment have also undertaken tc train some of the staff to te recrri- 
ted for the project. 
VTILIZATIC, ý OF'- FUNDS: - 
It is suggested that the lcan funds if approved and the ownerts 
contribution be utilized as follows: - 
Loan F*unds: Owner's Contribution 
Machinery & Equipment NSSIC34.00 Land, Richt of Occup. N 1150.00 
Delivery Vehicle 5lOOO. OO Buildina(Collection 
Freliminary Cost & Corti. 3,152. OC 
Centre & main Factory) 45, Cý-, C. CO 
W/Capital (I month) 51294.00 
Cf-ice & Store Furniture 
& Fixtures 5? CGO. CC 
Total W71.1 460. ý0 Working Capital(I morth) 51293. ýC 
143. C: CtEl 
Any deviaticn from the above should te with the prior 
approval of the S. S. I. C. Secretary and I. D. C. 
Iý*PLF! *ENTATIO',: ASSIS7A', 'CE: !. D. C. would te prepared tc prcvide all t. -e 
is 
nýq5sarvo3,3cý-nic'-ýI ard r-,, aragerrent ass-stance towards tý%e eEtatlý 
h-ent 
0 he pr ECt. 
ý10 
... '. Lf-U 
II_Voc 
Ar 
(a) land of Occupancy) 
(b) (S,. -. heudlf", A) 
(c) and Tools 
(d) Store Furniture L ule C) 
___Z 
4 (e) Fi-, -cd Investment: trE, - e---. Fcr v d or Cc--"L-, a*. 
To-'Gjal Fixed 
(f ) 11'roliLiinary Costs ("V"ario-as cc ii. Eencie, ) 555 of Fixed Invcý-ýltment) 
1 'ior'--. 'LI-I-r Capital for 2 raonth i. c. -r of II. L (a) 
and (b) below 
Total I----ve, ý,, meenu 
A=aal OT)c-E,, ý-'Gi Ccsts 
(a) Costs (Variable) 
1. Raw, IL-)-terials and Supplies (Schadule D) 201,, ", " 
of annual saleS- income 
2. Po7 -cr., W ater, Fuel etc. 
-"e Parts (2ý'o of 3* Iqlai-pm-ent Y1, ailatenance and Sp... 
machine investment- 
4. Production labour (Schedule E 
Costs Total Product ', -o. - 




2 elling Costs 1% of sales i-ncme 
3i 1--liscellaneous Office Supplie-ý) 
49 I--.,,. --), urance (60k per N100 of Fixed Investment) 
Total Genercal and Administra-%,, -ive Costs 
&7er. -ieads Costs 
1. Depreciation on Building (10 ye"-rs) 
2. Eachinery and Tools (5 year"s) 
f (5 years) 3i a2fice L Store Furniture ez Fixtures 
4, L-i-'Uerest on Invýestment Loan (55 of loan) 
5. Overhead costs-list 
Total Other Overhead Costs 
t Us of iuinual Orweratinq -Costs 
(a) Proluct-ion costs (Variable) 
(b) Gencral --ind 
Administrative Costs 
(c) CýU71er Overhead Costs (Overhead) 
To'L,, -,. l Opcratinýg Costs 
;; "1E0. OD 
4, c:. 33 
_i'-  
'-- . 
- '-, U 
-- rr' 
-' I LI '. _1 










%1--, 't .03 
226200.00 
-00 
lil Opl 52.00 
1 t131 . 00 
200.00 
60 (3 




1 too'C' 1 013 
3t 574 - CO 
0c OC) 
. 00 
li5l r361 . 00 
(Overl, ýad) 12)l 00" 
21 vc-Sl . 600 
2 OL_j' 
; 1ý 
0 1ý . 
, ual Grops P-Y-ofit 
(b) Less: Opcr,, --Ainn- Cos-, -- u Iýj 
Groý'y ,., Prof it 
pcrccn, -'ý tu rr : - 
(a) On L-, ive, --- tments = 
On ýý), - ales Income = I 25', 
V. Saf ct-, - 1 la -r, 7, in s 
a) : rj'r ca, Ic ve n:: Zo Ln t This 
level of no-profit -no-loss. 
_j 4_" 
 -' . 
27 
an tcrre rt. -- ntor -p -A cc 
i-, - iS i -, ýd i,. Uý: i .)-*, *, -' 
rive tc pr oduce- an se1 at -'u--'-Lc, bre ax------ vel-- 
order not to incur an, os se - caý o cover o-. -c r-'--c 0 
Ove -L - cu-id above this I-eve! will 
I _. Ir in I)rC ihis level Js: - 55,167.00o 
C a, Tla , cý_ýdýýqre ra. 1 --s 'L-, '--ie am o-ai-. t of 
rdo---thly in order to cove nall curr, 3---'Lj expenses r, --, 
of lo, -tn principal based on 20-, 1'- ropayment per annum i. eo -uo-u-, -,, l 
liq, -, iida-tio. n in 5 years. 
t 
M, IL . ric 
. 1-his I., ): - F. ) p 485 - 00 
I 
If 
" . "; -- 
050 
CashZCredit ratic: This Is tre level of rnor,: -, 'Ly ircc: ne receivatle 
(outstanding debt) that tne establishrent car. aff--rd as it -s t'he 
proportion of i, -, co-r. -, e that will not be required _-'cr _4-, -e_'iatE expEn- 
diture, This is: - N1j592., "_* 
(d) FquitY/lcan ratio: In this PIP, the financial- analysis '-as bEen 
projected on owners and loan ccrtritý,, '. -cns at ratio 32 
It is however recomrended that this ratic reads 5 
(i. e. after 72% of the: loan has been 1-4qAcatej) tefcre the 
establis'; -ment embarks on further expansion. 
5CH EDIý., "- EA 
TyRe and Size of Builting: (a) Collecticn Centre 
Estimated Mlaterial and Labour: (4 Of x-1,51 -- tcry -. 'lock) 
Material: (b) ,, ainf ;-z: c, tryb, -, -4 1 ýf in 9 (on '-00'x'! CCI 
. 2. 
lot) 
Total EsttimateJ Ccrstr,.; zticr Costs 
SCHED'ý; LE B 





Custom cleaning & Transportation tc Site (Maiduguri) 
Installation, Commissioning & Training of Staff Excluding 














t-15E-jfý3' CO Total Machinery and Tools Investment 
'H 
SCHEDULE C 
nffir,. An-, qt-nrc- Furniture& FiXtures 
Description Supplier Quantity Each Total 
proposed New Furniture & Fixtures: 
Estimated costs Of prooosed furniture & fixtures 
for collection Centre & main factory. 
Total Furniture & Fixtures Investment 
-C 0 
Raw Materials 
, escr a. pt a. on Source (ýU; -7, nti ty Va-, uc- 
Estjrýated cost of raw materials on ti-ie ba-s-is of 
20% annual sales income, 
W 
Total-Raw ý'aterials costs r- r- 221E 2C, 
SCýýEDULE E 
Productior. La! Dour 
Position Numner Rate of pay Anru-71 
Reauirec, 
_ -Pc. 









I Nl 4 -, ' .00 ý 16U-. co 
4 1100.00 4180ý--;. CO 
4 100.00 4lE0 
6 100.00 0 7 12 
11 100.00 12C 
2 60.00 
11 45.00 
19 Froduction Labour Cost P22 200.00 
SCHEDULE F 
Office Staff 
Position Number Rate of pay An r. uaI 
Required oer month Cost 
"0 Owner/Manager N240,00 
Sales Clerk 2 96.00 21304.00 
Accts Clerk- 11 *120.00 '1,44C. 00 
Collectors 3 70,00 21520. Cý' 
Driver 1 64.00 11008.00 
Total 8 Office Staff Cost 
SCHEDULE G 
Sales/Income - Annual 
ype Number and Unit Value Value 
Stimate of income on the basis of laundry services 
Or3tOOO potential clients* Therefore the total 
arket size for laundry services, in value terms at 
? 261000 per annum. 
)0! lomarket share by the project would give an annual 
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P, 0. b Box 2639 Meiduguri, 
Borno State, 
30th July. 1984. 
The Permanent Secretary, 




RE.: LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING PROJECT: 
I am writing with reference to the above-mentioned 
project for which the Management Committee of the Small 
Industries Credit Scheme Fund apprcved a line of credit 
of up to M70,000.00 in 1977. Since then, I have been 
granted the sum of about H26,000.00 which was invested 
in the project, The members of the Loan ManUngeriLnt 
Sub-Committee visited the project crr the -Rtý- Nov., 
1982 
and their report is enough to indicate the efforts I 
have made in establishing the project. The project 
could not function properly because of lack of finance. 
I ar, i writing this "Ietter r-ppecling tc ycu. fcr more fund 
so as to put the project in proper working shapeo 
Records would reveal th-, your office of the amount 
granted and how I have been liquidating the loan des- 
pite the fact that the Laundry has not taken off pro- 
Týerly to generate revenue on its own. It would there- 
fore, be appreciated if you can grant the request. 
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UNIVERSITY OF MAIDUGURI, NIGERIA 
Faculty of Social & Management Studies 
P. M. B. 1069, Mgiduguri - Nigeria 
Telephone 232537: 232968 
Cables University Maiduguri 
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS STUDIES 
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APPEYDIX D. SAAFLE RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRES 
11FORZATION AND SNALL FIRN DEVELOBVENT IN BORNO STATE 
Dear Respondent, 
Thank you very much for your cooperation and agreeing to 
contribute to this research. This research tries to establish the 
availability of assistance (information) to small-scale manufacturing 
firms In Borno State and Identify the real gaps to the development and 
contribution of the sector to our economy. It tries to find the roles 
of the Industry promotion agencies (like your organisation) in 
promoting enterprises In the sector. The research Is a necessity 
because small firms seem not to be contributing as desired to 
Industrial development, their perceived importance notwithstanding. 
I sball be very grateful if you could please complete the 
questionnaire and return it to me through the address provided. My 
sincere appreciation for your tremendous effort. --; ' 
Tbank you. 
SHETTIMA A. ALI 
P. O. BOX 267 
MAIDUGURI 
BORNO STATE 
1. This questionnaire was used mainly to direct the interview. Some 
issues covered In the researcb may not be In the questionnaire. This 
was mainly due to the nature of discussion that bad to be undertaken, 
2. This paragrapb applied only to questionnaires that bad to be sent 
out by post due to reasons stated In the metbod of study section. 
-218- 
Identification Questions: 
1. Name of organisation 
2. Loca tI on (sta te, cl ty e tc, 
3. Rank of respondent: 
4. AaIn responsibility of respondent In the organisation: 
Functions of the Organisation 







(please use extra sbeet if more) 
6. Wbicb of these functions do you undertake fully at present? 
7. VhIcb ones are not being undertaken fully and wby? 
8. Wbat do you tbink sbould be done to make your organisation 
acbieve all Its funtions fully? 
Major small enterpzise develgpMnt pLojects undertaken 
9. Vbat major activities bave you undertaken since your 
organisation was establisbed towards small firm developemt In the 
country? (please use extra sbeet if more) 
-219- 
10 (a). In bow many small firm start-ups were you directly Involved? 
(b). Wbat type of assistance did you provide to these firms? 
no. asslatgd 
11. How many already existing small firms did bave contact witb 
your organisation witbin the last five years? 
no. of f! r-m reason for contact 
12(a). How mny of the start-ups you assisted are still existing? 
(b). How man7 bave ceased to be operating 
13. To what can you attribute tbelr failure? 
14. How do 
assisted'. 7- 
15. Do you undertake any business information gatbering activity 
witb the aim of diseminating to small firms? Yes / No 
(a) If yes, information on wbat do you normally gatber? 
(b) How do you gatber sucb information?. 
-220- 
you monitor the performance of firms you bave 
016- AV 
(C). Wbat sources do you normally use for obtaining sucb Information? 
16, Vbat do you tbink is (are) the obstacle(s) to the growtb of the typical small firm In the Borno State? 
17(a). How many applications, requests, etc. written or verbal do 
you on the average receive in a year from small firms for 
assistance? 
(b). How many are you normallY able to attend to on the average? 
18. What are the obstacles to meeting the requests of small firms 
entrepreneurs approachin87you for assistance? 
19. How long on the average does it take you to attend to a small 
firm entrepreneur needing your assistance? 
20. Wbat normally controls 
requests for assistance? - 
21. How mucb finance did your organisation mke available to 
sma 11 f! rms in Borno state over the last five years? 







22. How many of the firms assisted are mainly., 
(a). new firm start-ups? 
(b). furtber Investment in an existing firm?. 
23. Vbat types of lending facilities do you bave for small firms? 
the time you take to attend to such 
-221- 
24. How do you normally disburse your loans to successful small fi rMs'? -- 
25, Vbat are the minimum requirements small firms requiring your 
assistance to meet to qualify for your facility? 
26. Wba t 
assisted? 
Is the success rate of the small firms you bave 
27. What does your institution do wbere a small firm could not 
meet your minimum requirements for assistance? 
28. Wbat facilities do you bave for assisting potentially viable 
projects but lacking in accounting presentation necessary for 
your attention? 
2-0. Vbat problems does your, institution usually face In assisting 
I? small firms In the state. 
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30. How do you 
substantially? 
think can this problem be eliminated or reduced 
31. Wben was your organisation set up? 
32. How many members do you bave? 
33. Has this cbanged over the years? Yes / No. 
If yes was the cbange a). upward or b). downward? 
34, Vhat do you think is responsible for the increase or decrease 
In the number of your members whichever the case may be? 
35. Vbat islare the criteria for membersbip in your organisation? 
(Please use extra sbeet if more space Is needed) 
36. Do 70u cbarge any fees for membersbip? Yes / 
mucb per annumlquarterl7 as the case may be? - 
37. Wbat islare the benefits of being a member of your 
organisation? 
(please use extra sbeet If more space needed) 
No. If yes, bow 
-223- 
38. Wbat working relationsbip do you bave If any, wltb otber trade associations witbin and outside the country? 




you tbink your organisation 
small scale Industrial sector 
can 
In 
play in the 
the State? 
(please use extra sheet if more space needed) 
40. DO you have any specific programizes for the development 
the small scale enterprises sector In the state? Yesl No 
If yes please describe 
41. What are the major problems 
like yours in the state? 
42. Wbat do you tbink of the attitude of the average small 
businessman to joining a trade association in the state? 
43. Wbat are the problems that you encounter In making small 
business entrepreneurs to joinig your association? 
44. Vbat do you tbink is lare contributing factors to the 
problems you encounter, If any, as In question 33? 
of 
of running a trade association 
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Q; 2erations and oWnisatinn 
45. What method(s) do you use In extending your services to the 
small firms? 
46. Wbat promotional activities do you undertake to make your 
services known to existing and potential small firms? 
47(a). Do you bave separate departments for providing different 
types of assistance that may be needed by existing and potential 
small firms? Yes / No 
(b). If yes briefly describe the organisatlan please: 
Departmot Responsibilye 
48(a). Wbat is the staff strengtb of your organ1sation? 
(b), How many of tbis is. - 
Administrative staff: 
Tecbnlcal experts: - Management experts: 
(c). How many are directly involved In providing assistance 
sma 11 fi rms'? 
49. How do you extend your services to otber parts of the state 
(country)'. 71- 
50. Do you cbarge any fee for rendering your service to small 
firms? Yes / So. 
(a). If yes, bow mucb (minimum, and maximum)?, 
(b). What criteria do you use in charging for your services? 
(c). If no wbere do you find the revenue to finance your small 
firm promotion activities.;, 
to 
-225- 
(d). If your source is mainly Government subvention, 




bow mucb did 
(or I ess if 
(e). DO You consider this adequate for the functions You are 
supposed to undertake? Yes / No 
(f). Do you bave separate funding for providing consultancy and 
related services to small firms? Yes / No 
(g). If yes, bow mucb over the past fi ve years? 
. year Amount 
(b). Do you think funding of small enterprise agencies generally 
should be Improved? Yes INo If yes, why? 
51. Do you bave any line of contact witb otber small firm 
promotion agencies In the Statelcountry? Yes / No 
(a). If yes, whicb agencles?. 
(b). Wba t 
Informing, 
type of contact (e. E. consul ta ti ve, 
etc) do you bave witb the agencies mentioned?. 
(c). How often do you contact these agencies?. 
(d). Do you sbare information, Ideas, and experinces witb otber 
agencies in the service of the small firm sector? Yes / lo 
(e). Is your contact relationsbip official and permanent? Yesl No 
52. Wbat t7pe (S) of assistance 
small firms in the countr7'. "- - 
do you tbink is most needed by 
-226- 
advlsory, 
53. What to your mind is the best way of providing informationl 




1. Receptivity of respondent to questions 
2. Environment and location of Agency 
3. Personnel: qualification and readiness. 
4. Working facilities 




My sincere tbanks for your cooperation in participating in this I/ 
researcb. This researcb alms at Identifying the availability of 
Information (suPPort) to small firms In Borno State. To make the 
researcb useful to small firm development, it became necessary to find 
out the real problem(s) of starting and running small firm In the 
State and obstacles to making effective use of available services, 
TbIs will only be possible witb your active Involvement as an ownerl 
manager of a small firm, 
The researcb is undertaken as part my tbesis towards the degree 
of PbD. I sball be very gratefull If you could please accept to be 
Interviewed. All Information you give me will be In confidence and no 
part of It shall be used for other than the purpose of the research 
and with your full consent. In no place shall I make any direct 
reference to you or your campany by mentioning names if you object. 
Tbank you. 
Sincerely yours, 
SHETTINA A. ALI 
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Identification Quegtin s 
lame of Business 
Main manufacturing activity 
Location of Business (town) 
Number of employees, skilled non-skilled 
Education of ownerlmanage 
Pre-business ownersbip experience 
Year business was started, 1.9 
Type of ownersbip- 
Respondent's position In the firnL_ 
AU I-searcb Questions 
1. Wbat is your major objective in business ownersbip? 
2. What motivated you to start running your own business? 
3. How did you cboose wbat type of business to go Into? 
4. Wbat problems (if any) did you encounter wben you were tbinking of 
starting your business.; '-- 
5. Wbat problems (if any) did you encounter during your start-up 
peri od: 
6. Vbat problems did you bave to face during the first few montbs 
(say 
between 1- 12 montbs of your startup? l 
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7. Wbat are your problems currently'? 
8, How did you solve the problems mentioned 
(a). at the pre start-up period? 
(b). during the start-up period? 
(c). bow do yuo plan to solve your current problems? 
9. On bow mucb capital did 7ou start? 
borrowed? 
-- and 
bow mucb was 7ours?. 
How mucb was 
10. Wbat was the major source of your start-up capital? 
11. Wbat sources do you use currently for meeting your financing 
needs? 
12. Wbat Is the present financial standing of your business? 
How mucb liabilities? and bow mucb assets? 
(a). Vhat are your assets made of.; ' 
(b). Wbat are your liabilities made of? 
13. Wbat to your opinion is (are) the obstacles to the growtb of your 
business (if you are not satisfied witb its grc7wtb rate)? 
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14. Vhat type of difficulties, 
business currently? -- 
if any do you face in undertaking your 
15. Is this the same since start-up? Yes / lo 
If no what were your main difficulties during start-up period and the 
early years? 
16. Wbat types of information did you need more often during the early 
period of start-up? 
17. Wbat cbanges In information need did you experience after the 
first year or two of Your Start-up? 
18. Information In wbat areas do you need more often now? 
19. Do you come across desired Information witb ease? Yes No 
If no wbat difficulties do you normally face In getting Information? 
20. Wby do you tbink you bave these difficulties. 
21. Vbat do you consider as the constraints to greater success In your 
business'? 
22. Vbat do tbink of your ability to make the business grow? 
23. Have you ever attended any management development courses? Yes Id 
Vbat is the nature of the course if yes? 
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(a). Where did you attend the course? 
(b). Wbat motivated you to attend the course? 
(c). If no, wby?. 
24. Do You normally plan your business undertaking? Yes No 
If Yes, 
(a). what types of plans do you undertake? 
(b). for bow long is your plan? 
(c). wbo undertakes the planning? 
(d). wbat Information do you need for planning? 
(e). wbere do you obtain the Information for planning 
Ifna, wb y? 
25. Before starting this business did you bave a plan, or a 
feasibility report to tell you of Its viability? Yes / No 
(a) If yes, wbo's assistance did you require In preparing it for you? 
(b). If No, bow did you go about establisbing the firin and witb who's 
assistance? 
(c). Vbat sources of Information did you bave to use In belping you 
getting started? 
26. Vbat sources do you normally consult for obtaining information In 
the need areas 7ou've mentioned? 
27. Do you normally anticipate Information need or difficulties in 
operation of any kind and plan for taking care of It before the need 
arises? Yes No 
28. How often do you searcb for: 
(a). General Information of long-term importance that may facilitate 
anticipating plannin87 Information need? 
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(b). specific Information In relation mainly to solving some specific needs? 
(c). generally, wbat Is the nature of information you often seek? 
29. Do you keep any record of Information that you may bave received or gatbered for wbIcb no immediate need is reallsed? Yes lo (a). If yes, what type of record? 
(b). If no, bow do you retrieve sucb Information if a need for it 
arose again? 
30. How do you go about finding information sources for solving your 
problems In running your business? 
31. Wbat Is (are) the most essential element that Influences your 
preference for particular information sources? 
32. Wbat sources are most important In meeting your information needs 
in the various areas you mentioned before? 
33. Wbicb sources do you use often for Information needs you bave 
mentioned? 
34. Do you know of any business development agencies around? Yes No 
If yes, wbicb.; ' 
35. Wbat services do you tbink are available In these agencies you've 
mentioned? 
36. How did you come to know about tbem? 
37. Have you tried to contact any of the agencies? Yes 
If Yes, Wba t for? 
If not WbY. 7. 
38. Vbat was your experience wltb your attempt to use the ageDCies if 
you bave bad attempted? 
10 
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39. Wbat do you tbink generally of small enterprise agencies In the coun try? - 
40. Wbat do you tbink of the role of the government In the success of the small business In the country? 
41. Do you tbink you are constrained In any way by governnent policies In attaining growtb In your business? Yes / No. 
If yes, wbat policies? 
42, Vhat financial records do you keep? 
43. Wbat do you use these records for 
44. If you don't keep any records why? 
45. How did you establisb your market contacts? 
46. At wbat capacity are you operating now? 
47. How and where do you find employees to recruit? 
449. How do 7ou compensate your employees? 
4,9. Did you ever bave any marketing problems? Yes / No 
If yes, wbat problem did you baveý. -' 
50. Assistance in wbat areas did you ever need? 
51, Were you able to find assistance as you required? Yes INd 
(a). If yes wbere did you find this assistance? 
(b). If no wby? 
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5-P. How did you know that the source you've mentioned Is the one to 
solve your problems? 
53. What do you tbink would benefit the small enterprise sector most 
that you may want the Government to do? 
54. How do you normally gatber information for developing your 
busi ness? 
55, Wbat type of contact do you prefer in receiving information? 
56. If were to need assistance from any of your sources bow would you 
normally contact tben.; ' 





1. Entrepreneur: background, general awareness of bis business' 
environment 
2. Location of business 
3. Factory layout and production 
4. Product quality 
5. OrEanisation of business 
6. Employees' background and readiness and motivation 
7. Management ability In running the business 
8. Entrepreneur's readiness in responding to questions 
9. Otber 
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